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1.

INTRODUCTION

According to Teichman (1981) one of the most interesting and productive applications of
family therapy is to the treatment of troubled adolescents, all the more so, since for quite a
long time psychotherapy with adolescents has been considered a difficult task.We can
only agree with her, since it is family therapy with adolescents that is the general subject
of üiis study.
Conducting research in clinical settings is a difficult and knotty task and being researchers
as well as clinicians, although considered advantageous, by no means make things easier.
In this chapter some of the current obstacles in the field of family therapy research are
described and translated to our specific clinical setting. For a better understanding and in
an attempt to unravel the complicated situation, we distinguish the research perspectives
from the clinical perspectives and discuss them separately. Furthermore, in this chapter
the basic choices concerning research strategy and research objective are outlined and
accounted for.

1.1

Research Background

For nearly two decades now psychotherapy* research has been concerned with the
perennial question of identifying "... the specific effects of specific interventions by
specified therapists upon specific symptoms or patient types?" (Bergin, 1971 p. 245).
This specificity question, as Pinsof (1979) called it, gradually developed from the
traditional question whether or not psychotherapy is effective (Bergin, 1971; Bergin &
Strupp, 1972; Gottman & Markman, 1978; Strupp, 1978; Pinsof, 1981).
In the years since Eysenck (1952) charged that psychotherapy produces no greater
changes in emotionally disturbed individuals than do naturally occuring life experiences,
researchers and clinicians alike felt compelled to answer the challenge. They confuted
Eysenck's criticisms by means of, and based on, two quite opposite tendencies in
psychotherapy research.
The first was the tendency to corroborate the studies by trying to control the process of
psychotherapy. More attention was paid to the use of control group designs (Rogers &
Dymond, 1954) in trying to prove that psychotherapy was better than the mere passing of
time. Comparative studies were carried out in which researchers tried to discover what
kind of therapy was the most effective (e.g. Sloane et al, 1975,1976). Single blind (Paul,
1966) and even double blind research strategies (Wojciechowski, 1984) were used to
determine the efficacy of psychotherapy. The general object of this "corroborative"
tendency is the outcome of therapy and often a controlled and quantitative rather than
qualitative research style is used.
Analyzing and synthesizing the data from 25 years of research on the efficacy of
psychotherapy, Luborsky, Singer and Luborsky (1975) concluded that most forms of
psychotherapy produce changes in a substantial proportion of patient-changes that are
often, but not always, greater than those achieved by control patients who did not receive
therapy. Other reviews of more recent research both in psychotherapy (Smith & Glass,
1977; Bergin & Lambert, 1978) and in family therapy (Wells & Dezen, 1978; DeWitt,
1978; Gunman & Kniskem, 1978a; Masten, 1979; Olson, Russell & Sprenkle, 1980)
reached similar conclusions. The preponderance of evidence, as it has become clear, in
both psychotherapy and family therapy does not support Eysenck's pessimistic
conclusion. Moreover, research has legitimized the status of family therapy as a viable
mode of helping (Wells & Dezen, 1978).
The second tendency in psychotherapy research has been called the "flight from outcome
into process" (Hoch & Zubin, 1964; Malan, 1973). Researchers following this tendency
As family therapy developed within the field of psychotherapy a clear distinction has not been made
between psychotherapy and family therapy in the evolutionary history of the research
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decided that adequate outcome research was not yet feasible and that, for the time being,
they had to satisfy themselves with process research, trying to delineate more clearly what
actually happens in psychotherapy. The general object of this tendency is the therapeutic
process and often a qualitative rather than quantitative research style is used. While a
number of studies in psychotherapy process research led to the first tentative conclusions
(Orlinsky & Howard, 1978; Horowitz, 1979; Luborsky et al, 1984; Rice & Greenberg,
1984 and Henry, Schacht & Strupp, 1986), the field of family therapy process research
has hardly been explored, and a clear and consistent body of knowledge (both substantive
and methodological) has not yet emerged (Pinsof, 1981). Five years later, Greenberg and
Pinsof (1986b, p.3) stated that "Some clear processes are at work which give the field a
greater sense of coherence and maturity. The field is moving out of its infancy into
toddlerhood".
Historically the two tendencies of process and outcome research were seen as separate
domains. However, a number of trends have converged to reduce, if not eradicate the
distinction between process and outcome research and there has been a bidirectional trend
towards an integration of process and outcome traditions. As outcome researchers were
coming to realize that outcome research without process measures could never illuminate
the basic mechanisms of psychotherapy, process researchers were realizing that process
research that is not eventually linked to some kind of outcome is ultimately irrelevant (e.g.
Bergin and Lambert, 1978; Orlinsky and Howard, 1978; Schalken, 1979; Schagen,
1979).
Researchers were encouraged to move away from a view of therapy as a mysterious
'black box' (Todd and Stanton, 1983) and to provide detailed specifications and
observations of the actual processes (Orlinsky and Howard, 1978; Pinsof, 1981).
Only in this way we would come closer to answering the ultimate empirical and clinical
question "what treatment for what problem? (with what therapist, etc. etc.)" (Gunman and
Kniskem, 1981b).

1.2

Clinical Background

Apart from being the latest trend in family therapy research, the intensive analysis of the
therapeutic process is also indicated from a clinical perspective.
After a history of polarization, proselytism, sectionalism and competing ideologies that
resulted in the fragmentation of the field into "schools" attended with an extraordinary
diversity of individual modes of practice (cf. Singer, 1980; Gurman & Kniskem, 1981a;
Stierlin, 1983) the family therapy field has begun the quest for common theoretical
concepts and simularities across approaches (Hoffman, 1981; Fraser, 1982; Sluzki, 1983;
Breunlin & Schwartz, 1986).
However, since each school developed its own language this quest is seriously hindered
by a language barrier that precludes cross-theoretical communication and interferes with
the conduct of research (Wolfe & Goldfried, 1988).
In addition to this conceptual integration there is a widespread tendency to integrate
different intervention methods in the belief that selective sampling of other approaches can
enhance clinical effectiveness beyond that accomplished by any therapeutic orientation
(Soudijn, 1979; Gerhardt, 1981; Norcross, 1986). Inevitably the selection, combination
and integration of therapeutic procedures and concepts also suffer from the abovementioned language barrier. Furthermore there is lack of clinically relevant research that
can serve as a scientific foundation in composing eclectic approaches (Gerhardt, 1981;
Wolfe & Goldfried, 1988). According to Pinsof (1981) "the family therapy field is
characterized by a plethora of theories about the nature and relative effectiveness of
different techniques and by a dearth ofresearchtesting these clinical theories" (p.699).
The importance and necessity of systematically describing and evaluating the process of
family therapy or attempting to relate process to outcome was further emphasized by
Harinck (1981), Schnabel (1981), Rice & Greenberg (1984), Schagen (1985), Greenberg
(1986a and b) and others. Aggregating their arguments, process research can serve
clinical practice in several ways.
2

Firstly, it can solve the problem of the often mentioned "uniformity myth" suggesting that
therapists belonging to one and the same therapeutical school actually do the same in
therapy. We would like to add a second myth that might be called the "pluriformity myth"
suggesting that therapists belonging to different therapeutical schools act differently in
therapy. Referring to these myths, Orlinsky and Howard (1978) pointed out the danger of
the assumption that there is a close correspondence between professed orientation and
actual behavior. This view was supported by subsequent (process) research revealing
contradictoiy evidence to both myths (e.g. Gurman & Kniskem, 1981b; Todd & Stanton,
1983). Explicating similarities and differences across approaches may help to break down
artificial distinctions between them, and so facilitate the search for common factors.
Secondly, process research might end the protraction of the debate concerning nonspecific effects in psychotherapy.
Jones, Gumming and Horowitz (1988) stated that the question of whether the effects of
therapy are the result of specific intervention strategies or techniques, or whether they
result from what has been termed non-specific factors (e.g. therapist's personality and
relationship features) continues to be seriously debated. According to these researchers"... even those who are only casually familiar with the therapy research field would
agree that one of the crucial questions for psychotherapy research remains the association
between process, in both its relationship and techniques (as well as other) aspects, to
outcome." (p.49).
Thirdly, process research can be helpful in bridging the often mentioned and lamented gap
between research and clinical practice (cf. Bergin & Lambert, 1978; Strupp, 1978;
Schnabel, 1981; Kiesler, 1981; Harinck, 1981).
There is a reasonable expectation that process-outcome studies should be able to tell
therapists how to utilize their resources most effectively, and (from the standpoint of
consumer advocacy) tell patients how to maximize their chances of gaining therapeutic
benefits (Orlinsky & Howard, 1978).
In addition process research can serve as the scientific basis of psychotherapeutic practice
(Singer, 1980) by providing guidelines for an empirically based attempt to integrate
different intervention methods (Wolfe & Goldfried, 1988).

1.3

The Family Project

Against these research and clinical backgrounds in 1980 the Family Project was started by
Juliaan Van Acker* . Initially operating on a small scale, it soon became a nation-wide
project with the following activities (Van Acker, 1986):
1. Treating severely disturbed families for which placement of the adolescent in
institutional care is considered the only solution to their problems, by means of a
home-based treatment approach** , developed by Van Acker (1983, 1986,
1988a), in order to prevent family dissolution.
2. Implementing the Family Project Approach by training social workers,
behavioral scientists and other practitioners.
3. Conducting research in order to further develop, apply and evaluate the Family
Project Approach, as well as publishing the results of this research and
contributing to the policy of juvenile mental health care.
These activities call for close co-operation between researchers and practitioners.
Fortunately, within the Family Project a fertile co-operation was made possible because
researchers and clinicians were involved in both clinical practice and research. Moreover,
being associated with the University of Nijmegen on the one hand while, on the other
hand, working closely together (within the framework of training) with many
practitioners of social work and mental health services provided the Family Project with
both an abundancy of clinical information and the facilities to process and analyse this
Van Acker is professor of pedagogics in the University of Nijmegen
This Family Project Approach will be further elucidated in the next chapter
3

material.
This rather unique combination of functions, tasks and settings provided the fertile basis
for the tandem-proceeding of (clinically based) research and (empirically based) clinical
practice.

1.4

Integrating research and clinical practice

The combination of tasks and settings merely deals with the more practical aspects of the
gap between research and clinical practice. There are, however, more complicated and
awkward reasons for the fact that clinical research has little or no influence on clinical
practice, and that practitioners are influenced more by their personal experience (Bergin &
Strupp, 1972) and learn most from astute and creative clinical observations (Strupp,
1981).
We will not go into the well-worn discussion about this problem (cf. Hayes, 1981;
Barlow, 1981; Strupp, 1981; Harinck, 1981, Schagen, 1985; Ouborg & Emmelkamp,
1986) but we cannot refrain from mentioning some of the current issues on both sides of
the gap as these affect the present study.

1.4.1 The clinician-scientist gap: the clinical perspective
On the side of clinical practice, there are two important issues that have an impact on the
research/practice split.
First the previously mentioned plethora of theories and techniques lacked consensus on
the intended effects of therapy and through that on the selection and measurement of
meaningful process and outcome variables (Orlinsky & Howard, 1978). Moreover, most
of clinical theory in the field occurs at a relatively high level of abstraction or generality
which makes them hard to operationalize (Fiske, 1977).
The second issue is the fact that the assumed correspondence between theoretical
orientation and actual behavior of therapists could not be empirically validated. Gurman
and Kniskem (1978) for instance commented that in several of the most well-designed
comparative studies, the purely behavioral nature of the behavioral therapies was
questionable. Comparably, in reviewing family therapy research Wells and Dezen (1978)
concluded that in far too many instances the independent variable included unknown
admixtures of other types of therapy. Kazdin (1986), referring to the same issue,
suggested that theoretical differences, often emphasized in the discussion of alternative
therapies, may be blurred in the actual practice of treatments. Thus, similarities and
differences were found that would not have been anticipated on the basis of professed
orientation (Orlinsky & Howard, 1978).
This discrepancy between the theoretical concepts of the numerous theories and what
actually happens in therapy, has made it imperative both to specify treatment methods by
defining strategies and key concepts on a more concrete level, and to provide detailed
specifications and observations of the actual processes (see DeWitt, 1978; Gerhardt,
1981; Pinsof, 1981; Todd & Stanton, 1983; Kazdin, 1986; Wolfe & Gold-fried, 1988).

1.4.2 The scientist-clinician gap: the research perspective
On the side of scientific research two interrelated issues contributed to the research/practice split.
First, the development of the so-called "new science", and the consequent epistemologica! shift that has taken place in the field of family therapy, has caused great confusion
(see Auerswald, 1987; Greenberg & Pinsof, 1986; Hoffman, 1981; Manicas & Secord,
1983; Pinsof, 1989; Rice & Greenberg, 1984; Stierlin, 1983).
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Second, research was seriously hampered by the fact that, as a science, the psychotherapy field was still in a pre-paradigmatic state. Orlinsky and Howard (1978) quoted
Kuhn's (1962) example of the pre-paradigmatic phase in scientific development (i.e. the
state of research in physical optics prior to Newton), and pointed out the resemblance
with psychotherapy research: "extraordinary diversity in concepts and methods, in types
of instrumentation and of data collected, in problems attempted and in criteria accepted for
their resolution" (p. 283).
According to Orlinsky and Howard the difficulties encountered in this earliest stage of the
science arise not from the absence of a model for research, but from the multiplicity of
basic models, dividing the allegiances of researchers.
Moreover, to make the situation even more complex, many of these models and strategies
were found to be incompatible with clinical realities and assumptions, and the orthodox
empiricist approach with its reliance on statistical inference, was seriously questioned
(Bergin & Strupp, 1972; Gottman & Markman, 1978; Greenberg & Pinsof, 1986; Hayes,
1981; Meehl, 1978; Rice & Greenberg, 1984, Rorer & Widiger, 1983; Singer, 1980).
A more naturalistic methodological stance in psychotherapy was advocated, with a
renewed interest in case specific research (Barlow, 1981; Greenberg & Pinsof, 1986;
Hayes, 1981; Kazdin, 1981; Ouborg & Emmelkamp, 1986; Rice & Greenberg, 1984;
Schnabel, 1981; Strupp, 1981; Wells & Dezen, 1978).
Summarizing the situation Kiesler (1981) concluded:
"As a young and insecure science, we incorrectly began by aping the philosophy of
science offered by physics while ignoring models offered by disciplines such as biology
and astronomy. Along the way, we also picked up Fisher's model of statistical inference
and its exclusive emphasis on nomothetic research designs. All of this pulled our
profession away from ecological-naturalistic research approaches and away from
intensive study of single cases" (p. 212-213).

1.4.3 Specifying clinical research and practice
Summarizing the trends on either side of the research/practice split, a general tendency
towards greater specificity is emerging, implying both theoreticaJ concepts and research
designs.
Even the basic question of the effectiveness of particular treatments cannot be adequately
answered until a clearer description and understanding of what actually happens between
client and therapist in the different treatments is obtained. Moreover, the only sensible
way to improve our theory, research or practice is to restrict our focus to specific
homogeneous subgroups of abnormal persons (Kiesler, 1981; Todd & Stanton, 1983).
As Wells and Dezen (1978) repeatedly pointed out: "Any study of the effectiveness of
family therapy will have to carefully specify the particular type of family therapy used and
the characteristics of the population upon which its efficacy has been tested." (p.253).
Furthermore, to become a profession based on solid scientific knowledge, therapists and
researchers will have to find a compromise in weighing statistical significance against
clinical relevance, and so bridge the gap between research hypotheses and clinically
usable findings.
Rice and Greenberg (1984) persuasively concluded:
"What is needed is a research method that can tap the rich clinical experience of skilled
therapists in a way that will push them to explicate what they know, yielding a rigorous
description of the important regularities they have observed."

1.5

Purpose of the study

As argued in the preceding sections, there are numerous reasons why specifying
approaches by means of process research should have urgent priority in the family
therapy field. There are, however, more specific factors within the Family Project that
5

affected the present study as well.
The first important factor that had an impact on our research was the latitude of the Family
Project Approach.
Although the approach was described in detail (Van Acker, 1983a and b, 1986a, 1988a) it
merely functioned as a framework for therapist activities and it allowed for great flexibility
on a behavioral level. This pliability of the approach was considered necessary for optimal
adaptation to the unique demands of each client family. Additionally, in view of further
developing and evaluating the approach, it would be premature to stifle therapeutic
creativity and constrain it by a standardization of therapist behavior. As a consequence,
Guerin's (1976) conclusion that it is quite possible that therapists with the same objectives
would choose different strategies and still follow the same theoretical method, applies
with even greater force to the Family Project
The second factor that influenced ourresearchwas the eclectic orientation of the approach
which had its roots in different theories incorporating concepts, goals and techniques
from different sources.
Thus therapist interventions and strategies were not definable within the constraints and
guidelines of a single theory.
Finally, the third important factor was the training and implementation of the approach. In
training and supervising many mental health professionals, the broader summarizing
concepts which are commonly used to describe behavior in therapy (e.g. transference,
resistance, incongruity) were not particularly enlightening.
In spite of the intensity of our training (Van Acker, 1986) and the use of co-therapy and
supervision, the crucial and ultimate question we kept trying to answer was: "sounds
great, but how do you do it?"
Given this state of affairs therapist behavior within the Family Project was a "variable" in
the most literal meaning of the word and what's more, for various reasons it was meant to
be that way. As such we were compelled to systematically describe therapist behavior in
the process of therapy. Accepting, even encouraging variance in therapist behavior made
this very variance the foremost subject in our process research.
Clearly, as we have argued before, process research that leads to a detailed description of
therapist behavior would have no meaning if not related to outcome. To investigate what
therapists actually do in therapy is meaningful only in combination with the effects of this
behavior cm client families. The type of outcome measures to be used is determined what
with theoretical backgrounds of the approach, and with clinical experience, and will be
discussed in detail in the next chapter.
In sum, the present study deals with the following questions:
- How does therapist behavior vary?
- What effects do these variations of therapist behavior have on (which) client family
factors?
- What correlates do these variations of therapist behavior have in (which) client family
factors?
The general and ultimate goal of all our research efforts is to eventually find the best
strategies and interventions for the specific client families of the Family Project, to
improve the efficacy and efficiency of the Family Project Approach and to clarify this
approach so as to facilitate implementation .

1.6

Chapter Outline

After describing some of the current obstacles in the field of family therapy research, and
translating them to our specific clinical setting, the purpose of the study was elucidated in
this chapter.
In Chapter 2, the Family Project Approach will be introduced and the theoretical
background of the approach will be elaborated. Further, the outcome measures to be used
in this study will be accounted for within the theoretical framework.
Chapter 3 will present the introduction of the instruments, and will describe the subjects
and procedure. The process instrument that was developed, will be described in Chapter
6

4, together with its methodological characteristics and the coding procedure.
The results are presented in Chapter 5.
Finally, Chapter 6 will present a summary of this research, and discuss its implications
and meaning.
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2.

THE FAMILY PROJECT APPROACH

2.1

Introduction

Residential treatment is often considered the only possible treatment for adolescents -ч і і о
have serious conflicts with their parents because of persistent disobedience, r u n r i i n g
away, truancy, or other serious misbehaviors. Recently, however, there is a h e i g h t & r i e d .
concern for the sweeping and negative consequences of institutionalization.
As director of two treatment institutions for adolescent girls with extreme c o n d u c t
disorders, Van Acker was confronted with the fact that institutionalization often b r i n g s o n
more negative than positive effects (Van Acker, 1980; 1981; 1983; 1 9 8 6 a ) .
biis
experience inresidentialcare, together with the growing body of research evidence f o r
the
crucial role of the family, led him to search for a strategy aimed at the p r e v e n t i o n , o f
placement
In 1980 Van Acker started the Family Project at the University of Nijmegen. An i m p o r t a m
goal of this project was to develop an alternative way of treating families with adole s с e n t s
at risk of placement.
The Family Project Approach that was thus created will be outlined in the foil o - w i n g
sections (for a detailed description of the approach see Van Acker 1983a; 1983b;
1^85,
1988a; Van Acker, Menens & Verwaaijen, 1986).

2.2

Theoretical Foundation and Topography

The Family Project Approach (FPA) is mainly based on systems theory and
s o c i a l
learning theory, and, within thefieldof family therapy, can roughly be placed s o m & ^ r v l - i e r e
between Systems Theory Approaches and Behavioral Approaches. For a more d e t a i l e d
collocation of FPA, Table 1 presents a summary of its nearest neighbors: S t r u c t t u r a i
Family Therapy (Aponte & VanDeusen, 1981), Strategic Family Therapy ( S t S - n t o n ,
1981), Problem-Centered Family Therapy (Epstein & Bishop, 1981), Functional F ^ a m i l y
Therapy (Barton & Alexander, 1981) and Behavioral Parent Training ( G o r d o η &
Davidson, 1981).*
Only the major family therapy approaches are included, i.e., those that are s u f f i c i e n t l y
widespread and widely known. We want to stress the fact that by no means we i n t & r - i d t o
give an exhaustive or conclusive overview of the family therapy field. The function o f t h e
overview is purely a pragmatic one, namely to make clear the position of FPA in t h e
field
of family therapy. Since FPA has least in common with psychoanalytic, object-rel a. t i ο η s,
and intergenerational approaches, we have left them out of this overview.
We based ourselves on original contributions from prominent representatives of e a . c h o f
the approaches, thereby following the choices Gurman and Kniskern made i n .
their
Handbook of Family Therapy (1981a). However, we acknowledge the f a c t
that,
especially within the more widespread and "older" approaches, differences in o p i n i o n
and/or emphasis are inevitable.
Additionally, since the various family therapy schools hold many similar t h e o r e t i c a l
views, and since most of them are quite familiar with each other's work, i t i s
not
surprising that considerable blurring has occurred among them. Sometimes t h e y
give
different names to similar events, sometimes they differ only in emphasis. The d i - v e r s i t y
"Behavioral parent training (BPT) certainly has not evolved in the mainstream of family t h e r a p y a n d ,
indeed, we think there are a number of family therapists who do not consider BPT to be a m e t h o d o f
family therapy at all. Our view is that such a position derives both from a very narrow d e f i n i t i o n o f
what constitutes family therapy andfroma good deal of ignorance about the premise and prac t i o e s of
BPT. Moreover, it is our experience that large numbers of family therapists
selectively i n о 1 ι_ι d e
parent training interventions in their work. For all these reasons, BPT deserves a prominent ρ 1 а с e
within the family therapies'' (Gurman & Kniskern, 1981b, p. 517)
9

that does exist can often be traced to the patient population they were charged with
treating, or, of course, the context in which their work began. Therefore, we also mention
the representatives for each school, and characteristics of the client population with which
the approach was initially developed.
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Table 1 Theoretical aspects of FPA and the five approaches most comparable to FPA
Structural
Family Therapy

Strategic
Approaches Co
Family Therapy
M.D. Stanton

ProblemCentered Systems
Therapy of the Family
N.B. Epstein
D.S. Bishop

Functional
Family Therapy

Behavioral
Parent Training

Family Project
Approach

C.Barton
J.F.Alexander

S.B. Gordon
N. Davidson

J. Van Acker

Erickson; Bateson;
Haley; Zuk; Hoffman;
Palazzoli-Selvim
Schizophrenics

Ackciman;
Kardmer

Systems theory;
Behavionsm;
Clinical Experience
Juvenile delinquents

Social Learning
Theoiy

Systems Theory;
Social Learning Theory;
Haley
Adolescents with behavior
problems with imminent
referral to inslituttona] care

Representatives

HJ. Aponte
J.H. VanDeusen

1. Major
Influences

Mmuchin; Haley;
Auerswald; Speck

2. Initial Client
Population

Low-income families

3. Conceptual
Model(s)

Structural model of family Family developmental
life cycle
functioning

McMaster model of family Functional family model
functioning

Children with behavior
problems
Social systems model;
Triadic model
model
Basic principles of socia]

homeostasis
resislance
compression
hierarchy
coalition

Dimensions of family
functioning:
-problem-solving
- communication
-roles
- affective responsiveness
- affective involvement
- behavioral control

regulation

intimacy
distance

learning:
- reinforcement
- modelling
- reciprocny
- coercion

5. Conceptualiza- Contextual; all functiotion of Behavior ning is the product of the
structure of the system
from which it springs

Contextual; behavior
functions as homeostatic mechanisms which
regulate family transacuons

Literal rather than symbohcal; behavior is shaped
by the transactional
panems of the family
system

Literal ralhcr than
symbolical; behavior
is shaped and maintamed by events m the
natural environment

6. Dysfunctional
Families:
a) symptoms

a) Symptoms are viewed
as effects of the dysfimctional structure;

a) Symptoms are viewed
as the resultants or
concomitants of misguided attempts at
changing an existing
difficulty;

a) Symptoms are viewed
as the resultants of
poor family functioning;

b) Emphasis on the
purposes of symptoms

b) Emphasis on the
function of symptoms

b) Emphasis on strengths
and difficulües m each
dimension of family
ftmctiomng

Volitional, relational;
behavior is a vehicle
for both creating and
deriving specific outcomes from interpersonal relationships
a) Symptoms are viewed
as the only way that some
interpersonal funcUons
can be met, as inefficient,
but effective, means of
achieving intimacy or
distance;
b) Emphasis on outcome
of symptoms

4. Basic Concepts

b) problem
determination

Structural dimensions:
-boundary
- alignment
-power
Structural organization:
- enmeshment
- disengagement
- coalition

Children wiA behavioral
and/or academic problems

Social systems model;

Adolescent developmental
Family dimensions

- cohesion
- adaptability
- communication
Adolescent developmental
status:
- power relations
- affective relations
-freedom of choice
Contextual; behavior is the
resultant of a personal way of
processing many different
influences on individual,
relauonal and structural level

a) Symptoms are viewed
as rej^esentalives of and/
or as contributors to
conflict elsewhere in the
family (usual the marital
relationship);

a) Symptoms are viewed
as resultants or concomitants
of problematic adolescent
detachment;

b) Emphasis on environmental contingencies

b) Emphasis on levels of
influence (individual, relational and structural)

Table 1 (continued)
Structural
Family Therapy

с) identified
pauent (IP)

d) fanuly
functioning

^
t->

Strategic
Approaches to
Family Therapy
c) IP is viewed as the pan c) IP is viewed as the
of the ecosystem in which member expressing a
disturbance existing
the problem is being
m the entire family,
actualized but which did
not necessarily contribute hence protect mg or
stabilizing the family
to its generation or
maintenance
d) Dysfunctional families
d) The ability of a
are identified by their
family to function
inability to make transi
well depends on the
degree to which the
tional steps in the family
family structure is
life cycle (eg childbirth,
well defmed, elaborated,
children leaving home)
flexible and cohesive

7 General Goal
Solving problems and
changing the underlymg
systemic slruccure

8 Accomplishing
Change
a) rauonale

b)index

a) Behavior can best be
changed by modifying
the underlying systemic
structure by means of
changing the paOems of
the transacüonal sequences among the fanuly
memben
b) Problem resolution
and structural change
(problem resolution
alone is quite insufficient)

Getting people unstuck
and moving ahead in
Ihcir natural life cycle
by changing the dysfuncuonal sequence of
behavior

Problem
Centered Systems
Therapy of the Family
c) IP is viewed as the
fanuly member with behavior that reveals the
meffecuveness of
fanuly funcuonmg

Functional
Family Therapy

Behavioral
Parent Training

Family Project
Approach

c) IP is viewed as the
family member with
behavior that is adaptive
intermsof its functional
relationship properties

c) IP is viewed as the family member revealing msufficient parental childrearing abilmes

c) IP is viewed as the family
member defying the family
to adapt to his/her new deve
lopmental status, hence re
vealrng problematic family
funcuonmg

d) Dysfunctional fami
lies are identified by
mefTecuve funcuonmg
withrespectto each
dimension (e g denymg
or mislabelling problems,
having masked and m
direct communicauon, etc )

d) Fanuly functioning is
not seen as either funcuonal" or "dysfuncuonal"
but is accepted as legiti
mate m its own right.

d) Dysfunctional famihes
are identified by an mappropnate "match" be
tween the child s behavior
and the behavior of the
parents (e g praisable
child behavior is ignored)

d) Dysfuncuonal families
are idenüficd by then inability to adopt the family
system to the process of
adolescent detachment

Developmg active
problem solving abilities
and improving family
functioning

Helpmg disturbed families
attain the same patterns of
family interaction that are
characteristic of nondistressed families, without
changing the funcuon of
behaviors (ι e. mtimacy or
distance)
a) Behavior can best be
changed by manipulation
of the meaning of behavior withm the inter
personal context of the
family

Enhancing parents child-

Encouraging mdividuaiion

rcanng abihues by rede

and separation Without

a) Behavior can best be
a) Behavior can best be
changed by unbalancing
changed by negotiating
the system and blocking
and setting tasks expres
or diverting the usual
sing family members
path or pattern of return
cxpeclaiions m conm order to stretch the
crete behavioral terms
famihes repertoire toward other options and
new learning
b) Beneficial change
b) Problem resolution
in the presenting problem (not all "problems" are
(no resolvmg of all
considered, only those
family problems
that threaten family's
necessary)
integrity and functions)

b) Reduction of a target
problem and the use of
more adaptive strategies
to meet the functions

signing parents response
to the child's behavior

breaking the affecuve bonds
between the adolescent and
his/her parents

a) Behavior can best be
changed by the modification of environmental contingencies

a) Behavior can best be
changed by the modification
of environmental continguencies

b) Significant changes of
problems m the desired
direction, no new problems
emerging, generalization
and stabilization of the
improved behavior out
side the treatment setting

b) Behavior changes thai
are in Ime with the developmental processes of the
adolescent

9. Treaünent
АдоІісаЬіІау
a. actual

a) For the most part
families presenting
with child problems

a) A plethora of problems
in families, ranging
widely in age, ethnicity,
socio-economic status and
chramcity

a) For the most pan
families with a child
between the age of 6
and 16 who was per
ceived by the famüy as
havmg behavioral and/
or academic problems

a) For the most part
adolescent delinquents

b. assumed

b) Widely applicable

b) Not limited to any
particular symptoms

с restrictions

c) None mentioned

c) Situations where the
context of the situation
permits little or no
leverage (LC families
refusal to wort to get the
pauent off methadon)

b) A consistent set of
limits has not yet been
established
c) Family's lack of
mouvauon as expressed
by not working at
their tasks or no full
commitment to change

b) A consistent set of
limits has not yet been
established
c) Family intervention
will fail if each person
involved in a family
process does nol get
his/her functions met
(therapist's responsibility
cf 7)

a) For the most pan
préadolescent boys,
treated for ЬсЬа югвІ
excesses which are
maladaptive or distur
bing rather than beha
vioral deficits, and their
parents (mostly mothers)
b) The majority of child
cases seen within a
clinical setting
c) InsufTicient degree to
which environmental
control is even possible;
parental interpersonal
problems precluding
their working together;
intrapcisonal interference

factors (e.g. depression,
anxiety)

a) For the most pan
adolescents m senous conflict
with their parent(s) and with
imminent refeiral to institu
tional care

b) Also applicable to a
younger population with
similar (behavior) problems
c) A consistent set of resmenons has not yet been
established

In Table 1 the Family Project Approach and thefiveapproaches that are most comparable
to FPA are summarized on a number of theoretical characteristics. The information
presented is intended to be unambiguous, and to discriminate between the approaches
(e.g., the concept of the family as a system is so widely accepted that it no longer
differentiates family therapy approaches from one another). As stated earlier, however,
approaches often combine theories to a mixture in which certain aspects are emphasized
more than others. Moreover, the determinants of the therapist's thinking and interventions
are so diverse that it is inevitable to only highlight the most pivotal considerations.
Thus, for purposes of clarity, this illustration must, of necessity, be a gross
oversimplification. Nevertheless, since we used well-known, widespread approaches as
an anchorage to FPA, and since FPA will be further elucidated in this section, we hope to
scotch some of these drawbacks.
FPA was orginally intended for, and developed within, the treatment of adolescents and
their families. Hence the conceptual models primarily served the explanation and
understanding of the problems in this phase of life.
Adolescence is seen as an important developmental stage in human life, both for the
adolescent, who finds himself confronted with a number of developmental tasks, and for
the family, which finds itself defied to adapt to this new situation.
Emancipation from parental authority and from emotional dependence upon parents
begins in childhood, but the process of emancipation is greatly accelerated during
adolescence. In order to function effectively as an adult, the adolescent must begin to
detach himself from his family and develop some independence in his behavior, his
emotions, and his values and beliefs.
At the same time the parent-adolescent relationship must develop towards reciprocity,
while the quality of this relationship is an important influential factor regarding
adolescent's personality development.
Additionally, family roles and rules need to be defined in a more adaptive way to the
adolescent's increased maturity and independence. Within FPA, the adolescent
developmental model (Van Acker, 1988a p.130) serves as a conceptual framework for
family therapy, linking family functioning to the adolescent's development
The changes on both individual, relational and structural level are sometimes attended by
conflicts and problems which seriously affect parent-adolescent relationship, thus
negatively influencing adolescent development. The problem is exacerbated if family
functioning has been marginal for an extended period of time and if the parent-child
relationship has a long history of problems. Especially during the stage in the family life
cycle of children leaving home, problems can come to a head and lead to such a crisis that
both the family and the mental health professional who is called in for help, decide to
place the adolescent into an institution.
Since such a solution (aside from other detriments) will have a disruptive effect upon the
parent-adolescent relationship, it is considered to be in conflict with adolescent personality
development and, within FPA, it is avoided whenever possible.
FPA is based on the premise that there are several other alternatives available (e.g., family
therapy, home training), and that, in most cases, these alternatives should be tried before
removalfromthe home.

2.3

Therapy Process and Topography

Theoretical similarities between family therapy approaches are not necessarily coupled
with similarities in clinical practice. For a collocation of FPA within the field of family
therapy practice, we compared some clinical characteristics of FPA with the approaches
selected earlier (Table 2).
Comparing treatment methods is a more arduous task than comparing their theoretical
concepts because within approaches there is great flexibility and variety, both in strategies
and in structure of therapy. Seeking to expand the applicability of the treatment, therapy
schools usually consider it advantageous if the theory is compatible with a broad range of
techniques and allows for flexibility of implementation (e.g., location, length and
14

frequency of sessions). However, a theory that admits a wide choice of techniques and
formats as compatible with that theory, makes it difficult to identify the components of the
treatment that differentiate it from other treatments. All the approaches described earlier,
including FPA, emphasize this flexibility of strategy and structure. Since our main
objective is to indicate the position of FPA in respect of its closest neighbours, we choose
to focus on the more differentiating characteristics of the "average" or "usual" procedures
of the treatment methods (e.g., although length of sessions is considered "flexible" within
all the selected approaches, Sie "usual" length of sessions actually differs). Consequendy,
presented differences are differences in emphasis rather than reflections of "real"
differences and should by no means detract from the greatflexibilityof the approaches.
Again, we want to stress the fact that Table 2 cannot be regarded as an exhaustive or
conclusive overview of the therapeutic approaches, but must, of necessity, be a gross
oversimplification.
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Table 2

Clinical aspects of FPA and the five approaches most comparable to FPA
Structural
Family Therapy

Representatives
1 Assessment
a. mode
b tuning
2 Goals
a. detemunatum

b agreement

3 Role of the
Therapist
a. function

b position

с personality

H J Aponte
J H VanDeusen
a. Integral facet of
therapeutic inter
ventions

Strategic
Approaches to
Family Therapy
M D Stanton
a. Integra] facet of
therapeutic inter
ν entions

b Integrated in treat
ment
a. Therapist détermines
goals

b Integrated in treat
ment
a. Tlierapist determines
goals, family overt
expressed goals are
used as rallying points

b Goals are usually not
explicitly discussed
with the family

b Goals should be agreed
upon, therapist should
justify intermediate
stages

Problem
Centered Systems
Therapy of the Family
N 3 Epstein
P S Bishop
- Special assessment
sessions

Functional
Family Therapy

Behavioral
Parent Trauung

Family Project
Approach

С Barton
J F Alexander
a Special assessment
stage, addiuonal use
of assessment check
lists between sessions
b Previous lo treatment

SB Gordon
N Davidson
a. Special assessment
interviews, additional
use of checklists and
quesuonnaircs
b Integrated m treat
ment
a. Therapist determino
target behaviors, taking
into account parents per
ception of the problem
severity and their moti
vaüon to modify this
behavior
b Mutual agreement
between therapist and
clients must be
reached

J Van Acker

b. Previous to neat
meni
a. Therapist determines
a. Client determines
goals, therapist moderwhat family members
ates unrealistic or
realty want and sets
vaguely formulated
goals based on this
goals into more reasondecision
able statements in con
crete behavioral temis
b Agreement between
b Mutual agreement
between therapist and
therapist and what
family members say
chcnis must be reached
they want is not con
sidcred necessary
a. As a catalyst, clanfycr
a. As a negouator
and facilitator
andclanfyer

. As a go between,
a At one lime as a
fairly authontanan
'switchboard,·
taking charge
conduit of information,
at another time as an
integral and active parti
cipant m the structure of
the system
b Neutral, penphcral to
b Personally involved,
1 Supporting various
family members is
the family system
there is never a struct
used tactically, as a
urally neutral position
vehicle for either
jouung or shifting
power
с Therapist is affected
Therapists personality с No expbcit use of
is underplayed, except
therapist s personality
personally by family
for tactical reasons
transactions and is
self-disclosure is avoided
givmg private peisonal
reactions

b Neutral nonjudge
mental, peripheral to
the family system

и As a consultant to the
parents

a. Special assessment stage

b Integrated m treatment
a. Client determines goals
therapist moderates unrca
listic or vaguely fomtulaled
goals mto more reasonable
statements m concrete
behavioral terms
b Mutual agreement between
therapist and chcnis must
be reached
a As a negotiator and
clanfycr

b Neutral, peripheral to
the family system

b Neutral, nonjudgemental
peripheral to the family
system

с Therapist's relationship с No explicit use of
skills (e.g warmth, self
therapists personality
disclosure) and structuring
skills (e g direcùvenes,
self-confidence) are explicit
ly utilized in therapy

с No explicit use of thera
pists personality

d changes

d In the beginning the
therapist is likely to
be more forceful in
structuring the contexts
within which the
family members will
mteracL According
to the degree of autonomy the family
demonstrates the level
of force will be
diminished
4 Major Strategies Chorography and enactment
S Therapy structure The process of identifying the problem,
gathering data, formulalmg hypotheses, setting tentauve goals and
mlervemng accordingly
are implicit m each
and every action of the
J
structural family therapist throughout treatment.
Treatment cycle:
1. creation of transaction (e.g., enactment)
2. joining with the
transaction (e g,
mimesis)
3. restructuring the
transaction ( e g ,
relabelling)

d. Shift from a more para- d. No changes in role
doxically oppositional
during the therapy
stance toward the whole
process
family, to one of malung
structural subsystem
onented moves

Paradoxical techniques
Therapy can be divided
mto seven stages.
1. 'social'stage
2 soliciting information
3. encouraging family
members to interact
with each other
4 setting goals and
claniying desired
changes
5. identifying elements
m the behavioral
sequence and potential behaviors for
change
6. 'unstabilizing' the
family
7. (if necessary) recontractmg ID deal
with additional problems, otherwise:
starting torecessand
planning termination

Labelling and focusing
Steps and sequences
as defined m a model
that is followed by
the therapist.

Major stages are
1. assessment
2. contracting
3. treatment (i e,
setting and evaluation of tasks)
4. closure

d. Effective relationship
building must take
place before structuring skills will be
effective

Relabelling
Therapy consists of two
phases, the phase of
therapy, in which
relabcUmg takes place,
and the phase of
education, in which
the technology for new
behavior u taught Prior
to these phases assessment takes place

d No changes in role
during the therapy
process

Behavior contracting
Therapy can be divided
mto five stages
1 problem idaiuficanon
2. measuiement and

functional analysis
3. matching treatment
to client
4. assessment of the ongoing
5. evaluation of therapy

d The initially more active
and central role of the
therapist gradually changes
into a more passive and
peripheral one, according
to the degree of autonomy
the family demonstrates

Behavior contracting
Steps and sequoices as defined
m a model that is followed by
the therapist. Major stages
aie:
1 gathering information:
specifying behavioral
referents and transforming the problems mto
amerete behavioral terms
2 gaining msight m the
problems
3. formulation of goals
4. implementation of the
treatment program
3. evaluation and termination of the treatment

Table 2 (continued)

Strategic
Approaches to
Family Therapy
a. As a rule it is not re
6 Therapy Format a. The joint session
with all family mem
commended to see a
a. clients present
bers present is more the
client alone in therapy.
rule than the exception
In addition to the im
mediate family, all sys
tems of import to the
problem (e g , grand
parents, school) can be
involved m treatment
Structural
Family Therapy

b. location

b Usually the therapist's
office

с length of ses- с Usually one hour

b Usually the therapist's
office

с Usually one hour

Functional
ProblemCentered Systems
Family Therapy
Therapy of the Family
a. When seeing a family
a. As a rule joint ses
for the first time
sions with all
presence of all the
family members
family members living
at home is required, and
if one member fads to
attend, it is a reason for
cancelling the session

b. Usually the therapist's
office
Explicit use of phone
contact dunng interim
penods
с Length may vary con
siderably dunng

b Usually the therapist's
office

c. Usually one hour

Behavioral
Parent Training

Family Project
Approach

a Concurrent sessions
a. The initial interview
with parcm(s) and
is best conducted with
adolescent are alter
both parents in the
nated with jomt sessions
child s absence Indi
(parentis) and adolescent
vidual consultation
together), depending on
with the parents is
the conflict. Additionally
often done, without the
other systems of import
therapist ever directly
to the problem (c g , sib
interacting
lings, school) can be
involved in treatment
b Usually the therapist's b Usually the cbent s home
office
Explicit use of phone
Explicit use of phone
contact between face-tocontact between face-toface contacts
face contacts
c. Usually 45 mmutes
с Usually two hours

assessment stage two

A number of
sesssions

d. Contingent upon the
problem, extending
from 6 to up to 30
sessions

e.frequencyof
sessions

e. Usually once a week

f duration of
treatment

f Depending on the
problem presented
(e g , average treat
ment time for psy
chosomatic families
was about 7 months,
for adult heroin addicts
5 months)

aid a half hours, during
task setting stage it can
be 15 20 minutes
d Contingent upon the
dL Limited number of 12 d Conungent upon the
problem, extending
problem, extending
sessions, without the
from 6-8 sessions to
from one to up to 20assessment sessions
"a considerable num
30 sessions
Usually 6-12 sessions
ber of sessions"
e Usually once a week
e. Usually once a week
e In the beginning once
for early sessions,
a week, if all goes well
with less frequent
sessions may be spread
meetings near termi
out to once every two
nation
weeks, to once a month,
even to once every
6 months
f Unlimited, depending
f Duration may vary
f Usually limited to 6
considerably from
on the problem pre
months or less, doubt
one week to months
ing the value of family
soiled
to years, depending
treatment which ex
on the issue Open
tends beyond 15 months
end

d Usually 10 sessions

e. Usually once a week

f Usually limited
to 2}/2 4 months

d Contingent upon the
problem (e g seeing
parents and adolescents
seperately) from 10 to
more than 50 sessions
e In the beginning several
tunes a week, with less
frequent meetings (once
every two weeks or once
a month) near icrminalion
f Usually between 6 and
12 months

2.4

Criteria of Change

It is difficult to specify outcome criteria that are appropriate for family therapy in general,
because any measure of effectiveness is highly related to the theoretical orientation
(Malouf and Alexander - in Gurman and Kniskern, 1981b). Values exert their influence
here in a twofold way: both in affecting the choice of dimensions on which outcome is
judged, and in suggesting which outcomes are to be regarded as successes on these
dimensions. Lebow (1981) highlights four basic value judgments that affect family
therapy research.
The first centers upon the level at which the intervention ultimately is focused. Although
family therapy usually aimes at changes on all levels, the emphasis about which changes
need to be accomplished for therapy to be called successful (i.e., changes in the identified
patient, the relationship of the IP to other family members or the total functioning of the
family) clearly differs across approaches (cf. Table 1, 8b). Changes in family interaction
or structure are often the hypothesized means whereby a family therapist proposes to
solve the problems. For FPA, these means centre on improving the parent-adolescent
relationship, because this relationship is considered an important influential factor with
respect to the adolescent's personality development. Consequendy, the dyadic level is
important in research on FPA.
Since family structure has an impact on the process of individuation and separation (and
vice versa), additionally, the structural level should be taken into account. Ultimately,
however, the value of altering family interaction and family structure will depend on
whether or not these changes do, in fact, facilitate the resolution of the problems that lead
people to seek therapeutic assistance (Jacobson, 1985). Therefore, the individual level
revealing changes in the identified patient, remains pivotal in family therapy research. For
FPA, an additional reason for emphasizing the individual level is the fact that behavior
changes are considered an important index for change (Table 1,8b).
The second significant value judgement according to Lebow (1981) involves the relative
status assigned to normality and growth as treatment goals. Table 1 shows that functional
family therapists view normality (in a statistical sense) as the major goal of treatment,
whereas the other approaches center upon the growth aspects of the therapeutic
experience. Since FPA also stresses growth, research on FPA should be less concerned
with normality in the statistical sense, but should look to vivacity and self-development
instead.
The third value judgement mentioned by Lebow (1981) is the selection of the classes of
behavior upon which assessment is to focus. Practitioners and researchers vary
considerably in the types of changes they view as core goals of treatment (e.g., insight,
behavior changes or cognitive change). FPA, like all the other selected approaches,
considers behavior changes vital to treatment success.
Finally, specific value judgments about family issues have important roles in family
therapy research. This includes opinions about the optimal level of conflict within the
family, the optimal distance between family members, the importance of a good
relationship with parents, the relative haraifulness of divorce and similar issues. These
opinions determine which outcomes are to be regarded as successes, and, inevitably, play
a part within every therapeutic approach. The approaches do, however, differ in the
degree to which a therapist's opinions influence the treatment process (cf. Table 2, aspect
3). FPA explicitly states that a therapist's values and moral standards should be of
secondary importance in the treatment process, and regards a client's perception of the
situation as crucial. Therefore, a client's perception of the problems should also be of
great significance in the research on FPA.
Summarizing the above, according to FPA client families are successfully treated if they
show improvement on the following dimensions (levels):
- status of the identified patient (individual level)
- problem perception (individual level)
- parent-adolescent relationship (relational level)
- family structure (family level)
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3.

METHOD

3.1

Introduction

In this chapter, the measurement choices involved in the study design will be presented.
As indicated in Chapter 1, ultimately this study addresses the effectiveness of specific
therapist behavior, implying both the measurement of treatment process (viz. a detailed
description of therapist behavior) and the measurement of treatment outcome.
There has been little empirical research relating specific therapist actions to outcome
(Windholz, 1988), and the even smaller amount of process research focusing on the
behavior οι family therapists has not produced a consistent body of findings (Pinsof,
1981).
One of the main problems is that among the various therapy schools there is no agreement
on the selection and measurement of meaningful process and outcome variables (Orlinsky
& Howard, 1978).
In selecting variables and in choosing (or creating) measurement systems for the present
study, we have taken into consideration the extent to which they accommodate both the
unique theoretical and pragmatic realities of family therapy in general, and the specific
characteristics of the Family Project Approach (cf. § 1.5 and § 2.4 of this dissertation). In
the following sections the process and outcome variables considered meaningful in the
present study are accounted for from these perspectives. For reasons of clarity, we
discuss process and outcome measures separately.

3.2

Process Measures

In order to provide a detailed description of therapist behavior, a system for measuring or
coding this variable had to be created or selected from existing systems.
The majority of the coding systems used to study family therapist behavior have focused
primarily on verbal as opposed to paralinguistic, kinesic or proxemic behavior. According
to Pinsof (1981) this verbal emphasis probably derives from the fact that family therapy
process theory has focused primarily on the verbal behavior of the therapist. Since FPA
too emphasizes therapist verbal behavior as a means of bringing about change, in the
present study we confine ourselves to the verbal aspects of therapist behavior.
Several coding systems for studying family therapist verbal behavior were evaluated,
including the Family Therapist Intervention Scale (Presser & Sigal, 1974), the Allred
Interaction Analysis for Counselors (Allred & Kersey, 1977) and the Family Therapist
Coding System (Pinsof, 1981). Unfortunately, none of these instruments fitted our
research needs. Some of the systems are conceptually derived from, and mainly applied to
individual psychotherapy. Pinsof (1979) contended (and we concur) that the use of these
systems within the field of family therapy is both conceptually and methodologically
questionable. In addition, most scales confound evaluation and description, thereby
prematurely foreclosing the discovery process with an implicit theory of what is good or
bad (i.e., more or less "therapeutic") therapist behavior. Rather than having the coder or
system decide in advance, in this study we intended to link therapist behavior to outcome
in order to reveal which types of behavior in a particular context are constructive or
destructive.
Moreover, many instruments were developed within a certain therapeutical school. This
might restrict their scope, since it may obscure or ignore powerful factors that operate
within a particular type of therapy that fall outside of its theoretical purview.
Therefore the first objective of the present research was the development of a system to
enable a more comprehensive and detailed description of the therapist's verbal behavior.
The development of this coding system that was explicitly designed to describe and
differentiate specific verbal behaviors of family therapists on a concrete level, is presented
in the next chapter.
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3.3

Outcome Measures

Agreement on the use of specific measures is even more sparse in family therapy outcome
research than in individual therapy outcome research (Lebow, 1981). Most researchers
agree however, that in thorough assessment of family therapy outcome, multiple outcome
measures from several perspectives should be used, and that measures should focus upon
multiple aspects of change at both the individual, dyadic, and system levels (cf. Gurman
& Kniskern, 1981b; Jacobson, 1985; Lebow, 1981; Pinsof, 1981, 1989; Todd &
Stanton, 1983).
As stated in Chapter 2, according to FPA client families are succesfully treated if they
show improvement on the following levels:
- individual level (i.e., status of the identified patient and problem perception)
- relational level (i.e., parent-adolescent relationship)
- system level (i.e., family structure)
The measurement choices for each level will now be discussed successively. For reasons
of clarity, additional outcome measures regarding overall judgements of treatment
success, and potential factors influencing treatment outcome (e.g., life events) are
presented separately (see § 3.4). The various perspectives or sources used in this study
will be discussed in a later section of this chapter, together with the times of measurement
and other aspects of the procedure.

3.3.1

Individual Level

At the individual level the first variable is the status of the identified patient. Since the
client population of the Family Project consisted of families having an adolescent with
behavior problems, for whom placement in institutional care is considered, in all cases the
adolescent was regarded as the identified patient. For diagnostic classification of the
adolescent we used the Diagnostic and Statiscal Manual of Mental Disorders (3rd ed),
popularly known as DSM-III (American Psychiatric Association, 1980; Van Ree, Koster
van Groos et al., 1985). Todd and Stanton (1983) indicated that, although it is too early
to evaluate it as a research instrument, DSM-III seems promising in marital and family
therapy.
In spite of the fact that it has also been strongly criticized (Mc Lemore & Benjamin, 1979;
McMahon, 1987; Kutchins & Kirk, 1986), we agree with Frances, Clarkin and Perry
(1984) that a DSM-III diagnosis could well serve as part of a complete formulation
including, among other things, data on the individual's family and social system. As
such, it has the great advantage of being a widely accepted versatile and validated method
of classification insuring comparability across studies.
Additionally, family members were asked what problems initially led them to seek help,
allowing them to define the problems in their own words, and to indicate the changes in
the problem(s) they initially formulated.
The second variable at the individual level is problem perception. Since there are no
existing instruments for this variable (at least none that could be easily administered), we
decided to develop a questionnaire, based on our clinical experience with the families of
the Family Project. The items refer to the way the problems affect various aspects of
family members' lives. Appendix A shows this nine item paper-and-pencil questionnaire.

3.3.2

Relational Level

At the relational level we were interested in the parent-adolescent relationship. This
relationship was assessed using the Relatie Vragen Lijst (Appendix В), an adapted
version of Lietaer's revision of the Barrett-Lennard Relationship Inventory (Lietaer, 1974;
1979). We adjusted this revised form of the RI in two ways.
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The first and greatest adjustment concerned leaving out one of the five subscales, i.e., the
subscale Unconditionality. This subscale was left out of the questionnaire because it
repeatedly failed to yield significant results in the parent-adolescent relationship
(Hollenbeck, 1965; Lietaer, 1974; Van der Veen & Novak, 1971). This was explained by
the fact that the dimension Unconditionality might be confined to professional therapeutic
relationships, i.e., relationships the RI initially was developed for. Van der Veen and
Novak indicated that "... this may be due to differences in parent and therapist roles,
particularly regarding the control exercised by the parent in the process of the child's
socialization; there are many more "do's" and don't's" in the family life than in the
therapy office" (p.337). Lietaer (1974) suggested that extreme Unconditionality could
indicate indifference or lack of concern, and that it could also be perceived as such by the
partner involved. We decided not to burden our client families with the items referring to
this equivocal subscale. Since each subscale contained 10 items, this alteration reduced
the total number of items from 50 to 40.
The second adjustment consisted of substituting words or expressions that were
considered equivocal (or typically Flemish) with more current Dutch language. From the
remaining 40 items, 12 items were partly adjusted for this reason.
In accordance with the basic English language forms, the Dutch version also contains two
parallel forms (Lietaer, 1974), the S-form (S=self) and the P-form (P=partner). In the Sform the focus is on the reporting person's own response to the other (e.g., I understand
her), whereas in the P-form the focus is on the respondent's perception of the other
person's attitudes in the setting of their relationship (e.g., She understands me). In this
study it is considered more imponant for parents to be empathie, directive and to have
positive regard for their children than vice versa. Therefore, the subscales Empathy,
Directivity and Positive Regard were administered in the S-form to the parents, and in the
P-form to the adolescents. With respect to the subscale of Transparence, however, (a
subscale Barrett-Lennard initially called Willingness-to-be-known) we were more
interested to know whether or not the adolescent hides his feelings (about both himself
and the parent involved) from his parent. Thus, for this subscale adolescents were given
the S-form, while the parents responded to the P-form. Since the two forms are
considered parallel forms with the same scoring procedures, this had no consequences for
the ultimate results.

3.3.3 Family Level
At family level the family structure was measured with the Gezins Dimensie Schaal
(CDS), a Dutch revision of Olson's Family Adaptability and Cohesion Evaluation Scale
(Buurmeyer & Hermans, 1988). This instrument is based on the Circumplex Model of
Marital and Family Systems (Olson, Sprenkle & Russell, 1979; 1980; 1983; Olson, 1986;
Russell, 1979, 1980), a circular matrix employed in locating a family's style of
functioning along two major dimensions, family cohesion and family adaptability. Family
cohesion is defined as the emotional, intellectual and physical oneness that family
members feel toward one another. Family adaptability refers to the family's ability to shift
its power structure, roles, and rules of relationships in response to unfamiliar or stressful
conditions. Although there still are a number of questions to be answered regarding the
CDS (cf. Veerman, 1987) it has the advantage of being a short instrument, easily
administered and standardized on the Dutch population. Furthermore, it is widely used,
which makes comparisons of results to other clinical groups easier (cf., Forman &
Hagan, 1984; Veerman, 1987).

3.4

Additional Data

Although in this study the therapist's verbal behavior is considered the most important
factor influencing client behavior, it cannot be regarded in isolation. In addition to
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therapist behavior, other factors may also contribute to family therapy outcome (cf.
Gunman & Kniskem, 1981b; Todd & Stanton, 1983; Jacobson, 1985).
In this section we will discuss the additional treatment and client family variables
considered potentially important influences to outcome in this study.
With respect to treatment variables, additional data were collected concerning a) the
therapist involved; b) treatment length; c) total number of sessions; d) treatment intensity
(frequency of sessions); e) treatment setting; and f) family members present at the
sessions. This information was derived from the extensive and detailed treatment
dossiers.
In accordance with the necessity to specify the client population, and in order to gain
insight in the initial differences between client families, the following client variables were
assessed: a) demographic variables (socioeconomic status); b) family constellation; c)
family members' ages; d) problem history; and e) family communication. Client family's
socioeconomic status was classified on the basis of six socioeconomic background levels
(Instituut voor Toegepaste Sociologie, 1975).
Family Communication was estimated by the therapist on a Clinical Rating Scale for
Family Communication (Olson & Killorin, 1983). Except for the demographic variables,
for which paper-and-pencil questionnaires were filled out by the client families, the
remaining variables were assessed orally using a checklist
Since occurences in family member's lives might have an impact on ultimate treatment
outcome as well, a questionnaire for life events was also administered (Appendix C).
Furthermore, the therapists involved were asked to identify what client and/or treatment
factors affected therapy (either positively or negatively), and to estimate its relative
contribution to outcome. This information was collected during a standard interview with
the therapist. The interview also yielded information about what goals were set by the
therapist, and about other aspects of the therapy process (e.g., whether contracts were
used).
In addition to the abovementioned outcome measures serving as criteria of change,
therapists were asked to rate the achievement of therapist goals on a 4-point Likert-type
scale (1 = totally achieved, 4 = not achieved). Furthermore, the therapist was asked
whether, according to his* view, the treatment had been successful (and why), and how
treatment termination was accomplished (e.g., dropping out or mutual termination). All
information was gathered by means of the previously mentioned standard interview.
Although we agree with Todd and Stanton (1983) that satisfaction with therapy or liking
one's therapist should never be confused with success of therapy in achieving its stated
goals, this does not preclude the fact that, in our view, a client's judgement on how he
benefitted from the treatment is an important additional outcome criterion.
Gurman and Kniskern (1981b) express our position well: "It is ironic that researchers
who reject patient reports of change often do accept patients' initial complaints and
expressions of suffering for both clinical and research purposes" (p. 769).
To measure a client's judgement on how he benefitted from the treatment, we constructed
the Client Satisfaction List (Appendix D).

3.5

Subjects and Procedure

The investigator's goal was to obtain data from all families with & female adolescent
identified patient with whom family therapy was started between January 1985 and
January 1986, and was conducted by one of the seven therapists employed in the Family
Project at that time.
From the total number of 16 families with an adolescent (step)daughter that applied for
treatment in the aforementioned year, 3 families could not be admitted to the study for the
following reasons:
The masculine pronoun is used here and later in the text for purposes of convenience. To paraphrase
Haley (1980) therapists and clients come in both sexes, and the author acknowledges the inequity of
the traditional use of the masculine pronoun.
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following reasons:
One family was referred for reasons other than behavior problems or imminent referral of
the adolescent to institutional care Since this family did not meet the criteria for the client
population of the Family Project, this family was left out of the present study.
The second family was excluded for reasons of timing, since the treatment exceeded the
time-limit for admission in this study (i.e. treatment termination by January 1987).
Finally, because of a serious traffic accident in which both parents were involved, another
family had to be dropped from the original sample.
Of the 13 remaining families no one refused to participate in the present study. Data were
collected by an outside-investigator at pretreatment (usually between the first and second
therapy session), at posttreatment (4-6 weeks after treatment termination), and at followup (12 months after treatment termination).
The investigator told the family members that the information was strictly confidential and
for research purposes only, and that it would not be discussed with their therapist (for
further details see Ketelaar-van lerssel & Verwaaijen, 1986).
It has been repeatedly and persuasively stated that the sole use of any given perspective in
assessing treatment outcome is indefensible on both methodological and clinical grounds
(Cromwell & Peterson, 1983; Gurroan & Kniskem, 1981b; Hill, Carter & O'Farrell,
1983; Jurkovic, 1985; Smets, 1985; Todd & Stanton, 1983). Therefore, in this study
both the client family's father and mother, as well as the adolescent perspectives were
considered. As mentioned before, additional information was derived from therapist's
perspective. Furthermore, independent coders were used for coding family therapist
behavior and for coding the status of the identified patient.
Research assessing change in several family members and subsystems from multiple
perspectives will produce a matrix of outcomes instead of a single index of change. In
Table 3 the building stones for the matrix of outcomes used in this study are presented.
Table 3

Assessment scheme

Information
1.Process Meaures
therapist verbal
behavior
2.Outcome Measures
status of the IP

Instrument

Source

Category System
for Therapist
Behavior (see
Chapter 4)

verbal transcnpls
ofaudiolaped
sessions

DSM-III
Open questionnaire

changes in initial
complaints

Quesuonnaire with
personal (pretreatment)
formulation of initial
complainns) typed in
Problem Percepuon
id.
Questionnaire
(Appendix A)
Relatie Vragen Lijst
id.
(adjusted, Appendix В)
Ge¿ms Dimensie Schaal id.

paicnt-adolcsccnt
relationship
family structure

independent
coder

Maudslcy Coding- independent
roder
form (filled out
by therapist)
id.
father, mother
and adolescent
father, mother
id.
and adolescent

imual complaints

problem perception

Perspective
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Time

-

initial phase of
therapy
pretreatment
posttreatment

father, mother pre- and posland adolescent trcatment and
follow-up
father, mother pre- and postand adolescent follow-up
father, mother pre-and postand adolescent follow-up

Table 3 (continued)
Information
3 Additional Data
clicntfamily s
socioeconomic status

constellation
(ages etc)
problem history
communication
life-events
satisfaction
treatment information
therapist involved
treatment format
(treatment length
number of sessions,
etc)
use of contract
influencing factors and
their weight
goal setting and goal
achievement
success of therapy

Instrument

Beroepenklapper
(socioeconomic devices
developed for the
Netheriands)
Oral checklist

Source

Perspective

a questionnaire
for father, mother
and adolescent

pretreatment

clientfarmly (ι e
father, mother and
adolescent)
clienlfamhy (i e
Oral checklist
father, mother and
adolescent)
Clinical Rating Scale for therapists
therapist
Family Communication expenence with
the family
Life-Events Questionnaire id
father, mother
(Appendix C)
and adolescent
Client Satisfaction List id.
father, mother
(Appendix D)
and adolescent

-

dossiers
dossiers

Time

-

pretreatment
pretreatment
initial
phase of
therapy
posttrcatment
and follow-up
posttrcatment
and follow-up

-

standard interview
standard interview

therapist
therapist

therapist
therapist

posttrcatment
posureatmenl

standard interview

therapist

therapist

posttrcatment

standard interview

therapist

therapist

posureatmenl
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4.

THE CATEGORY SYSTEM FOR THERAPIST BEHAVIOR (CSTB):

Development Process, Methodological Characteristics and Coding
Procedure
4.1

Strategy Decisions

As stated earlier, this study primarily focuses on actual treatment interventions (i.e., what
therapists do, regardless of what they say they do, or are expected to do within a given
school of therapy). Thus, emphasis is placed on what the therapist does, rather than what
the therapist is. This focus on therapist behavior does not imply that other factors such as
relationship factors, theoretical orientation (e.g., therapist's opinions, motives, beliefs) or
therapist's attitude (e.g., warmth, directivity) are not important in bringing about
therapeutical change. In our opinion, however, these factors are reflected in the
therapeutic interaction between clients and therapist. Since each utterance embodies these
more abstract elements, therapists verbal behavior captures an important dimension of the
therapeutic communication process.
Furthermore, as Gunman and Kniskem (1981b) pointed out, relationship factors are much
more complex and may operate differently in family therapy as contrasted with individual
psychotherapy. They stated that ".... family therapy may produce dangers different from
individual therapy that require the therapist to be much more than, e.g. empathie, warm,
and genuine." (p.760-761). According to Gurman and Kniskem (1981b), in these
situations the therapist ".... will need to expand considerable effort in managing the
aspects of the treatment situation and, as a result, be less available for relations with each
individual in the family, thus obviously diminishing the impact of such modes of relating,
at least for certain periods or stages of the development of a working therapeutic alliance."
(p.761)
The emphasis on the therapist's verbal behavior does not preclude the client system either,
since therapists are not only guided by theoretical consideration, but also respond to
clients' behavior, acting more or less on the spur of the moment. Moreover, in measuring
the process of therapy, we focused our research on the interaction between therapist and
client family, using categories that arereflectiveof this interaction, thus clients' responses
are merged in. We will come back to this issue in § 6.1.
To measure the process of therapy, we considered it necessary to use an instrument that
was sufficiently sensitive to capture the quality of the interaction, yet did not require the
rating of dimensions that were so abstract that they already represented an amalgamation
of more specific therapist actions and behaviors. In order to reveal effective, i.e. essential
treatment ingredients, the category system should specify the actual treatment operations
used by therapists, thereby providing useful descriptions of the therapy process.
Pinsof (1989) formulated three methodological criteria to guide the creation and use of
process measures within family therapy. In addition to the descriptiveness and specificity
already mentioned, Pinsof emphasized universality as a prerequisite for discovering
powerful factors that fall outside of a given theoretical purview, and for allowing acrossschool comparisons. As he pointed out, a behaviorally oriented measure of therapist
behavior, for instance, might focus on the therapist as a reinforcer, but might ignore the
therapist's empathie and interpretative efforts. To solve this problem, in the present study
we take into account all the therapist's verbal behavior, i.e., everything the therapist says,
irrespective of FPA theory.
Hence the category system should be able to tap all therapist verbal behavior of different
therapists at different stages in therapy.
Summarizing the above, the category system has to be descriptive and specific, it should
comprise categories that are reflective of the interaction between therapist and client
family, and it should provide a complete picture of therapists' behavior.
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4.2

Development Process

In the construction and development of the CSTB, five phases can be distinguished that
will be discussed successively. First, an inventory of the therapist's verbal behavior was
made, based on transcripts of audiotaped therapy interaction (Phase 1). Then, behaviors
with similar meanings were grouped together (Phase 2), and the aspects by which the
behaviors in each class may be recognized were specified in detail (Phase 3).
Finally, the definite form was determined (Phase 4) and an additional coder was trained to
determine whether the CSTB was communicable to others (Phase 5).

4.2.1

Phase 1: Inventory of Therapist Behaviors

The inventory of therapist behaviors was based on the dossiers of Family Project treatments. In addition to client family data, session preparations, date, time and place of
sessions etc., the dossiers contained (literal) transcripts of the audiotaped therapy
sessions. These verbatim transcripts constituted the basic material for initial coding, i.e.,
identifying naturally occuring therapist behaviors* .
The scoring unit or "the entity that is actually coded and counted" (Kiesler, 1973, p.38)
was defined as everything that the therapist says between two successive utterances by
other participants (family members or other persons present). Since the transcriber
identifies this "speech unit" in the transcription process, transcripts were preunitized, so
that the scoring unit could rapidly and easily be identified.
The contextual unit refers to that portion of transcripts that can be considered in rating any
particular therapist intervention (Kiesler, 1973, p.38). For the CSTB, the contextual unit
consisted of the entire sample that the coder rated at any one time (i.e., the total dossier of
a given treatment was coded by one and the same coder, but usually one entire session
was coded at the time).
For each session, scoring units were numbered. All utterances of the therapist were
described in terms of activities, thus transforming therapist speech into therapist activities.
This way, a long list of therapist behaviors was constructed, reflecting the entire behavior
repertoire of FPA therapists. Activities thus obtained were, for example:
- therapist asks what the conflicts are about
- therapist explains therapy procedure
- therapist summarizes client statements, asking if he understood it well

4.2.2

Phase 2: Grouping of Categories

Clearly, the long list of activities obtained in Phase 1 had to be cut down to manageable
proportions. Therefore, this collection of activities was adjusted in two ways.
First, categories that were difficult to differentiate were taken together. We were,
however, reluctant to lump together the categories into a smaller number of groups,
without empirical evidence for their similarity. Furthermore, the large number of
categories served to provide detailed information about the therapist's behavior. Therefore
this adjustment was carried out only for overlapping or ambiguous categories. For
example, the question where problem behavior occurred (e.g., at home, at school) and
the question when problem behavior occured (e.g., during meals, at bedtime) were
merged into one category: Problem exploration concerning circumstances. This way
ultimately 46 mutually exclusive categories were obtained to code every intelligible
statement of the therapist
Second, to facilitate the coding process and to enhance reliability, these 46 categories
For the development of CSTB a total amount of 20 sessions (i.e., nearly 3,000 therapist statements)
from 6 different therapies (client families) and from different stages in therapy were used in the initial
phase.
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were arranged and grouped according to their meaning.
This grouping, was based on FPA theory (Van Acker, 1983a; 1986a; 1988a). H o w ^ s r ^ ^ v e r ,
rather than grouping together behaviors that were assumed to have similar conce^^zr» t іл a l
meaning, thereby building in assumptions about their order on some t h e r a p -^Ξ^ -- и t i c
dimension, each category was to include therapist statements that were s i m i l E ^ . ^
as
behavior. The categories were grouped, based on the added meaning the thera^jr^» ± s t ' s
behavior takes on by defining it in terms of its particular function in a particular с о : n . "t ^ χ t .
This way, for example, Problem exploration concerning circumstances belonged t « ^ э
the
category of Problem exploration, which in tum, was a sub-division of I n f o r m s=% t d o n
gathering. We will come back to this in detail in Phase 4 (see § 4.2.4).

4.2.3

Phase 3:

Operatíonalizing

This phase, which elaborates on the preceding phase, involves specifying in d e t a . - i 1
the
aspects by which the behavior in each category may be recognized. This is n o t
<r>nly
important for objective rating, but it also yields a fine grained description of the beh Ε=β_ ^ ^ т . o r s
that characterize each class (Rice & Kerr, 1986).
In the process of testing out the preliminary coding system, new transcripts were < ^ ^ c r x i e d
time after time, reliability was determined and analyses of errors were conducted. С > η . t h e
basis of this circular process, categories were adjusted, and code-assignment r u l e r - ^
and
priorities were established.
Since, as stated before, the categories are mutually exclusive, the CSTB code-assig г^». т т е г и
rules specify that each scoring unit receives only one code. However, some-- t ± m e s
ambiguity conflicts occur when a therapist's statement does not clearly fit withi i χ - ι t h e
definitional boundaries of competing categories. To resolve dilemmas like t h e s « s ^ „ w e
created a priority structure based on the criterion of specificity, i.e., more s p ^ ^ - c z ^ i f i c ,
descriptive, and informative categories take priority over lesser ones.
An example may elucidate this priority structure: Suppose a client was giving infoi L JL. Л. га. t i o n
on who are involved in the family conflicts, and after this the therapist would ask :
" * 'Wbo
else is involved?" Clearly, this statement meets the criteria for coding the c a t e g < z r > i - y o f
"Further questioning". However, since it is also "Problem exploration c o t i c e n x m . i n g
persons", this more specific category will take priority.
In chronological order, the operatíonalizing procedure to determine which statemei- з—». χ. s d o
and which do not belong to a certain category was as follows:
- First, the categories became exhaustive, i.e., confronting the CSTB w i t t - * .
new
transcripts did not yield any new categories (end of Phase 1).
- Next, the grouping or build-up of the CSTB no longer required adjustmer-» t ,
i.e.,
differences in codes could no longer be attributed to not fitting (as regards con 11^^.- n . t ) o f
categories within a cluster (end of Phase 2).
- Finally, only the operationalizations were adjusted, i.e., coding differences c i < ^ x - i v e d
from poor specification (either too narrow or too global formulations)
<zr> f
the
categories.
This way, increasingly clear categories were obtained that were exhaustive and m -к_а. t n _ i a l l y
exclusive, standard desiderata for classification schemes (Holsti, 1969; Russell &c~ iE» t i l e s ,
1979).
The concrete product of this third phase was a detailed coding manual (Van Ho>cr^» τ^-τχ
&
Ruikes, 1987)*.

This coding manual is available from the author at the University of Nijmegen, Instituut voo τ—
Orthopedagogiek, Postbus 9103,6500 HD Nijmegen, The Netherlands.
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4.2.4

Phase 4: Determining the Definite Form

Ultimately, the CSTB consisted of 46 subcategones, ranked under 18 categones which,
in tum, were grouped into 6 main categones (see Table 4)
Table 4
1.

The category system for therapist behavior (CSTB)

Information Gathering

4.

Putting in concrete ternis
Descnbmg the situation

41

12 Problem exploration concerning
Persons
120
Circumstances
121
122
Attempts for change
123
Feelmgs/Expenence
124
Causes (antecedents)
125
Consequences
126
Frequency
Duration
in
Topic
12»
129
Opinions/Presumptions

42

11
110

410

Stimulating

45 Presenting and carrying out resolution
possibility
4.5 0
Proposing resolution
451
Giving concrete advice
452
Discussing resolution after
carrying out

Insight

5.
2 2 Problem inventory
220
Summing up the Problems

Client-directed

Activities

5 1 Verbally following the client
5 10
Small encouragement
5 11
Repeating
512
Completing client's statement

2 3 Conclusion of therapist
230
Therapist's impression

S 2 Tension reducing remarks
520
Greetings and parting
5 21
Commonplace remarks

Structuring Therapy
3 1 ControUing/Guiding the conversation.
3 10
Course of conversation
3 11
Content and/or goal of
conversanon
3 2 Build up of therapy
320
Determining strategy
3 21
Practical mattere
322
Limits of therapy

Relativize/Puttmg m perspective
42 0
Outlining a realistic picture
42 1
Emphasizing positive aspects
422
Asking for positive aspects

4 4 Enhancing client s commitment.
440
Activating the client
441
Offering perspective
442
Givmg explanation

2.1 Problem elucidation concerning
210
Acts
211
Opinions
212
Feelmgs/Expenence

3.

Mediating
Acung as mterpreter

4 3 Changing of expenence
430
Positively reformulating
431
Pulling to another track
432
Therapist s opinion after client's
opinion

13 Asking for elucidation
130
Further questioning
131
Checking
132
Reacting to non verbal behavior
2.

Direct Influence

5 3 Supporting
53 0
Empathizing and/or affirmation
6.

Remainder
6 1 Unscorable remarks
6 10
Unfinished, incomprehensible
remarks
6 11
Remarks, not relevant for therapy

3 3 Evaluation
33 0
Therapy's value to the clients)

Each utterance embodies an intent, a content and a mode, corresponding with the
taxonomie principles that served as coding aids for the three-tiered, hierarchically
organized CSTB.
That is, coders can classify each utterance by asking· Why does the
therapist do it7 What does the therapist do 7 How does the therapist do it7 Thus, coding
became a three-step procedure
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Initially, the coder placed a therapist's statement in a particular main category (MC) by
determining what the therapist's intent is, i.e., asking the why of a particular type of
behavior.
Then, within this main category, the coder must apply a category (CC) to the therapist's
statement by asking the what of that behavior.
Finally, within the category, the appropriate subcategory (SC) must be assigned by
asking the how of the therapist's behavior.
Each level is separately operationalized, and codes on the SC-level can only be assigned if
therapist's statement also meets the criteria for both the CC-level and the MC-level
involved.The main categories (MCs) are formulated rather generally and constitute the
highest level of abstraction of the CSTB. These MCs meet the earlier mentioned criterion
of universality (e.g., every therapist may, in some way, gather information). Thus, the
connecting principle within a maincategory is a rather general-theoretical view on therapy.
While MCs refer to therapist's aims, the categories (CCs) relate more to the action itself:
what does the therapist do. The CCs are more related to FPA theory, and sometimes are
even formulated in terms indicative of FPA (e.g.. Problem exploration and Changing of
experience). Thus, the connecting principle within a category, is FPA theory.
Finally, the subcategories relate more to modes of therapist behavior: how does the
therapist do it. The SCs constitute the lowest level of abstraction, and since they emanate
from extensive observation, they are closest to clinical practice.
The main category "Remainder" (МСб) was coded only for utterances that were
incomprehensible or inaudible. Occasionally, the form of an utterance may be clear but the
intent unscorable, or vice versa. The Remainder category is not used for utterances that
are difficult to code. This prohibits coders from prematurely terminating the coding
process by forcing them to actively categorize every statement, thereby coding the entire
stream of the therapist's behavior. Therefore, SCs also reflect the entire behavioral
repertoire of FPA therapists, hence, the SC-level is closely related to FPA practice.
After the CSTB took on its final outline, the development process was completed. With
the aid of an extensive coding manual (Van Hooren & Ruikes, 1987) describing the
coding procedures, definitions, operationalizations and priorities, each utterance of the
therapist now could find its way through the main-category level and category level
toward the final code on subcategory level.

4.2.5

Phase 5: Communicating the CSTB

Since at this point of time a substantial development had taken place, there was a real
danger that the researcher and coders involved had incorporated the system to such an
extent that reliabilities were high merely because of this coalescence.
To determine whether the CSTB could be reliably communicated to others, in this last
phase a new coder was trained.
Again, the procedure described in Phase 3 was followed:
coding

»- computing reliability

*- analysis of errors

a

adjusting operationalizations -*

making coding rules explicit

This procedure was followed until reliability was sufficiently high, i.e., Cohen's kappa
greater than .80. Further details about computing reliabilities will be discussed in the
following section.
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4.3

Methodological Characteristics and Coding Procedure

For the present study, the coding procedure covered a period of 13 months (i.e., from
May 1986 until June 1987). A total number of five coders were employed, all advanced
graduate students who were familiar with FPA.
Table 5

Coder Involvement

Period
Coder

month

month 1-8
1
2
3
4
5

9-10

month 11-13

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X

After nine months, coder 3 withdrew from coding, and two additional coders were trained
between month 9 and month 11 (see Table 5). These coders thoroughly familiarized
themselves with all extended item definitions as provided in the coding manual. Prior to
embarking on the specific coding task, these coders too were trained to a criterion level of
reliability greater than or equal to .80 (percentage agreement with the initial coders).

4.3.1

Reliability of the CSTB

As indicated above, at the onset of coding agreement levels were at least 80%. It has been
repeatedly pointed out, however, that one cannot assume that once coders have been
trained to a criterion level, their reliability will stay at that level as they code the data,
especially if the coding continues over a long period of time (Pinsof, 1981; Sattler, 1988).
According to Pinsof (1981) the ideal sampling format uses repeated measurements of
interrater reliability throughout a coding project. Since, as stated before, the coders were
not all involved at the same time (cf. Table 5), interrater reliability was computed at
different moments for different pairs of coders (see Table 6a and 6b). Transcripts from
both early, middle, and late sessions of treatment were used for computing the
reliabilities.
Table 6a

Interrater reliability* of the CSTB (month 1-10)
month 1
1

2

3

1
2
3

.

.86

.87
.86

-

Table 6b

month 7

m onth 4

Coder

-

1
2
3

1

2

3

.

.86

.79
.85

.

1
1
2
3

-

1
2
4
5

3

.83

.81
.79

-

-

Interrater reliability* of the CSTB (month 11-13)
mon th 13

mor th 11
Coder

2

1

_

2

4

5

.92

.98
.92

.89
.97
.91

.

.

1
2
4
5

1

2

4

5

.

.91

.88
.81

.86
.81
.88

-

* Reliabilities were computed by a kappa staiislic, based on N=100 (i.e., 100 scoring units were coded).
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Because the CSTB utilizes nominal data, agreement levels are computed by a kappa
statistic (Brennan & Prediger, 1981; Scott & Hatfield, 1985; Tinsley & Weiss, 1985).
Cohen's kappa is a chance-corrected measure of agreement on nominal scales. It is
considered the most sophisticated ала conservative statistic for computing the reliability of
nominal scales (Pinsof, 1986), that can be adequately used in measuring reliability for
categorical data (Sattler, 1988).
4

Table 7

Intrarater reliability ' of the CSTB

Month
Coder

1
2
3
4
5

1 - 4

4 • 7

6 · 8

10 - 13

1 - 13

.87
.89
.82

.91
.89
.88

.90
.88

.81
.79

-

.
•

.86
.87
.90

.

.
.
-

.
-

.83
.80

* Reliabilities were computed by a kappa statistic, based on N=100 (i.e., 100 scoring units were coded).
Additionally, a second type of reliability was computed, namely the intrarater reliability,
i.e., the extend to which a coder agrees with himself when coding the same data at two
different times (see Table 7). The imrarater reliability is especially crucial in developing a
new coding system since, if adequate intrarater reliability can be attained (even in the face
of low interrater reliability), it means that at least the system can be learned and applied
consistently (Pinsof, 1981).
Furthermore, to determine on which level of the CSTB (i.e., subcategory, category or
main category) errors mostly occured, kappa was also computed per category level (see
Table 8). Similar or decreasing reliabilities on the more global levels as compared with the
subcategory level would indicate that errors were equally distributed on all three levels,
whereas increasing reliabilities would indicate that most errors were made on the
subcategory level (i.e., coders differ only in subcategory while coding the same category
and/or main category).
Table 8

Interrater reliability* of the CSTB per category level
(computed at month 12)
Subcateeory

ГгЛт

1
1
2
4
5

-

2

4

level

Cateeory

5

1 2

.90 .90 .83
- .85 .88
- .88

1
2
4
5

-

level
4

.93 .92
- .89
-

5
.86
.91
.90

1
2
4
5

Maincateeory

level

1

5

-

2

4

.98 .93 .90
- .90 .92
- .94

* Reliabilities were computed by a kappa statistic, based on N=100 (i.e., 100 scoring units were coded).
Finally, we determined agreement levels between coders for the individual categories to
see which categories were easy to rate versus those that were more difficult. Since the
kappa statistic was not appropnate in this case because it depends on at least two
categories, we used a simple method of charting the number of coders agreeing on
judgments within each category. The greater the percentage of codes that all four coders
agreed upon, the more reliable that category would be. Although percentage agreement is
not synonymous with reliability, it is considered useful as a preliminary check of
adequacy of the coding because of its ease of computation and interpretation, and its
sensitivity to bias and systematic errors (Sattler, 1988). Due to the rather low frequency in
some of the subcategories and categories, percentage agreement for individual categories
was computed on the main category level (see Table 9).
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Table 9

Percentage agreement* of the maincategories of the
CSTB
Information
Gathering

Maincategory
Agreement
*
**

.94"

Stimulating
Insight
.86

Structuring
Therapy
.89

Direct
Influence
.71

Cliennlirected
Activities

Remainder

.97

.90

Percentage agreement was computed based on N=579 (i.e., 579 scoring units were coded).
Percent figures have been conversed to proportion for easier comparison with kappa.

In conclusion, these results strongly support the reliability of the CSTB. Most of the
coefficients listed are in the conventionally accepted levels of .80 - .90, and some even
exceed these levels. As indicated by Table 7, the CSTB can be learned and applied
consistently. Analyses of errors conducted in Phase 5 of the development process
revealed that no systematic bias or misunderstanding was operating (e.g., consistently
confounding two categories). The gradually increasing reliabilities presented in Table 8
indicate that most errors were made within one and the same category and/or main
category.
Summarizing the above, in our opinion it can safely be said that the CSTB has a very
adequate level of technical reliability.

4.3.2

Validity of the CSTB

Verbal behavior of therapists is not viewed as a "sign" or direct manifestation of
underlying personality traits. Consequently, the CSTB measures behaviors as opposed to
constructs, and interpretation of therapist behavior is based on a low level of inference.
According to Pinsof (1981), with highly differentiated nominal scaling systems that target
discrete types of behavior, internal validity is less relevant than external validity.
Nonetheless, we had two grounds for assuming internal validity of the CSTB.
First, since the CSTB is measuring behaviors as opposed to constructs, it tends to have
great internal face validity. Second, the thorough development process of deriving
categories from clinical practice, with direct checks on effectiveness of the operational
translation, thereby ensuring that all behaviors could be described within the categories
with high agreement levels, assured a type of content validity.
The area external validity deals with, is the extent to which whatever the system is
measuring is relevant (Pinsof, 1981). To see whether such low inferential data would be
able to yield clinically meaningful results, we conducted a preliminary study of one single
treatment consisting of 45 sessions (Verwaaijen, 1987). This pilot study aimed at testing
the CSTB's sensitivity or power to detect changes in therapist behavior in the course of
treatment. In the discriminant validity analysis, we attempted to differentiate significant,
clinically expected differences in therapist verbal behavior in early, middle, and late
therapy sessions.
Based on FPA theory, it was expected that, relative to middle and late sessions, the early
sessions would show a higher proportion of information gathering, and little to no direct
influence. Considering the exploratory nature of this investigation, data were examined
descriptively (for further details, see Verwaaijen, 1987).
In Figure 1, therapist behavior profiles of an early (i.e., session 2), middle (i.e., session
23), and late (i.e., session 44) therapy session are presented. As these profiles indicate,
the CSTB is sensitive to shifts in therapist verbal behaviors in the course of treatment.
Moreover, these shifts are in the predicted direction (e.g., decrease of information
gathering and little to no direct influence in the early session).
The preliminary data indicate that the CSTB is a viable research instrument for process
research on therapist's verbal behavior, since it is capable of making significant
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distinctions in types of therapist behavior in the course of treatment. However, more
extensive investigations of the relationship between therapist behavior and various
outcome criteria will be needed to determine the potential of the CSTB as a predictor of
outcome. We will come back to this in the final chapter.
Figure 1

Therapist Behavior Profiles of Early, Middle, and Late
Therapy Sessions
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5.

RESULTS

5.1

Introduction

In this chapter the results will be presented. First, the client families will be described,
based on the results of pre-treatment measurement (5.2). Then, the therapy process will
be elucidated by means of describing therapist behaviors and presenting stages and other
structural aspects of the treatments (5.3). These therapist behaviors and structural aspects
will be related to treatment outcome in section 5.4. In section 5.5 the influence of other
specific treatment and client family factors on treatment outcome will be determined.
Finally, in section 5.6 the results will be summarized.

5.2

Client family's Pre-Treatment Characteristics

The families included in the present study were homogenized for sex of identified patient
(IP) and for imminent referral of IP to an institution. As mentioned earlier, all 13 client
families involved in the present study had г. female adolescent, for whom placement in
institutional care was considered the only solution to their problems. In all these families,
a mental health professional (e.g., child welfare worker or social worker) had advised
removal of the adolescent to an institution or alternative living setting, because he saw no
other way to prevent the situationfrombecoming worse.
Since the subject sample was homogenized for these aspects only, several other
characteristics were analyzed.

5.2.1

Demographic Variables

The major aspects of the demographic information concerning the 13 client families
involved in the present study are shown in Table 10. Some additional demographic
information is given below.
The subject population consists of 13 families, with 13 adolescent (step)daughters (IPs),
12 (step)mothers and 9 (step)fathers. In eight client families, the marital relationship
between IPs father and mother no longer was intact.
In nine families, IP was the first (in two cases also the only) child to leave home, and in
one family, IP was the last child to leave home. In one family, an elder son already was
placed in foster care.
IPs were either full time attending school (12) or full time working (1). The school-going
girls attended primary school (1), lower vocational education (5), secundary education (4)
or higher education (1). In one case, the adolescent girl attended a special school.
Truancy, however, was quite common among these girls (see 5.2.2). The only working
girl had quit lower vocational education.
All families lived in cities with over 50.000 inhabitants, while six families lived in cities
with over 100.000 inhabitants.
At the onset of treatment all girls lived with their family, although four girls were staying
at a crisis centre (i.e., a temporary shelter for ran-aways and/or adolescents in crisis).
Seven families had previously received treatment, either by Mental Health Service (4),
Social Work (2), or both (1). The durations of these previous treatments varied from 2
months to 3 years, with a mean duration of 11 months. Two girls previously had been
placed in institutional care, one for a period of less than a year, and the other for a period
of less than two years. In one case, the adolescent girl had been living with her grand
parents for over three years.
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Table 10

Demographic Breakdown of the Client Families

Family Constellation

Marital rclationshin

both parents
one-parent (mother)
one-paienl (father)
mother + stepfather
father + stepmother

№ children in the familv
1
2
3
4
5
9

Birth-order of IP
1st
2nd
3nl
8th

5
4
1
2
_l
N = 13

6
4
2
1

li

N=
Ass Of IP
11;7 -12;6
12;7 - 13;6
13;7 - 14;6
14;7 - 15;6
15;7 - 16;6
16;7 - 17;6

2
6
1
2
1
N = 13

1

-

4
1
3
4
N =:13

Socioeconomic level
Educational level
Fathers
primary education
5
lower vocational education
2
secundar/ education
_2
N=9
Occupational level
Fathers
unskilled labourer
1
skilled labourer
2
lower employee
2
small tradesman
2
2
industrial disability
housekeeping
~
N=9

5.2.2

Mothers
3
5

_1

N =:12
Mothers
3

Familv income
no personal income
Fl 0 - 2,350
2.350 - 3,170
3,170 - 6,340
6,340 +
no information

Father

-

4
3
1
1
N=9

Mother
3
9

_

N=12

2

-

_z

N=12

Individual Level

The DSM-III classification consists of codes on five axes.
On Axis I (i.e.. Clinical Syndromes and Conditions Not Attributable to a Mental Disorder
that Are a Focus of Attention or Treatment), for 11 adolescents the main diagnosis was
Conduct Disorder. This Conduct Disorder was either Socialized, Nonagressive (5),
Undersocialized, Nonagressive (3) or Atypical (2). The main diagnosis in some cases
was completed with Phase of Life Problem (2), Family Circumstances (2), Parent-Child
Problem (1) or Substance Use Disorder (1). The two adolescents with no Conduct
Disorder were diagnosed as suffering from "Phase of Life Problem or Other Life
Circumstance Problem", while in one case, additionally, "Other Specified Family
Circumstances" was codeid.
On Axis II (Personality Traits), no diagnosis was made.
Axis III (Physical Illness or Dysfunction) in one case showed serious illness (organ
transplant with serious death risk) and in two cases showed psychosomatic complaints.
The weight of Psychosocial Stress Factors {Axis IV) was either minimal (1), light (1),
moderate (5) or severe (6).
Finally, on Axis V the level of Social Functioning was determined, ranging from very
good (1), good (2), and moderate (6) to insufficient (4).
In addition to the DSM-III classification, family members were asked what initial
complaints brought them to seek help (cf., 3.3.1).
The complaints were coded separately for the mothers, fathers, and daughters in
categories of complaint type (see Appendix E). These categories were formulated, based
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on family members' responses.
Twelve daughters complained about a disturbed family life (Type 1) and ten daughters
additionally mentioned a lack of understanding or acceptance (Type 2).
The complaints mentioned by the mothers were either a combination of a disturbed family
life and lack of confidence (Type 1 and Type 3, respectively; 7 mothers) or a combination
of emotional exhaustion and negative future perspective (Type 5 and Type 4, respectively;
5 mothers).
All nine fathers mentioned a complaint concerning a disturbed family life (Type 1 ), in
eight cases combined with lack of confidence (Type 3) and/or negative future perspective
(Type 4).
The last variable on the individual level was that that of problem perception, measured
with the Problem Perception Questionnaire (see Appendix A). The minimal raw score on
this 9-item, unstandardized questionnaire is 9, corresponding with a minimal problem
perception (e.g., problems have little to no influence on family life, they can easily be set
aside, and the family member does not feel helpless). The maximal raw score,
corresponding with maximal problem perception (e.g., problems have a very strong
influence on family life, they cannot be set aside at all, and the family member feels very
helpless), is 36.
The problem perception of all family members at pre-treatment is represented in Figure 2.
In comparison to their partners and daughters, usually mothers suffer most from the
problems in their family (9 mothers scored highest in their family), while fathers seem
least troubled (only one (single-parent) father scored highest in his family).

Figure 2

Problem Perception (pre-treatment)
D

9-15
15-20
(least troubled)

20-25

25-30

fathers (N=9)

•

molhen» (N=12)

В

IPs (N=13)

30-36
(most troubled)

problem perception

5.2.3

Relational Level

In Figure 3a and 3b both the mother-daughter relationship and the father-daughter
relationship are presented.
Lietaer's (1974) norms were applied to determine the following ranges: a score was
considered "negative" or "positive" when the difference from the statistical mean was
between 1SD and 2SD (below or above this mean respectively); a score was considered
"very negative" or "very positive" when the differences from the statistical mean exceeded
2SD (below or above this mean respectively). These generally accepted levels of
significance were based on the Dutch standards available for the Relationship Inventory,
regarding parent-adolescent relationship, and discriminating between father-daughter
relationship and mother-daughter relationship (Lietaer, 1974).
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Based on these norms, Figure 3a clearly indicates that most daughters (i.e., 11 on a total
amount of 12 mother-daughter relationships) consider the quality of the relationship* with
their mother as either negative or extremely negative. Only two daughters regarded the
quality of thisrelationshipto be normal. Although mothers tended to view the relationship
with their daughters slightly more positively, none of the mothers considered this
relationship to be either positive of extremely positive. As shown in Figure 3b, the fatherdaughter relationship (N=9) is considered to be less negative. However, none of the
daughters or fathers considered the quality of their relationship to be either positive or
extremely positive.

Figure 3a

Relationship Mother-IP (N=12)

extr-neg

negative

overage

positive

extr-pos

relationship quality

Figure 3b

Relationship Father-IP (N=9)

e

extr-neg

negative

average

positive

extr-pos

relationship quality
5.2.4

Family Level

Family Cohesion is represented in Table 11a. As shown in this table, mothers and
daughters tend to view their family as low-cohesive (Disengaged or Separated). Fathers
generally tend to view their family as more cohesive.
T o determine the quality of the relationship, a combination of the subscales Positive Regard,
Empathy, and Transparence was used (i.e., PET-score), and norms for this quality-measure were used,
formulated by Lietaer (1974).
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For Family Adaptability (Table 1 lb), most family members express the opinion that their
family can be characterized by high (i.e., Chaotic) adaptability.
Table 11a

Disengaged
Sepaiated
Connected
Enmeshed
total

Table l i b

Chaotic
Flexible
Structuied
Rigid
total

Family Cohesion

(pre-treatment)

father

moihers

IPs

2
1
5

5
4
1

6
5
2

Total family
members
13
10
8

1

2

_û

3

N=9

N = 12

N ..13

N = 34

Family Adaptability

(pre-treatment)

fathers

mothers

6
1
1

9
2
1

1
N=9

о

N = 12

IPs
10
3
0

_л

N == 13

i
fc

Total family
members
25
6
2
1
N = 34

In Figure 4, family functioning is represented, based on all (№ ) family members'
responses on both GDS-dimensions of Cohesion and Adaptability ng the control group
norms of IP's older than 14 years (Buurmeyer & Hermans, u l n 8). Functional (or
ifc;mid-range) families
balanced) families are balanced on both dimensions, unbalanced (or
are those that are extreme on one dimension but balanced on the other, and dysftmctional
(or extreme) families are those that are extreme on both dimensions (Olson, 1986).
As can be seen in this figure, most family members consider their family to be
dysfunctional (in all cases, Chaotically-Disengaged) or unbalanced (mostly Chaotic),
while only four family members, corresponding with three families^onsider their family
to be functional on both dimensions.
The 13 families involved in the present study, also were part of the
families (with both
male and female adolescent IPs), Buurmeyer and Hermans (1988) ;ed in their study as
"the conduct disorder group". Buurmeyer and Hermans (1988) stat
at the reliability of
the GDS-scores for these families was high, and hardly differed frJm the control group
reliability.
Olson (1986) has pointed out ihaifamily communication is a facilitating dimension in that
it facilitates movement of families on Cohesion and Adaptability. Table 12 shows the
family communication as rated by the therapist (Appendix F). As can be seen in this table,
family communication generally is low. It is characterized by a lack of respect for the
feelings or message of others, a disrespectful or belittling attitude (i.e., low Respect and
Regard) and by weak listeners' skills (i.e., empathy and attentive listening seldom
evident).
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Figure 4

Family Functioning (pre-treatment)
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Table 12

X

= fathers (Ν = 9)

= IP (Ν = 13)

: mothers (Ν = 12)

: functional area

family Communication (pre-treatment)

1

Continuity Tracking •
Respect and Regard
f
Clarity
Freedom of Expression
Communication Skills
Listeners' Skills
Empathy
Attentive listening
Speakers' Skills
Speaking for Self
Speaking for Others
Intmsions/IntetTuptions/
Premature Closure
Global Family Communication Rating

5.2.5

Separated

—mm
ooooo
XX

high

COHES ION

Low
4
12
9
9

Facilitating

High

8
1
3
4

1
0
1
0

11
10

2
3

0
0

3
9
8

8
4
5

2
0
0

10

3

0

Descriptive Summary of Client Family Characteristics

The 13 client families in the present study, all involved an adolescent (step)daughter,
judged as having high potential for removal to another living situation.
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The families generally had a low socioeconomic status, and suffered from
psychosocial
stress factors that were rated as moderate to severe. Family members mostly c o m p l a i n e d
about disturbance of the family life (e.g., conflicts, loosing parental authority, r u n n i n g
away). Parent-adolescent relationship was considered to be negative, especially a c c ^ o r d i n g
to the daughters. Compared with the father-daughter relationship, the r e l a t i o n s h i p
between mothers and daughters more often was considered to be negative.
Therapists rated family communication as insufficient or low, especially c o n c e r n i n g
respect of feelings and empathie and attentive listening.
Except for the fathers, family members described their families as l o w - c o h e s i v e (i.e.,
disengaged or separate) and extremely adaptable (i.e., chaotic), and most f a m i l i e s c o u l d
be typed as unbalanced or even dysfunctional.
In these low socioeconomic, low-cohesive, chaotic, unbalanced families, w i t h p o o r
communication and negative parent-adolescent relationships, mothers seem to suffer
most
from the problems.
Most adolescent (stepdaughters were judged as having a conduct disorder.
Nevertheless, although in four cases social functioning was rated i n s u f f i c i e n t , n i n e
adolescents were able to function rather well (i.e., at a moderate level of above).

5.3

The Therapy Process: Description

5.3.1

Format of the Therapy Process

Treatment duration varied from 4 1/2 to 15 months, with an average duration o f 8 1/2
months. Number of sessions varied from 11 to 68, with a mean of 28 sessions.
Based on the intensity and duration of the thirteen treatments involved in this s t u d y , type
of treatment was determined (Table 13): short treatments have a duration of 6 m o n t h s or
less; treatments with a duration between 7 and 12 months are considered a v e r a g e ; - w h i l e
long treatments outlast the duration of 12 months.
Intensity of the treatment was considered average if one session was held e v e r y 1-2
weeks; treatments that averaged more than one session a week were considered i n t & n s i v e ;
while extensive treatments averaged one session every two weeks or less. As can t > e s e e n
in Table 13, almost half of the treatments can be typed as short (mostly short-inten s i v e or
short-average intensive, that is, with a duration less than 6 months and with o n e s e s s i o n
every 1 or 2 weeks).
Table 13

Type of Treatment
Intensity
intensive
average
extensive
(> 1 session/week) (1 session/1-2 weeks) (< 1 session/
2 weeks)

Duration

short
(< 6 months)
average
(7 S t < 12 months)
long
(> 12 months)
total

total

2

3

1

6

1

1

1

3

1

2

1

4

4

6

3

M = 13

Sessions were held predominantly with the parent(s) and/or the IP with no other
J^czmily
members present. Except for one family, of which the parent was seen in 8 1 % o f t h e
treatment sessions, while the IP was seen only in 19% of the sessions, parents a n d I P
were seen in about equal shares of sessions.
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Both separate (i.e., parent or IP present) and conjoint (i.e., parent and IP present)
sessions were held. In nine treatments the majority of sessions were separate (i.e., 638 9 % of all sessions), two treatments consisted of about equal amounts of separate and
conjoint sessions (i.e., 52% and 54% of all sessions were separate), while in two
treatments there were less separate than conjoint sessions (i.e., 18% and 19% of all
sessions were separate).
The family members present at the treatment sessions are shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5

Family Members Present at Sessions
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Treatments were carried out by seven therapists of the Family Project having 1 to 6 years
of experience with FPA.
Three therapists treated only one family included in the subject sample, two therapists
(including the present author) each treated two families, and two therapists treated three
families each.
The location of sessions varied both within and accross treatments. Nine families were
mostly seen at the family's home, or at the location where the IP was staying (e.g., crisis
centre). In four treatments most sessions were held at the therapist's office, while the
amount of home-sessions was still 19-29%.

5.3.2

Overall Picture of Therapist Behavior

To describe therapist behavior, initially CSTB-data were aggregated. For each treatment,
all CSTB-codes* were taken together, regardless of the sessions from which the
statements originally were derived. Table 14 presents an overview of therapist behavior
on main category (MC) level. To allow for comparison of treatments, frequency of
therapist behavior was transformed to a percentage of the total amount of therapist
behavior whithin a given treatment.
As table 14 shows, in eight treatments most behavior was categorized as Information
Gathering (MCi), while in the remaining five treatments Client-directed Activities (MC5)
scored highest. In all cases Information Gathering and Client-directed Activities taken
together, accounted for over 50% of the therapist's activities (53.41 - 77.50% range).
For all treatments, only a small percentage of therapist behavior was unscorable, and was
coded in Remainder (МСб).
Total number of codes in one treatment varied from 617 codes, stemming from 10 different sessions,
to 9,482 codes, stemming from 62 different sessions.
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Table 14

Therapist Behavior per Main Category
Main Category

Family
Number

Information
Guhering

Stimulating
Insight

Structuring
•Пиару

Direct
Influence

Client-directed
Activities

Remainder

1

34.88

16.28

8.74

12.46

27.12

0.52

2

34.35

14.53

18.75

7.95

21.32

3.05

3

39.87

9.56

11.85

14.59

22.37

1.78
0.49

4

53.99

5.64

20.00

12.64

7.24

5

29.69

3.02

14.69

3.54

47.81

1.25

6

41.69

9.31

12.93

1.41

32.44

2.22

7

42.03

16.33

7.56

9.66

22.37

1.96

8

27.05

13.16

16.25

9.90

30.85

2.81

9

29.05

8.77

12.00

12.11

35.40

2.62

10

29.36

13.30

19.37

6.53

30.12

1.29

11

20.11

11.05

18.16

15.43

33.30

1.95

12

42.89

19.21

13.96

6.54

15.19

2.21

23.01

1.40

13

41.72

16.89

9.46

7.88

Mean

35.90

12.08

14.13

9.2826.81

5.3.3

1.81N=100

Stages in Therapy

It has been repeatedly pointed out that aggregating process data, as though all process
across therapy is the same, is equivocal, and that the timing, context, and sequence of
therapist behavior is of much greater significance, than its frequency (e.g., Greenberg &
Pinsof, 1986a and b; Rice & Greenberg, 1984; Pinsof, 1981 and 1989; Russell & Trull,
1986). In this study, total percentages were adjusted in two ways.
First, by determining the percentage of therapist behavior within each session, we
corrected for session size (i.e., number of statements). This way, each session would
have a relatively equal contribution to the total amount of behavior, doing justice to the
fact that each session is considered a natural unit which is complete in itself. Generally,
this resulted in only minor (i.e., < 3%) corrections (see Appendix G).
The second adjustment was considered necessary, since on both theoretical (see Chapter
2) and empirical grounds (see 4.3.3), non-stationarity of therapy was suspected, i.e.,
therapists were expected to behave differently in initial, middle and final sessions. To
acknowledge this non-stationarity, we decided to divide the observations into relatively
stationary segments of treatment (stages). In determining the stages of treatment, clinically
meaningful criteria were used, rather than criteria based on treatment format (i.e., duration
or number of sessions), since there is much diversity as to the pace of treatment (i.e., the
pace at which the family comes to change). By dividing the treatments into stages with the
aid of clinically meaningful criteria, based on therapist behavior, treatments were
synchronized, thereby facilitating across-treatment comparison.
Based on FPA theory and clinical experience, three major stages were determined: 1)
Information; 2) Modification; and 3) Consolidation.
Information is considered the stage in which the therapist is principally gathering
information, while avoiding the use of intervention strategies whenever possible.
In the following Modification stage, the therapist instigates and facilitates change in the
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family. Finally, in the Consolidation stage, the therapist tries to consolidate the changes
by generalizing insights, and stabilizing effects, putting the family back on its own feet.
These theoretically based stages were translated to therapist activities: The Information
stage is characterized by high scores on Information Gathering (MCi) and low scores on
Direct Influence (MC4); Modification is characterized by low scores on Information
Gathering (MCi) and high scores on Direct Influence (MC4); Consolidation is
characterized by low scores on Direct Influence (МСд), after previously having reached
high scores.
For further specification of "high" and "low" scores on the categories involved, minimal
and maximal values (i.e., percentages per session) were computed.
Percentages on Information Gathering (MCi) ranged from 20-54, while percentages on
Direct Influence (MC4) ranged from 1-16. Additionally, judging from therapist interview
information, sessions were determined that were appointed by the therapist as breakpoint
sessions between stages.
Based on the actual scores of therapist behavior, and data derived from therapist
interviews, breakpoint sessions were operationalized: for the first breakpoint session
(i.e., transition from Information to Modification), MCi (Information Gathering) is less
than or equal to 35%, and MC4 (Direct Influence) is greater than or equal to 10%; for the
second breakpoint session, (i.e., transition from Modification to Consolidation) MC4
(Direct Influence) is less than 10%.
Each stage should consist of at least three sessions meeting the criterion. Thus, for
example, Modification stage can only be assigned if in at least three sessions MC4 > 10%
while MC! ^ 35%.
Table 15 presents the treatment length and the relative size of each stage for the thirteen
treatments (both in duration and in number of sessions).
In four treatments no stages could be identified, because they had no, or too few sessions
in which MC4 exceeded the level of 10%. In one treatment, MC4 failed to decrease
sufficiently (i.e., below 10%) to meet the criterion for the second breakpoint, therefore
only the first two stages could be identified.
Table 15

Family

Treatment Length and Distribution in Stages

Treatment Number
Duration of Session
(months) (total)

Suge 1 Information

Stage U. Modification

Stage III Consolidation

Duration
No Sessions
(percentage) (percentage)

Duration
No Sessions
(percentage) (percentage)

Duration
No Sessions
(percentage) (percentage)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

15
14
6
5
5
12
9.5
15
4.5
4.5
4
8.5
8

45
37
21
11
18
21
45
68
18
22
20
16
24

21.5
8.1
11.5

24.4
13.5
19.0

30.8
21.0
88.5

33.3
40.5
80.9

47.7
70.9

14.3
9.2
9.5
15.0
5.3

20.0
17.6
22.2
27.3
20.0

33.3
41.5
14.2
15.0
47.4

53.3
64.7
33.3
22.7
55.0

52.4
49.2
76.2
70.0
47.4

26.7
17.6
44.4
50.0
25.0

27.8

29.2

36.1

37.5

36.1

33.3

Means

8.5

28

13.8***

21.8

29.9

42.5

56.2

35.6

**
·*
**

**

42.2
45.9

*

Only two stages were idcnuficd
No stages were idcnuficd
Means were calculated for 3-stage treatments only
As can be seen in Table 15, generally, Information is the shortest stage with the least
number of sessions. However, proportionally this stage takes more sessions than it takes
time, suggesting that it is rather intensive. For all treatments Modification is second in
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duration. Proportially, this stage takes more sessions than it takes time, suggesting that
this stage is rather intensive as well.
The final stage of Consolidation, generally, is longest in duration. Proportionally it takes
more time than it takes number of sessions, suggesting that this stage is rather extensive.

5.3.4

Therapist Behavior in Process

In this section, the composition of therapist behaviors in the various stages of therapy is
presented. For a small part, this composition was predetermined by the researcher since
some types of behaviors were incorporated in the aforementioned criteria for treatment
stages. The criterion formulated for Stage I-session, i.e., MCi >35%, predetermined
35% of therapist behaviors to be Information Gathering. The criterion formulated for
Stage n-sessions, i.e., MC4^10% while MCi 235%, predetermined 10% of the therapist
behavior to be Direct Influence. Finally, the criterion formulated for Stage ΠΙ-sessions,
i.e., M Q <10%, allowed for therapist behaviors of all categories.
However, since the aforementioned criteria were formulated for single sessions and not
for entire stages, total percentages of the stages might deviate from these fixed
percentages, especially if stages additionally contain strongly variant sessions.
For example, if for treatment X Stage I consists of three sessions in which= MCi >35%,
alternating with three sessions in which no information was gathered (MCi 0%), the total
percentage of Information Gathering for this Stage I would deviate from the abovementioned criterion for Stage I-sessions (i.e., MCi would not exceed the 35% level).
In the present study deviations occurred only in the Modification stage (i.e.. Stage Π). In
two treatments (i.e., numbers 7 and 10) the total percentage of Direct Influence for Stage
II did not exceed the 10% level, while in two treatments (i.e., numbers 7 and 13), the
total percentage of Information Gathering did not decrease sufficiently in this Modification
stage (see Appendix H). For the Information stage and the Consolidation stage, in all
treatments total percentages were in conformity with the criteria formulated for simple
sessions.
In Figures 6a-c, distributions of therapist behavior in Stage I (Information), Stage II
(Modification) and Stage III (Consolidation) are presented (for percentages, see Appendix
H). As can be seen in this Figure, in the subsequent stages, MCi (Information Gathering)
is decreasing, while MC2 (Stimulating Insight) and MC5 (Client-directed Activities) are
increasing, mostly reaching its peak in the Consolidation stage. Although no behaviors
were pre-fixed in defining thefinalstage, peaks in Stimulating Insight and Client-directed
Activities (i.e., supporting clients) are in accordance with the clinical conception of
generalizing insights and stabilizing effects.
Since the amount of Direct Influencing (MC4) was used as criterion for dividing
treatments into stages, it was not surprising to see that in most cases (i.e., 6 of 9
treatments containing stages) this category reached its peak in the Modification stage
(Stage II).
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Figure ба

Figure 6b
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Finally, to typify the four treatments that were lacking Stage II, and thus were stageless
(see Figure 7), distributions of therapist behavior were compared with distributions in the
various stages (Appendix I).

Figure 7

Distribution of Therapist Behavior:
Stageless Treatments
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Distributions of therapist behavior for the treatment numbers 4,6 aq 12, most resembled
the Stage I distributions (see Appendix I), suggesting that in these < fees treatment became
bogged down in the first stage.
while the therapist
Treatment number 5 most resembled Stage III (see Appendix
predominantly was engaged in Client-directed Activities (i.e., (verbally following,
reducing tension, and supporting).
In order to validate these findings, therapist interviews were consulted. The therapist,
involved in treatment number 5, indicated client factors influencing outcome. Mother
number 5 had recently been treated for cancer, and the therapist stated that supporting the
mother had been a substantial task. In our opinion, this was corroborated by the finding
that, for all stages in this treatment, Client-directed Activities (MCI) exceeded the mean
level (see Appendix I).
I
The three therapists, involved in the treatment numbers 4, 6 and 12Іа11 complained about
the fact that family members denied problems. The therapist involve in treatment number
4 pointed out that many topics were declared secret, and that Inother and daughter
employed a vivid non-verbal language of warning signals for each other. According to the
therapist involved, for mother number 6, the gravity of the problems seemed to depend on
the amount of alcohol or medicine (sedatives) she had taken, and occasionally she refused
to open the door for the therapist.
Since all therapists linked these difficulties to obstruction and protraction of information
gathering, in our opinion these data support the suggestion that therapy got bogged down
in the first stage.
Furthermore, all four therapists involved in the stageless treatments mentioned the feeling
that "they had not been able to do anything". This feeling was paralleled by, in
comparison with most stages, less than average Direct Influencing (MC4) and Stimulating
Insight (MC2), and by lacking the Modification stage.

5.4

Therapy Process and Outcome

5.4,1

Determining Treatment Outcome

The conclusion that a treatment is "successful", is a highly complex judgement that cannot
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be made on any single qualitative or quantitative dimension (Jacobson, 1985). In the
present study, a carefully balanced judgement of success was applied, ranking treatments
from most successful to least successful. Rather than transforming all information to a
dichotomous criterion, this way the various sources and perspectives used to determine
outcome on both individual, and relational, as well as structural level (see Chapter 3),
would be reflected in the amount and the nature of success.
Before ranking the families on various outcome criteria, analyses of discrepancy between
family members, and of durability of outcome changes were carried out. These aspects of
outcome change, i.e., the extent to which all family members involved agree on the
changes reported, as well as the extent to which these changes are of a lasting nature, will
be taken into account in determining success of treatment.
As in the total picture of the 13 families (cf. Figure 2, 3 and 4), also within each family,
IP also tended to score more extreme than her parent(s) with regard to both dimensions of
family structure and relationship quality, while the mother scored more extremely
regarding problem perception. Generally, discrepancies were largest at pre-treatment
measurement. Discrepancies were, however, rather quantitative than qualitative, i.e.,
opinions were differing in gradation, rather than conflicting.
Durability of outcome changes was determined by comparing each family member's
follow up score with this pre- and post-treatment scores. For family structure, 22 family
members, corresponding with 10 families* filled in the GDS three times. On the
dimension of Adaptability, all 22 pre-post changes were perpetuated in follow up. On the
dimension of Cohesion, for three family members the initial changes were cancelled at
follow up (i.e., family members returned to their pre-treatment scores). All three,
however, initially sco id in the functional area.
Similarly, for the pariit-IP relationship, in two cases, changes were undone at follow up
by returning to the oiRinal scores, both in the normal area (N = 34, corresponding with 7
father-IP relationshifl and 12 mother-IP relationships)*. Finally, for problem perception
four family member* it follow up returned to their orginal scores, all in the lower parts,
(i.e., < 20, cf. Figure":) of the scale (N = 28, corresponding with 12 families)*.
For both family structure and parent-IP relationship and problem perception, there were
no deteriorations into dysfunctional or negative areas between post-treatment and follow
up (for further details, see Appendices J, K, L, M en N).
In the present study, outcome was conceived in two ways, i.e., as family change, and as
success.
Outcome, conceived! s family change (see Table 16), exclusively focused on changes in
the individual, relatilial, and structural level, as well as on these levels combined. The
ranking procedure fcl this type of outcome (presented in Table 16), generally was based
on pre-post raw scwe differences, with greatest difference in the positive direction
indicated by highest link (Rank 1).

Attrition will be discussed in Chapter 6.
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Table 16
Level

Component Parts and Ranking Procedure of Family Change
Information

Ranking Procedure

Individual Level - Changes in inmal complaints

• For each family, total change rates were
divided by total number of complaints to
compute mean rate of change. Ranking
was based on this mean.
• For each family, total prc-post difference
on PPQ scores, was divided by number
of family members to compute mean
PPQ-change score. Ranking was based
on this mean.
• For each family, total satisfaction scores
were divided by number of family
members to compute mean satisfaction
score. Ranking was based on this mean.
- Rankings of changes in intital
complaints, problem perception, and
client satisfaction, were summed up and
ranked again.

- Problem pcrccpuon

- Client satisfaction

- Total individual level change

Relational Level - Mother-IP relationship according to mother - Pre-post difference was computed.
Ranking was based on this difference.
- Mother-IP relaüonship according to IP
- Pre-post difference was computed.
Ranking was based on this difference.
- Father-IP relationship according to father - Prc-post difference was computed.
Ranking was based on this difference.
- Father-IP relationship according to IP
- Pre-post difference was computed.
Ranking was based on this difference.
- Total relational level change
- Rankings of various relationships/sources
were summed up and divided by number
of family members involved to compute
mean relational change. Ranking was
based on this mean.
Structural Level - Adaptability

• Prc-post difference on this dimension was
transformed to change scores. Change
scores were summed up and divided by
number of family members to compute
mean dimensional change score. Ranking
was based on this mean.
- Prc-post différence on this dimension was
transformed to change scores. Change
scores were summed up and divided by
number of family members to compute
mean dimensional change score. Ranking
was based on this mean.
• Transformed scores of both dimensions
were summed up and divided by number
of family members to compute mean
total structural change score. Ranking
was based on this mean.

• Cohesion

- Total structural level change

All levels

- Total change on all levels

Rankings of total change on individual,
relational, and structural level were
summed up and ranked again

For structural level changes, however, greater difference d o e s n o t necessarily m e a n better
result, since both e n d s of the scale r e p r e s e n t e x t r e m e ( i . e . , d y s f u n c t i o n a l ) f a m i l y
functioning. F o r e x a m p l e , on the dimension of Adaptability, a r e l a t i v e l y small c h a n g e
from Chaotic to Flexible is better than the much greater c h a n g e from Flexible to R i g i d .
Therefore, pre-post differences were transformed to change scores (e.g., 1 = c h a n g e s
from dysfunctional to functional, p e r p e t u a t e d in follow u p a n d 5 = c h a n g e s f r o m
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functional to dysfunctional, either perpetuated in follow up or not). Families with the best
changes received highest rank (Rank 1).
Outcome, conceived as treatment success, was based on a criterion of success. This
success criterion composed of various sources and perspectives regarding family change,
family judgement, therapist judgement and IPs living situation (see Table 17).
Table 17

Component Parts of the Succes Criterion

Instrument

Information

Source Positive

GDS

Cohesion

mother

Adaptability

mother

Relationship mother-IP

IP

Relationship father-IP

IP

PPQ

Problem perception

family

Individual
Questionnaire

Changes in initial complaint

family

IPs residence

family

IP is living with parent(s)

CSL

Problem resolution

family

Siluation at post-treatment

family

Client's judgement of success

family

at least 2 family members indicating
problems are solved
at least 2 family members indicating that
parenl(s') and IP are Rclling on (very) well
al least 2 family members indicating that
trcaiment was successful

RVL

Criterion

functional changes, perpetuated in follow
up, or no such changes in initially
functional family
functional changes, perpetuated in follow
up, or no such changes in initially
functional family
significant changes to normal range or
above, perpetuated in follow-up, or no
such changes in
initially normal, or positive relationship
significant changes lo normal range or
above, perpetuated in follow-up, or no
such changes in
initially normal, or positive relationship
at least 2 family members, at posttreatment, show decrease in score with at
least 4 points each, lo a total maximum
of 16 points, pcrpclualcd in follow up
at least 2 out of 3, or 1 out of 2 family
members' complaints improved and no
more lhan one complaint not
improved/dclcrioraled and no emerging of
oiher complaints

Therapist Interview Therapist's judgement of success therapist therapist indicating treatment totally or
greatly succeeded
Attainment of concrete goals
therapist all (5 at most) formulated goals arc either
totally or partly altaincd
Attainment of abstract goals
therapist alt (5 at most) formulated goals arc either
totally or partly attained
Follow-Up

Situation at follow up

family

Problems at follow up

family

Practising advice

family

at least 2 family members indicating that
parcnl(s) and IP arc gelling on (very) well
all family members indicating lhat there
are no (intractable) problems
at least 2 out of 3, or 1 out of 2 family
members indicaling they still practise
thcrapisi's advice now and then

As stated earlier, for family functioning summation scores would be clinically
insignificant, since they cannot be viewed theoretically as additive (cf. Fisher, Kokes,
Ransom, Phillips & Rudd, 1985). Based on the aforementioned analysis of discrepancy,
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mothers were selected to best reflect family functioning, since they represented a middleof-the-road position between the more extreme position of their daughters and the more
moderate position of their husbands or male partners.
Also in other studies mothers were repeatedly found to best reflect family structure (cf.
Buurmeijer & Hermans, 1988; Jansma, 1988).
For the relationship between parents and IP, the more extreme family member's score
was chosen (IPs), arguing that the effectiveness of treatment depends on its consequences
for IPs perception of this relationship (cf. Fisher, Kokes, Ransom, Phillips & Rudd,
1985).
The remaining factors depended on all family members involved, i.e., fathers, mothers,
and IPs scores equally were taken into account (treatment outcome in terms of success for
each family is shown in Appendix 0).
In Table 18, the results of all ranking procedures are presented (for further details, see
Appendix P).
Table 18
Family
Number
1
2
3
4
S
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Family Ranking on Outcome Change
Individual
Relational
level
level
1
1
13
7
9
5
3
8
2
2
7
12
11
9
4
4
6
10
12
11
5
3
8
6
10
13
1 = most positively changed
13 = least positively changed

Structural
level
7
2
9
5
11
12
6
4
8
3
1
10
13

All
levels
1
6
7
5
4
12
10
3
9
11
2
8
13

Success
criterion
1
12
5.5
3
4
13
8
2
5.5
10
9
11
7
1 = most successful
13 = least successful

Clearly, as shown in the table, outcome ranking depends on the outcome variables
included. Comparing family change on All Levels with the success criterion, rank
differences for Family 2 and Family 11 indicate that the client's and the therapist's
judgements did not corroborate the significant family changes, while for Family 13 the
positive judgements coincide with lowest rank family changes (i.e., Rank 13). For most
families, however, adding subjective judgments to family change variables did not lead to
major adjustments in the ranking.

5 . 4 . 2 . Structural Aspects of Treatment and Treatment Outcome
In Table 19, type of treatment is presented for the four most successful treatments (i.e.,
numbers 1, 8, 4 and 5, ranked 1-4 on the success criterion) and of the four least
successful treatments (i.e., numbers 6, 2, 12 and 10, ranked 9-13 on the success
criterion; cf. Table 18).
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Table 19

Type οΓ Treatment and Outcome Success
intensive
(>1 session/week)

Duration

short
(< 6 monihs)
average
(7<t<12 months)
long
(>12 months)

Intensity
average
(1 session/l-2 weeks)

+

-

extensive
(<1 session/2 weeks)

+
.

+

+/-

-

As can be concluded from Table 19, both the most successful and the least successful
treatments vary in treatment duration and intensity, suggesting no clear relation with
treatment success.
Similarly, no interrelation could be determined between the person of the therapist and
outcome success, i.e., therapists that had treated one of the least successful treatments all
had treated more successfully as well.
Finally, outcome success was linked to the build-up of treatment (stages). Stageless
treatments either belonged to the four most successful treatments (i.e., no. 4 and 5) or to
the four least successful treatments (i.e., no. 6 and 12). Thus, the build-up of the
treatment in stages did not seem to be connected with treatment success.
In the same way, no conclusions could be drawn regarding any possible interrelations
between family change and all of the aforementioned factors.

5 . 4 . 3 . Therapist Behavior and Treatment Outcome
Therapist Behavior at Main Category Level
In Figures 8a-e, percentages for each main category are presented in order of treatment
success. As can be seen in Figure 8a, 8c and 8d, treatments that were most successful
(i.e., ranked 1-4) do not seem to differ from least successful treatments (i.e., ranked ΙΟ
Ι 3) with respect to the amount of Information Gathering, Structuring Therapy and Clientdirected Activities MCI, 3 and 5, respectively), while Stimulating Insight tends to be
higher in less successful treatments (see Figure 8b).
Most clearly, Direct Influence seems to be low in less successful treatments, and high in
successful treatments (see Figure 8d). Similar scatter plots were made for family changes
at individual level (see Appendix Q), relational level (see Appendix R), structural level
(see Appendix S), and for family changes on all levels (see Appendix T).
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Although numbers of treatments are too small to attach great importance to the exact
figures, and to test correlations statistically, in our opinion the overall picture of
interrelations is illustrative, and reveals significant trends (cf. Miles & Huberman, 1984;
Greenberg, 1986b). Therefore, although tentatively, in Table 20, R-values* are presented
between various outcome rank numbers, and each main category.
Table 20

Correlations* between Therapist Behavior and Outcome
1. Information

2. Insight

3: Smicture

4. Influence

5. Client-directed

FAMILY CHANGE
Individual Level
Relational Level
Structural Level
All Levels

.03
32
.43
33

.45
.17
-.02
.22

-.03
-.18
•33
-32

-.14
-.38
-.49
-.50

-.24
-.13
.14
-.04

SUCCESS
.05
-.15
.14
-.41
Success Criterion
.29
* Pearson Product Moment Correlation was computed between success (rank) and therapist behavior
(percentage)

As can be seen in this table, Direct Influence (MC4) is of the greatest significance
regarding level of family change, as well asregardingtreatment success.
Furthermore, the direction in all cases is negative, implying that high percentages of
Direct Influence are related with positive changes or successful treatments (i.e., small
rank numbers).
Information Gathering seems to be inversely related to positive changes atrelationaland
structural level, implying that in treatments in which parent-IP relationship or family
structure was least changed, relatively more information was gathered.
Stimulating Insight seems to be inversely related mainly with individual level change,
implying that more insight stimulating activities concur with least changed initial
complaints, problem perception and client satisfaction. Since stimulating insight, in
essence, is an establishing activity, directed more towards understanding than to changing
behavior, from a clinical perspective this finding is not surprising.
Structuring Therapy especially seems to be related with changes at structural level,
implying that higher percentages of directive behaviors in guiding the conversation and in
the build-up of therapy (e.g., determining strategy, cf. Chapter 4) concur with positive
changes in family structure.
Finally, Client-directed Activities do not seem to be related to any type of treatment
outcome.
Summarizing the above, for changes at individual level, Stimulating Insight (MC2) seems
to be crucial in the sense that frequent insight stimulating activities concur with least
positively changed individual level.
For optimal changes at relational level, low percentages of Information Gathering (MCi)
and high percentages of Direct Influence (MC4) seem to be essential.
For optimal changes at structural level, low percentages of Information Gathering (MCi),
and high percentages on both Structuring Therapy and Direct Influence (MC2 and MC4)
seem to be pivotal. Similarly for optimal family change on all three levels small
quantitaties of Information Gathering (MCj) and frequently Structuring Therapy and
Direct Influence (MC2 and MC4) seem to be crucial.
Finally, for optimal treatment success, onlyfrequentDirect Influence (MC4) seems to be
relevant.
R-values are Pearson Product Moment Correlations. Data were analyzed by means of standard
statistical software as implemented in various packages (i.e., Cricket Graph (Macintosh), and SPSSX
and SAS for main frame).
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Therapist Behavior at Category Level.
In addition to therapist's aims as formulated at the main-category level (e.g., I D i r e c t
Influence), therapist behavior was also analyzed as acts on the category level (CC).
To determine whether successful treatments differ from the least successful t r e a t - m e n t s
regarding the therapist's acts, the four most successful treatments, and the fou r
least
successful treatments were compared on category level.
For each of the four most successful and least successful treatments, the Mainca t e g o r y
(MC) composition of Categories (CCs) is represented in Table 21.
As this table illustrates, within MCs the relative contribution of CCs c a n
vary
considerably.
Means are presented for illustrative purpose only. Since one strongly variant t r e a t m e n t
could have great impact on the calculated mean (cf. С С ц ) , from a clinical p e r s p e c t i v e ,
statistically testing of the differences in means is considered erroneous. Instead, a n a . . l y s e s
of trends (Miles & Huberman, 1984) are carried out, leaving the possibility for s i n g l e
variant treatments*.
Furthermore, since number of statements on which percentages are based, r a n g e d f r o m
815 to 9,482 (representing 8 to 62 session), significant results are reached for r a t h e r s m a l l
differences in percentage (e.g., within MC3, a difference in percentage between t r e ^ i t m e n t
8 and treatment 12 exceeding 1.72 yielded significant results for Z-values c o m p u t e d ;
Glass & Stanley, 1970).
The composition of Information Gathering (MCj) on Category Level did not r e v e ^ a l any
unambiguous trends: all categories involved showed both high and low p e r c e n t a g e s for
both most and least successful treatments.
For Stimulating Insight (MC2), a greater share of Problem elucidation, (CC2.1) a n d a
smaller share of Conclusion of Therapist (C 2.3) seem to be tied with treatment s u c c e s s .
For Structuring Therapy (MC3), in successful treatments Evaluation (CC3.3) t a J c e s a
greater share.
For Directive Influence (MC4), lower proportions of changing experience ( C C 4 . 3 ) and
higher proportions of Enhancing Commitment (CC4.4) concur with treatment s u c c e s s .
Finally, for Client-directed Activities (MC5), a smaller share of Tension reducing ( С Г С з . г )
and relatively more Supporting (CC5.3) are connected with treatment success.

(cf. for example the discussion of treatment 5 in section 5.3.3).
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Table 21

Treatment Success and Therapist Behavior: Composition of Each Maincatagory in Categorie

Criterion of Success
Treatment Number

Most Successful Treatments
1

8

Least Successful Treatments

4

5

Mean

6

2

12

10

Mean

MCi Informauon Gathering
CC
1 1 Putting in concrete terms
1 2 Problem exploration
1 3 Asking for elucidation

5 84*
50 04
44 11

12 55
34 22
53 43

2 04
3182
6614

2 46
4105
5644

5 72
39 28
55 05

851
29 08
62 41

223
33 30
64 47

1956
49 83
30 61

1028
4014
49 57

10 14
38 09
5176

MC2 Stimulating Insight
CC
2 1 Problem elucidation
2 2 Problem inventory
2.3 Conclusion of therapist

81.89
126
16.85

36.60
3 40
59.99

54.35
4 35
41.30

51.72
0 00
48.28

56.14
2 25
41.60

13.49
3 17
83.33

51.20
289
45.91

38.79
132
59.89

24.11
245
73.43

31.90
246
65.64

34 94
57 07

18 07
79 11

20 86
72 39

16 31
80 85

22 54
72 35

17 71
78 86

2122
78 54

12 95
85 75

2126
78 03

18 28
80 31

3 43

0 37

1.29

О 71

1.45

MC3· Structuring Therapy
CC
3 1 Controlling conversation
3 2 Build up of therapy
3 3 Evaluation

7.99

2 82

6 75

2.84

S 10

MC4 Direct Influence
CC 4 1 Mediating
4.2 Relauvize
4 3 Changing of experience
4 4 Enhancing commitment
4 5 Resolution possibility

5 53
15 84
15.59
32.08
30 95

748
1043
22.20
12.01
47 88

1942
25 24
20.39
21.36
13 59

1176
14 71
29.41
38.23
5.88

1105
16 55
21.90
24.42
24 57

15 79
36 84
26.32
10.53
10 53

6 53
1197
44.81
11.77
24 92

5 52
15 47
35.91
13.26
29 83

5 52
17 98
45.32
12.08
19 11

8 34
20 56
38.09
11.91
2110

MC5 Client-directed Activities
CC
5 1 Verbally following
5 2 Tension reducing
5 3 Supporting

44 64
6.63
48.73

65 16
10.11
24.73

28 81
8.47
62.71

70 59
5.23
24.18

52 30
7.61
40.09

60 36
29.61
10.02

52 35
7.48
40.17

54 52
10.95
34.52

62 26
13.86
23.88

57 37
15.47
27.15

* To facilitale companson among tieatments, each Maincaiegory equals 100%, while CC-level percentages were averaged for number of sessions

Table 22

Treatment Success and Direct Influence: Composition of MC4-Categories in Subcategories
Most Successful Treatments

Criterion of Success
Treatment Number

1

8

4

5

Least Successful Treatments
Mean

6

2

12

10

Mean

MC4: Direct Influence

higher percentage of total behavior

lower percentage of total behavior

CC:
SC:

4.2:*
4.2.0
4.2.1
4.2.2

RelativizelPutting in perspective
Outlining a realistic picture
Emphasizing positive aspects
Askingforposiuve aspects

no difference regarding share in total MC4
60.54** 92.16 100.00 100.00 88.17
34.99
6.62
0.00
0.00 10.40
4.46
1.32
0.00
0.00
1.44

no difference regarding share in total MC4
14.29
88.72
60.71
58.96
71.43
11.28
25.00
25.17
14.29
0.00
14.29
0.00

55.67
33.22
7.14

CC
SC:

4.3:
4.3.0
4.3.1
4.3.2

Changing of experience
PosiUvcly reformulating
Pulling to another track
Therapist's opinion following
client's opinion

lower proportions within MC4
3.14
1.86
9.52
0.00
3.63
77.51
65.10
57.14 100.00 74.94
19.35
33.05
33.33
0.00 21.43

higher proportions within MC4
60.00
0.00
3.08
20.00
62.56
63.08
20.00
37.44
33.85

1.69
36.64
61.67

16.19
45.57
38.24

CC
SC:

4.4:
4.4.0
4.4.1
4.4.2

Enhancing Client's commitment
Activating the client
Offering perspective
Giving explanation

higher proportions within MC4
58.09
69.49
63.64 38.46 57.42
16.44
14.54
9.09
1538 13.86
25.46
15.98 27.27 46.15 28.71

lower proportions within MC4
100.00
64.48
66.67
0.00
14.03
25.00
0.00
21.49
8.33

64.55
13.23
22.22

73.92
13.06
13.01

CC

4.5: Presenting and carrying out
resolution possibility
4.5.0 Proposing resolution
4.5.1 Giving concrete advice
4.5.2 Discussion resolution after carrying
out

no difference regarding share in total MC4

no difference regarding share in total MC4

SC:

56.74
6.37
36.89

50.68
31.01
1831

92.86
7.14
0.00

100.00
0.00
0.00

75.07
11.13
13.80

100.00
0.00
0.00

72.47
2.63
24.90

87.04
7.41
5.56

Category 4.1 consisted of only one subcategory
To facilitate comparison among treatments, each Category equals 100%, while SC-level percentages were averaged for number of sessions

20.10
11.38
29.27

69.90
5.35
14.93

Therapist Behavior on Subcategory Level
Except for therapist aims and acts, the CSTB also allows for treatment companson on
modes of behavior, ι е., the subcategory level (SC) Since the mam category of Direct
Influence (MC4) was considered most pivotal to treatment, and since it is most
significantly related to treatment outcome, only for this Main category a breakdown in
subcategones is presented
In Table 22, the composition of Direct Influence is presented at subcategory level, while
earlier discussed CC and MC-differences are also presented
Irrespective of the aforementioned quantitative differences on MC-level, and differences
in composition on CC-level, for each of the four most and least successful treatments, the
subcategones within the categories of Direct Influence are represented Again, means are
presented for illustrative purpose only, since one strongly vanant treatment could have
great impact on the calculated mean ( cf. SC4 3 0). Compared with least successful
treatments Relativizing (CC4 2) in successful treatments usually is done more often by
Outlining a realistic picture (SC4 2 0) and less often by Emphasizing positive aspects (SC
4 20)
In successful treatments, Changing of experience (CC4 3) is done more often by Pulling
to another track (SC4 3 1) and less often by Therapist's opinion after client's opinion
(SC4 3 2), relative to least successful treatments
Compared with the least successful treatments. Enhancing the client's commitment
(CC4 4) in successful treatments is done more often by Giving explanation (SC4 4 2) and
less often by Activating the Ghent (SC4 4 0)
Finally, modes of Presenting and carrying out resolution possibility (CC4 5) did not
reveal any unambiguous trends discnminating the most successful treatments from the
least successful treatments.

5.5

Other Factors Influencing Outcome

5.5.1

Treatment Factors

Apart from therapist behavior differences, companng the most successful treatments with
the least successful treatments can reveal other treatment differences underlying outcome.
However, as indicated earlier (see 5.4.2), neither therapy format (1 e , duration and
intensity of treatment), nor therapy build up (1 e , stages), nor therapist involved,
discnrmnated between the most successful and the least successful treatments.
Table 23

Family Members Present and Treatment Success
Most Successful Treatments

Family no

Least Successful Treatments

4

5

mean

10

mean

Parent(s)+ IP 71 11* 18 30

8181

1176

45 75

28 56

45 95

14 28

18 18

26 74

Parcnt(s)

18 18 52 94

3175

23 81

32 43

78 57

40 91

43 93

1 8
17 78

38 03

6

2

12

47 62 2162
7 14
40 91 29 32
IP
11 11 4366
000 3529 2251
* lo facilitale companson among treatments, percentages were used (1 e , total number of sessions per
treaunenl equals 100%)

Another treatment factor that might have an impact on treatment outcome, is family
members present at the treatment sessions. In Table 23, for the four most succcessful,
and for the four least successful treatments, percentages of both types of separate sessions
(IP or parent(s) present) and conjoint sessions (pdrent(s) and IP present) are shown.
Again, means are presented for illustrative purpose only, since a strongly variant
treatment could have great impact on the calculated mean (cf Treatment no 12)
As suggested by Table 23, in the most successful treatments, more conjoint sessions were
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held, with both IP and parent(s) present, while in the least successful treatments, more
separate sessions were held.

5.5.2

Family Factors

In this section, a number of factors probably influencing outcome will be analyzed. These
factors all refer to differences in treatment process that are closely related with the clientfamily. The first factor concerns initial differences in client families, that may influence
treatment process. To determine initial differences between most successful and least
successful treated families, family scores on type of complaint, relationship (both IPmother, and IP-father) and family structure (both Cohesion, and Adaptability) were
compared.
Both in the most successfully and in the least successfully treated families, all types of
complaint were mentioned. Furthermore, the inital quality of the parent-IP relationship
was negative for both groups of families. Finally, both the most successfully treated and
the least successfully treated families, initially were either dysfunctional or unbalanced.
Summarizing the above, no initial differences regarding types of complaints, parent-IP
relationship or family structure, that could account for the ultimate differences in outcome,
were found.
The second factor concerns the goals stated by the therapist. As mentioned before, during
the treatment process both concrete (i.e., task directed) and abstract (i.e., therapeutic)
goals were formulated. Information about the type of goals stated was gathered during the
therapist interview. Based on this information, categories for types of abstract goals (see
Appendix U) and types of Concrete goals (see Appendix V) were formulated. Most of the
abstract goals, stated in all treatments taken together, referred to family hierarchy (Type
2) and detachment of the adoloscent (Type 4).
With respect to the concrete goals, goals referring to family members' intercourse were
mostly formulated for all treatments taken together.
To reveal whether goals stated in the most successful treatments differed from the goals,
stated in the least successful treatment, goals in the four most successful and in the four
least successful treatments were compared.
Table 24 represents the number of treatments in which the various goals are stated, for the
most and least successful treatments separately.
As shown in Table 24, in all four treatments that were least successful, abstract goals
concerning hierarchy (Type 2) were stated.
Also, in the least successful treatments, more often IP's residence was a matter of concern
(concrete goal, Type 4). Since in least successful treatments, two IP's were runaways,
while in most successful treatments three IP's had run away, these goals seemed more
related to a problematic return to the family, than to the actual running away.
Table 24

Treatment Success and Type of Goals
Number of most
successful treatments
in which goal is stated*

Number of least
successful treatments
in which ßoal is stated*

1
2
2
2
1
1

2
4
1
1
2
2

Type of Abstract Goals
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Communication
Hierarchy
Relationship
Detachment
IP-development
Parent(s)
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Table 24 (continued)
Number of most
successful treatments
in which goal is stated*

Number of least
successful ireaunenis
in which Koal is smtcd*

Гуре of Concrete goals
1.
2.
3.
4.

Chores/Rules
SchoolingWork
Intercourse
IP Residence

1

1
1

2
2

3
1

3

* Maximally 4, if stated in all the most (least) successful Ircaimcnts

Furthermore, the greater number of the least successful families for various types of
goals, indicate a greater variety of goals whithin one treatment, i.e., therapists worked on
different aspects at the same time.
The third factor possibly influencing treatment outcome, concerns life events. A
distinction was made between life events during treatment, and life events between
treatment termination and 1 year follow up. Table 25 represents occurring life events for
the four most successful and the four least successful treatments. Generally, in the most
successfully treated families more life events occurred both during and after treatment,
suggesting greater outside influence.
Table 25

Treatment Success and Life Events
Number of most
successful treatments
wuh life evenm*
During
After

Illness (1 month or longer)
Death of important person
Courtship IP
Divorce of parents
Changes in work parent(s)
Financial decline
Changes in school/work IP

2
3
4
0
2
4
4

2
1
3
0
1
1
4

Number of least
successful treatments
with life events*
During
After
2
1
3
1
0
2
3

1
0
4
0
0
0
3

* Maximally 4, if occurred in all most (least) successful Ireatments

However, to determine the impact of these life events, therapist interviews were
consulted. For two of the most successful treatments, the therapist indicates the positive
influence of life events. In treatment number 1, IPs new boyfriend and mother quitting
her job, were considered life events positively influencing treatment outcome, while in
treatment number 8, IP passing her final exams at secondary school was considered as
having an impact on successful treatment outcome.
Similarly, for two of the least successful treatments, life events influencing outcome were
indicated by the therapist. In treatment number 2, IP's (delinquent) boyfriend was
considered to have a negative impact on treatment outcome, while in treatment number 12,
mother's divorce and new partner were considered to have a positive impact on treatment
outcome.
Summarizing the above, no occurring life events were determined, that discriminated
between the most successful and the least succcessful treatments, although in most
successfully treated families more life events seemed to occur.
Finally, the most successful and the least successful treatments were compared
demographically. As stated earlier (see 5.2.1 and 5.2.5) client families were comparable
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on all demographic variables. Hence, it was not surprising that demographical
comparison of the most successful and the least successful treatments did not reveal clear
differences.
However, two other findings related with demographic variables are worth mentioning
here.
The first finding was the fact that all stageless treatments concerned all families in which
the mother was the single parent. Since stages in treatment were based on the percentage
of Direct Influence (MC4), this finding implies that in treatments of families, in which the
mother is the single parent, therapists were less involved in Direct Influence activities. We
will come back to this issue in Chapter 6.
The second finding was the fact that IP living with parent(s) was greatly determined by
IP's age. In Figure 9, the mean ages of IPs are presented for IPs living with parent(s),
and for IPs living on their own. Both at post-treatment and at follow up, IPs no longer
living with parent(s) were significantly older than IPs still living with parent(s). Although
IP's residence was embodied in the criterion of success, this finding implied that IP
leaving parental home not necessarily indicates treatment failure on this aspect.

Mean Ages of IPs at Measurements
IPs living in
IPs living out
all IPs

post

measurement
5.6

Summary of the Results

Besides by the presence of a female IP with a conduct disorder, at risk of placement in an
institution, client families additionally could be characterized by low socioeconomic
status, extremely low cohesion and extremely high adaptability (i.e., chaotically
disengaged), insufficient communication, and by an extremely negative relationship
between parent(s) and IP.
The treatment process can be characterized by an average duration of 8 1/2 months, with
an average intensity of one session every 1-2 weeks, and consisting of both separate and
conjoint sessions that were usually held at the family's home.
Therapist behavior during the treatment process could be characterized quantitatively by
information gathering and client-directed activities (i.e., verbally following, reducing
tension, and supporting).
Based on the amount of direct influence presented by the therapist, the build-up of
treatment consisted of subsequent stages of Information, Modification, and Consolidation, the former stages being shorter and more intensive than the latter.
Treatments that were stageless, usually became bogged down in the Information stage.
The most successful treatments can be characterized by high percentages of direct
influence, with therapists acting relatively more on elucidating problems, evaluating, and
enhancing client's commitment, while less stating conclusions and changing client's
experience.
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In the most successful treatments, outlining a realistic picture, pulling to another track,
and giving explanation were used more often as modes of direct influence, while
emphasizing positive aspects, giving opinion, and activating the client were employed less
often.
Also, in the most successful treatments, more often conjoint sessions were held.
Between the most successfully and the least successfully treated families, no initial
differences in demographic, individual, relational, or structural variables were
determined.
The least successful treatments were characterized by a greater variety of goals stated
within one treatment, and by a problematic return of IP to the family.
Finally, although more life events occurred in the most successfully treated families, no
difference in impact of life events was determined, discriminating treatments as regards
success.
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6.

DISCUSSION

6.1

Methodology and Design

The design of the present study can be typified as a naturalistic, correlational design,
employing both quantitative and qualitative measurements and strategies, of both therapy
process and its outcome on various levels, and from various perspectives and sources.
The design is naturalistic in the sense that treatments were studied in their natural state,
and not in an experimental laboratory situation.
Although participation in research inevitably has an impact on the conduct of therapy, in
the present study the natural course of FPA-treatment was affected as little as possible.
Firstly, confronted with a central trade-off between control and the range and relevance of
the phenomenon under study (i.e., FPA), in the present study we searched for as solid a
research technique as possible without altering the method of intervention, sacrificing
some control to allow study of the breadth of therapist behaviors in FPA practice.
Secondly, all treatments involving families with a female adolescent as the identified
patient, and conducted by a therapist of the Family Project, were included for study.
Family or treatment characteristics other than IP's sex or the conditions necessary for
receiving FPA treatment (i.e., imminent referral of adolescent IP to institutional care),
were disregarded in determining the research sample. For pragmatic reasons, however,
time limits were set (see § 3.5).
Finally, since at the same time systematic registration of all client families and treatment
outcome was started for the Family Project (i.e., pre- and postmeasurements and therapist
interviews, for further details see Ketelaar-van lerssel & Verwaaijen, 1986), in practice
no distinctions in procedure were made between families admitted to the present study,
and the remaining families with male adolescent IPs.
The design is correlational in the sense that correlations were determined between process
and outcome.
For the therapy process, mainly qualitative measurements were used, while quantitative
measurements were used especially in therapy outcome.
Data were analysed both qualitatively, with the aid of qualitative research strategies (e.g.,
Miles & Huberman, 1984; Wester, 1987), and quantitatively, with the aid of more traditional statistics (e.g., Pearson Product Moment Correlation).
Outcome was conceived as containing various aspects and levels of change, viewed from
several perspectives and sources.
Although we do agree with Greenberg (Greenberg, 1986a and 1986b; Rice & Greenberg,
1984) that outcome can be viewed as a fluid and continuous process, in the present study
we focused on distal outcome, measured both at treatment termination and at 12-months
follow-up, rather than on the process of change, or proximal outcome. Thus, in the
present study, the process of change during therapy is considered peripheral. Although
this was done mainly for reasons of economy, there were other reasons for focusing on
the therapist's verbal behavior in the therapy process, while disregarding client behavior.
Firstly, since the ultimate object of family therapy is to bring about durable changes,
occumng outside therapy sessions, we were primarily interested in such changes at
treatment termination and at follow-up.
Secondly, proximal outcome can be contradictory to distal or ultimate outcome (e.g.,
initially rejecting the therapist's suggestions), and is considered to be less durable.
Thirdly, particularly for the more complex responses (e.g., interpretations and confrontations), the effects on the client may not be evidenced until much later.
However, since the therapy process is an interactive process, client behavior was not
totally excluded. In the present study, client behavior during therapy process was
included in several ways.
Firstly, the therapy process, like all interactive processes, is characterized by a
bidirectional causality, acknowledging the fact that therapist behavior has an impact on
client behavior and vice versa. For example, client families that are reluctant to give
information may protract the first stage, and may "raise" the amount of information
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gathering behaviors performed by the therapist.
Secondly, many of the categories used to code therapist behaviors were formulated in
terms of client-therapist interaction, thereby enclosing client behavior (e.g., verbally
following the client, activating the client).
Thirdly, moments of great changes or relapses were covered by the standard interview
with the therapist, allowing for a gross evaluation of the process of change.
Thus, in our view, client behavior was reflected in therapist behavior and, to a certain
extent, in the present study this client behavior was also taken into account
The naturalistic research design, applied in the present study, had two serious flaws
which will subsequently be discussed.
The first serious flaw is the lack of control group. The Family Project did not use a
waiting list, since, for ethical reasons, denying or postponing treatment to families in
crisis was rejected. Also, since removal of persons from the home occurs at high
psychological, social and monetary expense (Van Acker, 1983a and 1988a; Flomenhaft,
1974; Gutstein, Rudd, Graham & Rayha, 1988; Kinney, Madsen, Fleming & Haapala,
1977; ), for ethical reasons refering IPs to institutional care was rejected.
Thus, no waiting list or untreated controls were available for research on FPA, while at
the same time a comparative study with residential treatment and FPA was considered
inexpedient, leaving uncontrolled study as the sole research possibility.
The second serious flaw in the present naturalistic study is the rather small number of
families included (i.e., N = 13). This was caused by the fact that the Family Project
depended on what number of families meeting the abovementioned criteria would apply
for help within the time limits mentioned.
In the following sections, these two major flaws will be discussed further, and our efforts
to undo some of their detrimental effects will be specified.

6.1.1

Lack of Control Group

Controlled outcome evaluations of youth oriented programming with goals as major as the
prevention of residential placements are rare (McConville, 1982). This occurs, despite the
fact that in the last decade the number of outpatient programs to avoid placement has been
on the increase (Van Acker, 1983a and 1988a); Brook & Walker, 1983; Gutstein, Rudd,
Graham & Rayha, 1988; Tavantzis, Tavantzis, Brown & Rohrbaugh, 1985).
Although some researchers have strongly advocated the use of control groups in therapy
research (cf. Gottman & Markman, 1978; O'Leary & Turkewitz, 1978; Todd & Stanton,
1983; Wojciechowski, 1984), others have pointed out important caveats in using either
no-treatment or waiting list controls, and have suggested alternative solutions (Bergin &
Lambert, 1978; Gurman & Kniskem, 1981b; Jacobson, 1985; Kazdin, 1981; Lebow,
1981).
In order to compensate the lack of controls, Kazdin (1981) suggested that a well
established alternative approach might serve as control. As he stated: "In general,
inferences about the effects of treatment in a given case are more easily made to the extent
that predictions can be made on the basis of extraneous information that the problem, if
untreated, will follow a particular course" (p. 187).
As stated earlier, all referrals for FPA treatment were made by social workers or other
mental health professionals at a time when the workers were seriously considering a
residential placement. In other words, if the client families involved in the present study
had not received FPA treatment, IPs would have run a good chance of being placed in
residential care. Since no comparative study with residential treatment was conducted,
there is no empirical evidence to determine whether or not FPA, for the specific selection
of client families involved in this study, is more effective than residential treatment.
However, the surplus value of FPA lies in the fact that the families remain together, and
in preventing institutionalization of IP. Apart from the economic aspect of saving the cost
of placement, there is substantial knowledge that exposure to an institutional setting often
leads to additional antisocial behavior and further self-deprecatory attitudes, and to
feelings of loss, inadequacy, and hopelessness in the family members remaining at home
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(Van Acker, 1983a and 1988a; Flomenhaft, 1974; Gutstein, Rudd, Graham & Rayha,
1988; Kinney, Madsen, Fleming & Haapala, 1977).
Thus, in our view, t/FPA produces positive outcome, and ¿/"treated families can avoid
institutional solutions to future crises, FPA is considered the treatment of choice, even
without collating both treatments in a comparative study.
A second compensation for the lack of controls, is the application of standardized
measurement.
In the present study, both on individual (i.e., DSM III), and on relational (i.e.. Relatie
Vragen Lijst), and on structural level (i.e., Gezins Dimensie Schaal), standardized
measurements were used, compensating the lack of controls in three ways.
Firstly, well-validated, reliable measures both substantiate the descriptive level in labeling
or diagnosing the subject population, and serve as valid indicators of the degree of
difficulty of the problems, and of the plausibility of imminent referral to institutional care.
Furthermore, the application of a widely used standardized measurement allows for both
delimitating the client population that can be successfully treated with FPA, and
comparing this clinical population with other clinical groups, so that practicing clinicians
can judge if the treatment described is likely to have similar effects for the population with
whom they are working.
Secondly, the scores on standardized measurements can be set against "standards" or
"statistical normality", thus comparing the clinical population with the "normal population".
Finally, the application of widely used standardized measurement allows for at least
partial between study comparability, that otherwise would occur largely by chance
(Gurman & Kniskem, 1981b). If the results are consistent with results of other studies,
this may indicate the plausibility of the results (see § 6.3), and may stimulate advances in
clinical science by accumulating evidence for the effectiviness of family therapy for
problems that are not necessarily defined as family or relationship problems (i.e., IP
should receiveresidentialtreatment).
The third way in which the present study tried to cope with the detrimental effects of
lacking controls, is by means of employing a homogeneous, well defined client population.
Clearly, as Kazdin (1981) pointed out, inferences on treatment effectiveness are much
stronger if changes occur in more heterogeneous client populations. However, others
have demonstrated that the most successful outcome research in mental and family therapy
has been conducted with well defined, homogeneous populations judging from the
symptomatology of the identified patient (Beutler & Hamblin, 1986; Todd & Stanton,
1983; Woodward et al, 1981).
Until assumptions of equal reactivity are supported with research evidence, we choose to
proceed with caution by homogenizing the client population involved in the present study
both for the presenting problem, and for sex of IP. Furthermore, it may be, as Haley
(1980) suggested, that an additional reason for homogeneity was the fact that each family
came from a similar stage in the family life cycle.
By employing a homogeneous, well defined client population we tried to enhance the
predictive power of any potential set of client, treatment, and therapist variables (Woodward et al., 1981). This was especially important, in view of the rather small number of
families included in the study, which will be discussed next.

6.1.2

Number of Families Included

The rather small number of families included in the present study, constitutes two major
problems.
The first problem, formulated by Kazdin (1981) in reference to uncontrolled case studies,
is the ambiguity related to the precise influences that are responsible for change.
Threats to internal validity, normally ruled out in experimentation, make the basis for
therapeutical change ambiguous. In addition to the use of psychometrically sound assessment on multiple occasions (i.e., pre, post and follow-up), Kazdin (1981) proposed
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accumulation of several cases to rule out specific threats to internal validity. As he stated,
if treatment is given to several clients on different occasions, like in ordinary experimentation, treatment effects become the more likely interpretation, and history and maturation
become less plausible as alternative rival hypotheses (see also § 6.3).
The present study also could be viewed as a multiple case study, in which results in one
case were consolidated with the results in other cases, thus accumulating research results
to constitute a coherent body of evidence.
The second problem in engaging a small number of cases in research, is the risk of
overrating idiosyncratic treatments and/or outcome.
In the present study, extensive measurement of both therapy process, and multiple aspects
of outcome on multiple occasions, should prevent the conclusions from being based on
coincidental evidence. Furthermore, the potential pitfall of attaching too much weight to
idiosyncratic cases, was evaded by "blocking" treatments when comparing the results
(i.e., the four most successful, versus the four least successful treatments).
Additionally, the small number of families involved, and the fact that many families were
either assessed or treated by the researcher, allowed both for deeper clinical understanding
of treatments and for supplementary idiographic excursions in specific cases (e.g.,
investigating factors influencing the course of treatment, as described in § 5.3.4).
Greenberg (1986b) expresses our position well: "The issue is not so much whether one
uses replicated single-case studies or group studies to verify findings, but rather that
intensive analysis allows for the identification of much more complex relationships and
patterns of variables related to change. This occurs because one is closer to the data and
because one is looking at a large number of variables in one or a few cases rather than a
few variables in a large number of individuals".

6.2

Validity of the Results

In this section, we will subsequently discuss the validity of the instruments used (6.2.1),
and the general threats to internal validity: attrition (6.2.2), social desirability (6.2.3),
maturation (6.2.4 ), and other sources of bias (6.2.5). External validity will be discussed
later, in the section concerning generalizability of the results (6.3).

6.2.1

Validity of the Instruments Used

In the present study, both standardized measurement (i.e., DSM III, Relatie Vragen Lijst,
and Gezins Dimensie Schaal), and measures especially constructed for this study were
applied.
Although particularly the validity of DSM III has been queried (cf. Kutchins & Kirk,
1986; McMahon, 1987; Verhuist, 1983), in our view there is substantial evidence for all
three standardized instruments, indicating that the validity is satisfactory for our research
purposes (cf. Barrett-Lennard, 1986; Buurmeijer & Hermans, 1988; Frances, Clarkin &
Perry, 1984; Lietaer, 1974).
The validity of the process measure constructed to code concrete therapist behavior (i.e.,
Category System for Therapist Behavior), was discussed elsewhere (see § 4.3.2).
The validity of the remaining instruments that were constructed (i.e., Problem Perception
Questionnaire, Client Satisfaction List, and an open questionnaire regarding initial complaints) has not yet been established.
However, there are some indications of concurrent validity for these instruments. In
twelve families, there is close correspondence between the situation at post-treatment, and
family members' scores on CSL (see Appendix 0). In other words, family members
indicating greater satisfaction with the treatment they received, also consider their situation
at post-treatment to be more positive than family members who are less satisfied with
treatment.
In the same way, eleven families show close correspondence between PPQ-scores, and
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the change in initial complaints (see Appendix O), indicating that the problem perception
changes positively with positive changes in initial complaints. Furthermore, PPQ-scores
decrease in the expected direction (see Appendix J), indicating that at treatment
termination and a follow-up, family members suffer less from the problems.
Finally, the scores on all measures that were constructed for the present research, are in
concordance with therapist's judgement of treatment outcome and goal attainment (see
Appendix O).
Therefore, although we advise against the use of any of these measures in isolation until
the psychometric qualities have been investigated more profoundly, for the present
research, and in combination with the other instruments, in our opinion the validity of
these newly constructed instruments is satisfactory.

6.2.2

Attrition

Attrition can occur both before subjects are included in the study sample (i.e.,
preinclusion attrition), either through choice or through intervening circumstance, and it
can occur once subjects have been formally included in the study sample (i.e.,
postinclusion attrition), either by failing to complete the measurements requested,
dropping out of treatment, or by continuing treatment beyond the study period (Howard,
Krause & Orlinsky, 1986). Preinclusion attrition was discussed earlier (see § 3.5),
leaving only postinclusion attrition to be discussed in this section.
Generally, attrition is considered as a potential source of positive bias (cf. O'Leary &
Turkewitz, 1978). According to Howard, Krause and Orlinsky (1986) however, attrition
is not ultimately a problem of bias but a problem of lack of information.
To determine whether in the present study bias had occurred due to attrition, both the
attrition οι process data (i.e., missing verbatims of therapy sessions), and of client data
(i.e., missing values, on pre- or postmeasurements, or follow-up) was investigated.
In Table 26 the attrition oí process data is represented.
Table 26

Attrition of Process Data
<20%

Number of treatments
(N=13)

Регсепіаде of Sessions Missing
40-60%
20-40%

7

2

4

>60%
0

The attrition of process data may have biased the results of the present study in two ways.
Firstly, it may have affected the occurrence of stages in treatment, especially if the
remaining sessions that yielded the therapist behavior codes, did not constitute a
proportlyional representation of the treatment sessions.
Secondly, the attrition of process data may have distorted the significance of certain
categories of the CSTB, since therapist behavior was ultimately correlated with success of
treatment (see § 5.4.3).
Of the total amount of four stageless treatments (see § 5.3.3), two had lowest attrition
(i.e., < 10%), implying that lack of stages could not be ascribed to attrition. Furthermore,
of the treatments suffering most from attrition, therapist behavior of at least eight sessions
spread over the total course of treatment, was coded. Of the four treatments that were least
successful, two treatments had highest rate of attrition (i.e., 40 - 60%), while two
treatments had lowest rate of attrition (i.e., < 10%). Furthermore, one treatment with
highest rate of attrition also belonged to the treatments that were most successful. Thus,
differences in the therapist behavior between the most successful and the least successful
treatments reported in the present study (see § 5.4.3), were not caused by attrition.
In sum, the attrition of process data was not ultimately a problem of bias but a problem of
lack of information. However, all dossiers contained extensive summaries of the sessions
that were not audiotaped, allowing for the CSTB-coders to follow the course of treatment
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and serving as contextual unit (see § 4.2.1).
In Table 27, the attrition of client data is represented.
Table 27

Attrition of Client Data
Measurement

Family members
involved (N = 34)

pre-treatment

post-treatment

12 months follow-up

Fathers (N = 9)
Mothers (N = 12)
IPs (N = 13)

9
12
13

8
12
12

7
10
11

Families
represented (N = 13)

13

13

12

The attrition of client data may have biased the determination of treatment outcome, since
these data constitute the major part in determining both treatment success and family
change (see § 5.4.1).
Both in the four treatments that were ranked as most successful, and in three of the least
successful treatments, attrition did not occur.
Thus, for most succesful and least succesful treatments, the ranking of treatment success
was based on the complete set of information of all family members involved, i.e.,
treatment success was not biased by attrition.
Similarly, both three of the most positively changed families, and three of the least positively changed families were ranked, based on the complete set of clients' responses, i.e.,
no attrition occurred in these treatments.
In sum, since attrition occurred at the same (small) rate in both most successful and least
successful treatments, and since attrition occurred at a similar small rate in both most
positively changed and least positively changed families, difference in outcome was not
caused by attrition.
Hence, in the present study, neither the attrition of process data, nor the attrition of client
data biased the results.

6.2.3 Social Desirability
In the present study, social desirability was measured as a dimension of the Gezins
Dimensie Schaal, using items analogous to the items Olson et al. derived from Edmond's
Social Desirability Scale (cf. Buurmeijer & Hermans, 1988).
The social desirability of all family members at both pre- and posttreatment, and at followup, is presented in Figure 10.
Social desirability is usually conceived as a potential source of positive bias, assuming
that subjects show the tendency to respond in a conventional, socially acceptable fashion
by exaggerating positive qualitites (cf. O'Leary & Turkewitz, 1978). However, as
indicated by Figure 10, social desirability of the family members included in this study
was extremely low, especially at the onset of treatment.
In our view, extremely low social desirability can be interpreted in two ways. Either the
family members involved in FPA treatment are not troubled with social desirability or
acceptability of their responses, and thus, are able to present a "true" picture of their
family functioning, or the family members show a tendency to exaggerate the negative
qualitites of their family situation.
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Figure 10

Social Desirability (pre, post and follow-up)

veiy low-low

low-iv*nge

average-high

high-veiy high

social desirability
Although we agree with Friedman, Utada, and Momssey (1987) that there is no apparent
advantage for family members to claim that their family is, for example, in a "disengaged"
state if they honestly believe that they are extremely cohesive, there may be an advantage
to exaggerate the negative qualities of their family situation at the onset of treatment. The
families, to be sure, were describing themselves at a time of crisis, when they were
feeling relatively hopeless about their situation, at a time when the family was unable to
work together to solve their problems, and the family was falling apart or splitting up.
One could speculate that this may have influenced their responses to the GDS, especially
to those items indicating social desirability, in order to stress the fact that they needed
help. Such speculation, however, is contradicted by the fact that at treatment termination
and at follow-up, social desirability still is very low.
It seems as if family members involved in the present study, are little concerned with
social desirability or "what people might think of them".
Thus we assume they are representing themselves fairly accurately according to their
(rather negative) perceptions of their family situations.
The social desirability in family members' perception of parent-adolescent relationship
and problems, and in their formulation of complaints, was not explicitly measured. We
assume, however, that these aspects suffered as little from social desirability bias as
family structure, especially since at the onset of treatment, family members generally
presented a very negative picture.

6.2.4 Maturation
Since the average time passing between pre-treatment assessment and follow-up was 2
years and 2 months, maturational processes may have influenced the pattern of results,
especially since this span of time covers a phase of life that is considered crucial for both
the adolescent, and his family (cf. Van Acker, 1988a; Haley, 1980; Jurkovic & Ulrici,
1985). In this phase of the adolescent's individuation and separation and detachment from
his family, both parent-adolescent relationship, and family structure are liable to change
(e.g. Bowlby, 1979; Galvin & Brommel, 1982; Jurkovic & Ulrici, 1985; Kraemer,
1982).
According to Jurkovic and Ulrici (1985), normative data suggest that the relationship
between adolescents and parents becomes increasingly harmonious with age. For female
adolescents, there was also suggestive evidence that while the mother was the antagonist
in these conflicts for young adolescents, the father increasingly assumed this role as the
girls matured (Jurkovic & Ulrici, 1985).
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This is consistent with the fact that in the present study, the parent-adolescent relationship
changed positively boih at treatment closure, and at follow-up. Furthermore, at the onset
of treatment (i.e., I.P.'s mean age 15;4 years), the relationship between mother and
daughter is less positive than the father-daughter relationship, while at follow-up (i.e.,
IPs mean age 17;7 years), mother-daughter relationship is more positive (see Appendices
J and K).
However, in view of the fact that most families had a rather long history of problems (see
§ 5.2.1), in our opinion, it is not very plausible that maturation could account for the
entirety of positive relationship changes. Furthermore, since maturational prospects for
the parent-adolescent relationship are less positive when IP is institutionalized (Van
Acker, 1988a), merely by preventing placement, FPA at least facilitated a positive
development of parent-adolescent relationship.
Although family structure is considered dynamic in that families are free to move in any
direction that the situation, stage of the family life cycle, or socialization of family
members may require (Olson, Russell & Sprenkle, 1983), in most studies these dynamics
are either ruled out by including families that are in the same stage of the family life cycle
or belong to similar client populations (e.g. adolescent delinquents), or they are ignored
altogether (e.g. single assessment).
Theoretically, since adolescent's individuation and separation, as well as detachment from
the family are major developmental tasks in the stage of leaving home, maturation of
family structure should be expected in the direction of higher adaptability and lower
cohesion. Buurmeijer and Hermans (1988) used different norms for younger adolescents
(i.e., < 14 years) and older adolescents (i.e., > 14 years), since the latter group perceived
their families to be less cohesive. In the present study, however, at the onset of treatment
family structure generally was both extremely low-cohesive, and extremely highadaptable (see Appendix M and N), leaving no other option for changes than to proceed in
the direction of less adaptability and more cohesion. We will come back to this issue in
the next section in discussing the theoretical implications.
Finally, maturation may also have had an impact on individual level changes.
Although conflicts between parents and their adolescent offspring generally are
considered inherent to the stage of adolescence, this was not supported by information
about the absolute degree of conflict experienced by modal adolescents and their parents
(Jurkovic & Ulrici, 1985). The client families involved in the present study, however,
had such excessive problems that it led them to seek help, while IP's behavior was
considered problematic to such an extent, that residential placement was indicated.
Usually one of the main reasons for indicating institutionalization, was the fact that for
most IPs, there was substantial risk of slipping into situations that would interfere with
their personal growth into maturity, or that would endanger the adolescent's autonomy
(e.g., quitting school, prostitution, drug addiction).
Even if in these cases maturational prospects were sufficiently positive to account for the
entirety of positive changes in initial complaints, this would merely constitute an
additional reason against such drastic intervention of institutionalization with its farreaching consequences, and in favour of piloting the adolescent and the family along these
risks and into the next stage of the family life cycle on an outpatient basis, as in this case
with FPA.

6.2.5

Other Potential Sources of Bias

Since in the present study information was gathered from the therapist, as well as client
family's father, mother and IP, as well as from objective coders (i.e., CSTB and DSM
III), and since results were based on a composition of this information (see § 5.4.1), in
our opinion bias due to the use of a sole source of data was ruled out sufficiently.
Nevertheless, we would like to stress the fact that we share the belief of Gurman and
Kniskern (1981b) that it is a myth that any criteria exist for assessing the outcome of
family therapy which are truly "objective", and that we do not doubt the existence of
biases inherent to judgements of participators in the therapy process. We do agree,
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however, with Fiske (1975) that, "instead of seeking to minimize (differences in
perceptions), researchers should seek to identify the unique components of the
perceptions and judgments from each source" (p.23).
Thus, although bias of each source separately was not eliminated in the present study, by
including various sources of data in determining outcome change and therapy process, in
our view the source bias was sufficiently accounted for. There were, however, other
potential sources of bias that may have influenced the pattern of results.
Firstly, as Jacobson (1985) pointed out, there was a risk of confounding the therapist
with the type of therapy, i.e., effects ascribed to FPA, should in fact be ascribed to
personal qualitites or characteristics of the therapist involved (e.g., level of experience).
O'Leary and Turkewitz (1978) stated that "given the importance of therapist variables, it
is necessary to have as many therapists as practically feasible so that one can study
whether one's treatment program can be successfully implemented by therapists of
varying styles" (p. 750). They strongly advised the inclusion of at least 3-4 therapists.
As stated before (see Chapter 3), in the present study seven, both male and female
therapists were involved, with experience as professionals in mental health varying from
1 year to nearly 15 years, and with 1-6 years of experience in FPA. In our view, this
sufficiently eliminated the risk of confusing therapist with treatment. Furthermore, since
no relation was found between rate of success and therapist involved (see § 5.4.2), in our
opinion FPA can be successfully implemented by therapists of varying styles and levels
of experience, and of both sexes. Our experience in training social workers and other
mental health professionals in various clinical settings to conduct FPA treatment, is
consistent with this research finding.
The second potential source of bias is the problem of the author/experimenter also being
involved as therapist. According to O'Leary and Turkewitz (1978) the emotional investment and enthusiasm of the author/therapist may increase placebo effects and spuriously
inflate the success of the treatment under evaluation.
Although the present author would not want to deny either emotional investment, or
enthusiasm for the treatment of study, in our view the power of the author/therapist would
be carried to extremes in assuming that she was capable of influencing both six therapists,
and five coders, and, over a period of more than two years, thirty-four family members,
to yield information that would be in favour of FPA treatment.

6.3

Generalizability of the Results

The extent to which the results of research are applicable beyond the specific context of
research raises several important questions (Lebow, 1981), of which, in the present
study, three are especially relevant.
The first, and narrowest, relevant question of generalizability is whether the results found
extend to the behavior of the family in handling similar issues outside of therapy, and to
other areas of family life not specifically focused upon in treatment.
The situation at follow-up may serve as an indicator of the generalization of treatment
effects, assuming that if families perceived their situation at follow-up as negative, or if a
relapse of problems had occurred, such generalization had not taken place sufficiently. At
follow-up, six adolescent girls still were living with their parent(s), while the remaining
adolescents living away from home were either living alone (2 girls), with a male partner
(4 girls, of which two were pregnant), or with a baby (1 girl).
Especially in view of the fact that at the onset of treatment, families were extremely lowcohesive, and in view of the fact that for the adolescent girls living away from home, the
mean age was almost 19 years (see Figure 9), it was remarkable to find that at follow-up
all adolescents living away from home had daily contacts with parent(s). In all (N = 12)
families responding at follow-up, family members (N = 28) considered the contact
between parcnt(s) and IP to be either "very good" (10 family members), "good" (10
family members), or "neither good nor bad" (8 family members).
Additionally, follow-up data showed that no serious relapse of problems had occurred
while remaining problems, if any, could be handled, and that no additional treatment or
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help was received after FPA treatment closure.
In sum, the positive situation at follow-up, in combination with the individual, relational,
and structural level changes (see Appendices J, K, L, M and N), indicates sufficient
generalizability of treatment effects outside of therapy, and to other areas of family life.
The second, and broader question of generalization asks whether the results found in
families under study extend to other kinds of families.
As stated earlier, in the present study families with & female adolescent IP, for whom
placement in institutional care was considered the only solution to their problems, were
involved. By working with the total number of cases referred, external validity was
unthreatened for families meeting the abovementioned criteria.
Additionally however, families with male adolescents and IPs without imminent referral
to institutional care were also successfully treated by FPA therapists.
Nevertheless, since they were not included in the present study, outcome results cannot
be generalized to these families without further research.
Finally, the broadest question of generalization asks whether the results found in the
process of treatments under study extend to other family therapy situations.
Although the Category System of Therapists Behavior initially was developed within FPA
treatment, it consists of low-inferential, behavioral categories that should allow for coding
therapist behavior in treatments from different theoretical orientations as well.
Also, the treatment stages detected with CSTB, and described in the present study (i.e.,
Information, Modification, and Consolidation), may be recognized by therapists from
divergent orientations. More research needs to be done, however, in order to determine
the extent to which the CSTB "works" outside of the context in which it was developed.
Since up to now no such study has been conducted, results regarding concrete therapist
behaviors within the stages, as well as the significance of specific therapist behaviors
(e.g. Direct Influence) should as yet be confined to FPA treatment.
To overcome the limitations of our research findings in determining implications for
theory and practice, in the next sections results are collated with results of comparable
research, and with clinical theory.

6.4

Implications for Clinical Theory

Family system variables repeatedly have been found to be related with problem behavior
in children and adolescents (cf. Van Acker, 1988b; Buurmeijer & Hermans, 1988;
Friedman, Utada & Momssey, 1987; Green, Kolevzon & Vosler, 1985; Olson, 1986;
Olson, Russell & Sprenkle, 1980 and 1983; Smets, 1985).
Although, as indicated before, research findings in the present study certainly have their
limitations, the findings do support major hypotheses regarding families with serious
problems derived from the Olson Circumplex Model (Olson, Russell & Sprenkle, 1980
and 1983).
The central hypothesis derived from the Circumplex Model states that balanced families
will function more adequately than extreme families (Olson, 1986). In the present study,
of 13 families, 8 families were extreme on the dimension of cohesion (i.e. 6 disengaged
and 2 enmeshed), while 10 families were extreme on the dimension of cohesion (i.e., all
chaotic), thus supporting the empirical evidence linking extreme family functioning to
individual disorders with one of the family members.
A second hypothesis derived from this theoretical model and supported in the present
study, is that balanced families will have more positive communication skills than extreme
families (Olson, 1986). As we have shown (cf. § 5.2.4, Table 12) for the problem
families involved in this study, family communication was generally very poor,
interfering with movement on either cohesion or adaptability dimensions.
A third general hypothesis derived from the Circumplex Model deals with change in the
family system, and states that families with serious problems will either not change their
cohesion and adaptability or will flip to an opposite extreme (on one or both dimensions)
to deal with situational or developmental stress (Olson, Russell & Sprenkle, 1980).
For the problem families involved in the present study, both the opposite extreme on
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cohesion (i.e., enmeshed, see Appendix M) and the opposite extreme on adaptability
(i.e., rigid, see Appendix N) increased at post-treatment and again at follow-up.
Especially the dimension of cohesion at follow-up seemed to reveal such flip to the
opposite extreme of enmeshed cohesion.
However, there are at least two critical remarks to be made in this context.
First, since movement on either the cohesion or the adaptability dimension is facilitated by
positive communication skills, such great movements are not in concordance with the
poor communication skills in our research sample.
Second, the hypothesis regarding family development, in later publications was transformed to the hypothesis that extreme families will resist change over time (Olson,
Russell & Sprenkle, 1983), which was not supposed in the present study.
The Circumplex Model claims to be dynamic in that it assumes that changes can occur in
family types over time (Olson, Russell & Sprenkle, 1983). There is, however, conceptual
ambiguity in the field of family theory regarding change i.e., the conception of adaptability as actual change or as ability to change (cf. Lee, 1988a and 1988b; Hampson,
Beavers & Hulgus, 1988). Further research needs to be done, especially in clinical
families, regarding these changes, to determine the clinical meaning of constantly changing families, never changing families, or, as in the present study, extremely changing
families.
6.5

Implications for Clinical Practice

As stated in the above, for the client population of the Family Project, conduct disorders
in adolescence were coupled with extreme family functioning with respect to cohesion and
adaptability (cf. Buurmeijer & Hermans, 1988), while for the present research population
family communication skills were very poor.
Whether adolescent's conduct disorder triggers such extreme family functioning or simply
reflects a problematic transition to the following stage in family development, is not clear.
Nevertheless, the fact that IPs come from families with problematic functioning empirically validates FPA's theoretically based premise that adolescent IPs with imminent
referral to institutional care should receive family treatment.
FPA treatment theoretically consists of four phases i.e.. Putting problems in concrete
terms. Gaining insight in problems, Direct influence, and Evaluation, involving a total
amount of ten steps (see Van Acker, 1988a).
In the present study, on concrete behavioral level three stages were determined, i.e.,
Information, Modification and Consolidation. Thus, the theoretically formulated phases
were not entirely empirically validated.
However, in some respects the theoretically formulated phases were parallelled by the
stages on concrete behavioral level,
First, the steps to be taken during the theoretical phase of Putting problems in concrete
terms (e.g., concretizing problems), mainly involve behaviors categorized under
Information Gathering (MCj). Since this is the most significant category in the first
behaviorally determined stage of Information, in our view Stage I in the present study
corresponds with the first theoretical phase in FPA.
The second theoretical phase of Gaining insight in the problems was not reflected in a
behaviorally determined stage. Since the steps to be taken in this theoretical phase (i.e.,
diagnostic formulation of problem behavior, and looking for other important influences)
in FPA practice were usually taken outside the treatment sessions and, more or less
behind the therapist's desk, and since they served mainly as theoretical foundation for the
next phase, obviously this phase could not be detected in in-session therapist behavior.
The steps to be taken in the third theoretical phase of Direct Influence (e.g., formulating
goals with client(s), executing the treatment program), mainly involve behaviors categorized under Direct Influence (MC4). Since this is the most significant category in the
second behaviorally determined stage of Modification, in our view Stage II in the present
study corresponds with the third theoretical phase in FPA.
Although the steps to be taken in the final theoretical phase of Evaluation (i.e., ending and
evaluating treatment) were detected on concrete behavioral level (i.e., CC3.3: Evaluation,
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see Chapter 4), they did not determine sessions to such an extent that they constituted an
entire stage.
Instead, the final behaviorally determined stage of Consolidation primarily consisted of
behaviors that were categorized under MC5 (i.e. Client-directed Activities), and that were
not acknowledged in theoretical phases or steps of FPA.
Summarizing the above, FPA treatment in practice can be characterized by: 1. gathering
information with the clients (Stage I and Phase I); 2. combining all this information in
determining influential factors to the problem behavior, and in diagnostically formulating
problem behavior (Phase II); 3. modifying the problem behavior (Stage II and Phase III);
and 4. consolidating the changes (Stage III, including Phase IV).
For training purposes, in our view it is best to use the three behaviorally determined
stages (i.e., Information, Modification, and Consolidation), since they can easily be
recognized in therapist actitivities. The interposed theoretical phase regarding diagnostic
formulations and other influences (i.e., Phase II), is effective both as preparation, and as
prerequisite for transition to the stage of Modification.
Since the three behaviorally determined stages may be more recognizable for clients too,
transition may be explicitly indicated by the therapist to optimally involve the clients in
treatment, or they may be indicated at the onset of treatment to enable the clients to have
an overview of the entire treatment process in advance.
In addition to these structural aspects of FPA's treatment process, the present study
yielded four implications asregardscontent of treatment process, which will be discussed
here.
Firstly, the significance of Direct Influence (MC4) with respect to treatment outcome (see
§ 5.4.3) corroborates the effectiveness of strategies used in FPA: Mediating (CC4.1),
Relativizing (CC4.2), Changing of experience (CC4.3), Enhancing commitment (CC4.4)
and Resolution possibility (CC4.5).
Secondly, since insight stimulating activities in the present study proved to be ineffective,
or even countereffective as change agent (see § 5.4.3), therapist activities categorized
under Direct Influence can beregardedas the major change agents in FPA.
Thirdly, as can be concluded from the distribution of therapist behaviors (see § 5.3.2),
therapists seem to be occupied more in shaping the optimal conditions for durable changes
(e.g., by gathering information, facilitating the conversation, supporting clients or
structuring therapy), than in actually changing the clients by means of directly influencing
them. Thus, the significance of Direct Influence (MC4) is not quantitatively reflected in
the proportion of the therapist's total behavioral repertoire, while the two proportionally
largest categories of Information Gathering (MCj) and Client-directed Activities (MC5)
were not related to treatment outcome (see § 5.4.3). Apparently, in FPA practice the
therapist's total behavioral repertoire is determined to a great extent by preliminaries, and
precautions to facilitate, generalize, and consolidate changes, while in the present study
these types of behavior were not quantilatively related to treatment outcome.
Finally, according to the information gathered at post-treatment interviews with FPA
therapists, and based on our research findings, we share the opinion of some FPA
therapists that FPA is in need of additional strategies to prevent treatments from becoming
bogged down in the initial stage, especially in those cases in which hardly any relevant
information could be obtained, or in which family members constantly contradicted
themselves (see also § 5.3.4).
6.6

Suggestions for Future Research

Although recommendations for further research were also mentioned in other sections of
this discussion, some additional suggestions concerning process research need to be made
here.
Firstly, future research of therapy process should focus on testing the applicability range
of the CSTB by coding therapist behaviors in treatments involving other client
populations. Data must be gathered to evaluate whether or not the present research
findings would change with a subject sample consisting of IPs of both sexes or one that is
predominantly or exclusively male, with younger IPs or IPs with no imminent referral to
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residential care, or with families of higher socioeconomic status. This way, variants of
FPA or adaptations of FPA to specific client populations can be investigated.
Secondly, the CSTB is a research tool that can be used to test a multiplicity of hypotheses
about concrete verbal behavior of therapists. Even though the CSTB was originally
constructed to study FPA treatments, in our opinion it can also be used to study concrete
behaviors of therapists from other theoretical orientations, since it consists o f lowinferential categories that are formulated on concrete behavioral level. Beyond the obvious
and immediate goal of using the CSTB to look at the relationship between process and
outcome variable, this research instrument can be effective in disclosing the behavioral
components of therapeutic intervention strategies formulated on a more abstract level
(e.g., restructuring, changing the symptoms affect, changing the dysfunctional sequence
of behaviors). Such larger clinical strategies are difficult to measure and have n o t been
codified as yet, but are important for conceptualization of the therapeutic process.
Furthermore, the CSTB can be used in comperative process research on c o n c r e t e
behavioral level of treatment processes in therapeutic approaches stemming from distinct
theoretical orientations.
Finally, the CSTB can be applied in micro-analysis of the therapeutic process (e.g., to
investigate the selection of behavior modes corresponding with the subcategory level), or
in sequential analysis of the process to delineate the within-session patterning of
behaviors over time, and to examine the contingent relations between acts in sequence. By
investigating what most typically leads up to an effective interpretation, how it is phrased
and timed, and under what conditions clients are most likely to accept it, the effectiveness
of each of the individual therapist responses can be examined and evaluated.
This research eventually will lead to a deeper clinical understanding of the treatment
process and its outcome.

6.7

Concluding Remarks

The present study represents the quest for answers to the following questions formulated
within the Family Project (see § 1.5):
- How does therapist behavior vary?
- What effects do these variations of therapist behavior have on (which) client family
factors?
- What correlates do these variations of therapist behavior have on (which) client family
factors?
In answering these questions, ultimately we wish to determine the best strategies for
specific client families treated within the Family Project, to improve the efficacy and
efficiency of the Family Project Approach, and to clarify this approach on a concrete
behavioral level to facilitate FPA training and implementation.
As stated in § 6.1, the design of this study is correlational in the sense that correlations
were determined between process and outcome. Nonetheless, for obvious reasons we
assumed a causal relationship between differences in therapist behavior and differences in
outcome, as there would be little point in carrying out therapy without assuming that
therapist behavior would cause (either succussful or unsuccessful) treatment outcome.
In the present study there are some additional reasons for assuming causality of therapist
behavior.
In the first place, no major initial differences were determined on either demographic,
individual, relational or structural level that could account for differences in outcome (see
§ 5.5.2).
Furthermore, neither differences in treatment factors (e.g., duration) nor biases were
determined that could account for differences in outcome (see § 5.5.1 and § 6.2
respectively).
Thus, since alternative rival hypotheses were less plausible, differences in therapist
behavior remained as the foremost factor producing differences in outcome.
However, although we may have good reasons for assuming causality, further research is
needed to determine the causal relationship, and to discover what causes therapist
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behavior to differ in the first place.
The results of the present study, clearly illustrated how therapist behavior varies both in
time, and in composition or in relative amount of specific behaviors (see § 5.3). Variations in relative amount of therapist behaviors, especially behaviors, categorized under
Direct Influence (MC4), were found to be positively related with treatment outcome, while
variations in the build-up of therapy (i.e., stages), or in duration and intensity of treatment
were not systematically and directly related to treatment outcome.
The present study also clearly illustrated that some variations of therapist behavior have
more positive effects than others on client family factors of both individual, and relational,
and structural level. Generally, the results of the present study indicate that FPA treatment
is a promising alternative for residential treatment, at least for the families of conduct
disordered adolescent IPs included in this study. Except for one case (i.e., family number
8), in which all parties involved approved of IP's residence with friends of parents, IPs
living away from home at posttreatment (N=2) seemed to indicate unsuccessful treatment,
suggesting that in these cases keeping the adolescent in the parental home was not a
workable or realistic proposition. Even in these two cases, however, residential treatment
was prevented, and both adolescent girls seemed to manage well living on their own (see
Appendix N).
Furthermore, even in the least successful treatments positive changes were reported,
while no deterioration occurred and no additional help was received following FPA
treatment (see Appendix N). Thus, even the least successful treatments to a certain extent
were still successful.
Since no major initial differences were detected in the client population involved in the
present study, the third question regarding the client family factors eliciting therapist
behavior variety could not be answered. There was, however, one important client family
factor that especially seemed to have an impact on the amount of Direct Influence (MC4),
and thereby on the occurrence of stages in treatment.
As was shown in the previous chapter (see § 5.5.2), in treatments of families in which the
mother was the single parent, therapists were less involved in Direct Influence activities,
which were found to be related most with successful outcome in FPA. It may be
speculated that more Direct Influence is needed to change both parents instead of one
parent, or that bringing parents into line with one another brings about the added changing
activities. This was, however, contradicted by the fact that the treatment of the family with
father as the single parent was similar to treatments of families with both parents present
with respect to Direct Influence activities.
Further research of the therapy process in both single-parent families and in families with
two parents present, comparing therapist's changing activities directed towards mother,
father or both parents, may determine the role of this family factor in the selection of
change agents.
In conclusion, the results of this study have illustrated that meaningful measures of
concrete therapist behaviors are possible, and that some of the therapist's behaviors are
more related to treatment outcome than others. Although this study too has raised more
questions than it has answered, by merging in the results of the present study with the
research evidence from other present and future studies, hopefully this study will function
as a link in the research chain towards answering the perennial question of identifying the
specific effects of specific interventions by specified therapists upon specific symptoms or
patient types. Only this way would we come closer to answering the ultimate empirical
and clinical question "what treatment for what problem? (with what therapist, and what
outcome, etc.)".
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SUMMARY

In this study, process research was carried out to determine how therapist behavior varies
both within the treatment process and between treatment processes, and to investigate the
effectivity of these specific variations of therapist behavior.
Chapter 1 described our general research stance and the broad concerns of the investigation. It was argued that specifying approaches by means of process research should
have urgent priority in the family therapy field. Also, it was argued that process research
that leads to a detailed description of therapist behavior would have no meaning if it was
not related to outcome. To investigate what therapists actually do in therapy was
considered meaningful only in combination with the effects of this behavior on client
families.
In Chapter 2 the Family Project Approach (FPA) was elucidated by presenting its links
with related approaches.
The theoretical foundation and topography was presented, indicating that FPA was mainly
based on systems theory and social learning theory. Within the field of family therapy,
FPA could roughly be placed somewhere between Systems Theory Approaches and
Behavioral Approaches. Since FPA originally was intended for, and developed within,
the treatment of adolescents and their families, the conceptual models primarily served the
explanation and understanding of the problems in this phase of life. In addition, FPA was
collocated within the field of family therapy practice by comparing some clinical characteristics of FPA with the related approaches.
Finally in this chapter the outcome criteria used in the present study were specified.
According to FPA, client families were considered to be successfully treated if they
showed improvement in: status of the identified patient and problem perception (on
individual level); parent-adolescent relationship (on relational level); and in family
structure (on family level).
In Chapter 3 the measurement choices involved in the study design were presented, and
both the process variables and the outcome variables considered meaningful, were
accounted for.
With respect to the process measures, it was argued that the first objective of the present
research was the development of a system enabling more comprehensive and detailed
description of the therapist's verbal behavior.
Instruments for measuring outcome on the individual, relational and structural level were
selected and accounted for. Outcome data for the study consisted of various paper-andpencil measures obtained from client-family's father, mother and identified patient (IP) at
the onset of treatment, after treatment termination and at 1-year follow-up. Additionally, at
the onset of treatment IP was diagnosed on DSM-III, and structured interviews with the
therapists were held at treatment termination.
In Chapter 4 a description was given of the Category System for Therapist Behavior
(CSTB), the process measure for coding the therapist's verbal behavior.
The CSTB's technical features were presented, indicating a very adequate level of
technical reliability. Also, the preliminary data indicated that the CSTB was a viable
research instrument for process research on the therapist's verbal behavior, since it was
capable of making significant distinctions in therapist behaviors in the course of treatment.
In Chapter 5 the results were presented. First the client families were described based on
the results of the pre-treatment measurement. Besides by the characteristics stated in
advance by the researcher (i.e., the presence of a female IP with problematic behavior at
risk of placement in an institution), client families could additionally be characterized by
low socio-economic status, extremely low cohesion and extremely high adaptability (i.e.,
chaotically disengaged), insufficient communication, and by an extremely negative
relationship between parent(s) and IP.
The treatment process was characterized by an average duration of 8 1/2 months, with an
average intensity of one session every 1-2 weeks, and consisted of both separate and
conjoint sessions that were usually held at the family's home.
Therapist behavior during the treatment process could be characterized quantitatively by
information gathering and client-directed activities (i.e., verbally following, reducing
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tension, and supporting).
Based on the amount of direct influence presented by the therapist, the build-up of
treatment consisted of subsequent stages of Information, Modification, and Consolidation, the former stages being shorter and more intensive than the latter. Treatments that
were stageless usually became bogged down in the Information stage.
The most successful treatments could be characterized by high percentages of direct
influence, with therapists acting relatively more on elucidating problems, evaluating, and
enhancing client's commitment, while less stating conclusions and changing client's
experience.
In the most successful treatments, outlining a realistic picture, pulling to another track,
and giving explanation were used more often as modes of direct influence, while
emphasizing positive aspects, giving opinion, and activating the client were employed less
often. Also, in the most successful treatments, conjoint sessions were held more often.
Between the most successfully and the least successfully treated families, no initial
differences in demographic, individual, relational, or structural variables were determined. The least successful treatments were characterized by a greater variety of goals
stated within one treatment, and by a problematic return of IP to the family.
Finally, although more life events occurred in the most successfully treated families, no
difference in impact of life events was determined to discriminate treatments as regards
success.
In Chapter 6, a general discussion was given. In the first section, methodology and
design were discussed, flaws of the naturalistic research design were mentioned, and our
efforts to undo some of their detrimental effects were specified.
In discussing the validity of the results (§ 6.2), it was argued that the validity of the newly
constructed instruments was satisfactory, especially when used in combination with the
other instruments, and that neither attrition, nor social desirability, nor maturation had
biased the results, while no other potential sources of bias had been determined.
With respect to the generalizability of the results (§ 6.3) it was stated that outcome results
as yet could not be generalized to families with male adolescents or IPs without imminent
referral to institutional care, although these families have also been treated successfully by
FPA therapists. In addition it was stated that the process results regarding concrete
therapist behavior within stages, as well as the significance of specific therapist behaviors
(e.g.. Direct Influence) should as yet be confined to FPA treatment.
In § 6.4 the implications for clinical theory were specified and discussed. The findings in
the present study were considered to be in support of the empirical evidence linking
extreme family functioning to individual disorders with one of the family members, and to
poor communication skills. It was argued that with respect to changes in adaptability and
cohesion, further research needs to be done, especially in clinical families, to determine
the meaning of constant change, lack of change, or, as in the present study, extreme
change.
In § 6.5 the implications for clinical practice were specified and discussed. It was argued
that FPA's theoretically based premise that adolescent IPs with imminent referral to
institutional care should receive family treatment, was empirically validated by the finding
that IPs came from families with problematic functioning.
As regards content of the treatment process it was concluded that, although in FPA
practice the larger part of the therapist's total behavioral repertoire was determined by
preliminaries and precautions to facilitate, generalize, and consolidate changes, activities
categorized under Direct Influence could be regarded as the major change agents in FPA,
and were related most with treatment outcome.
The research findings of the present study suggested that FPA is in need of additional
strategies to prevent treatments from becoming bogged down in the initial stage, especially in those cases in which hardly any relevant information could be obtained, or in which
family members constantly contradicted themselves.
Finally, in § 6.6 some additional suggestions concerning future process research were
made, and concluding remarks were given in § 6.7. It was concluded that the results of
this study had illustrated that meaningful measures of concrete therapist behaviors are
possible, and that some of the therapist's behaviors were more related to treatment outcome than others.
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SAMENVATTING

In dit onderzoek werd procesonderzoek gedaan naar de variaties in hulpverlenersgedrag,
zowel binnen het behandelingsproces als tussen behandelingsprocessen, en werd de
effectiviteit van deze specifieke variaties van hulpverlenersgedrag onderzocht.
In hoofdstuk 1 werden algemene standpunten en uitgangspunten voor dit onderzoek nader
toegelicht. Aangegeven werd dat het specificeren van de verschillende vormen van hulpverlening middels procesonderzoek dringend prioriteit behoeft in het veld van gezinstherapie. Tevens werd aangegeven dat een gedetailleerde beschrijving van hulpverlenersgedrag middels procesonderzoek geen betekenis zou hebben indien dit niet gerelateerd werd aan veranderingen binnen het cliëntgezin. Onderzoek naar wat hulpverleners
feitelijk doen in het therapeutisch proces werd alleen van betekenis geacht in combinatie
met de effecten van dit gedrag op de cliëntgezinnen.
In hoofdstuk 2 werd de methodiek van het Gezinsproject (Family Project Approach of
FPA) toegelicht door het presenteren van relaties met een aantal overeenkomstige vormen
van behandeling. Het theoretisch kader en een theoretische plaatsbepaling werden
gegeven, waarbij aangetoond werd dat FPA vooral gebaseerd is op systeemtheorie en
sociale leertheorie. Binnen het veld van gezinstherapie kon FPA ruwweg geplaatst
worden ergens tussen systeemtheoretische benaderingen en gedragstherapie. Omdat de
methodiek van het Gezinsproject oorspronkelijk bedoeld was voor en ontwikkeld binnen
de behandeling van adolescenten en hun gezinnen, werden vooral conceptuele modellen
gebruikt om de problemen in deze ontwikkelingsfase te verklaren en te begrijpen. Vervolgens werd een praktische plaatsbepaling gegeven van de methodiek binnen het veld van
de praktijk van gezinstherapie door een aantal klinische kenmerken van FPA te vergelijken
met de kenmerken van overeenkomstige behandelingsvormen.
Tot slot werden in dit hoofdstuk de criteria voor verandering nader gespecificeerd die in
het onderzoek gebruikt werden. Volgens FPA is een behandeling geslaagd als het gezin
verbeterd is in: status van de geïdentificeerde patiënt en probleembeleving (op individueel
nivo); ouder-adolescent relatie (op relationeel nivo); en in gezinsstructuur (op gezinsnivo).
In hoofdstuk 3 werden de keuzes voor meetinstrumenten gepresenteerd, en werden zowel
de proces-variabelen als de cliënt-variabelen die van belang werden geacht in dit onderzoek verantwoord.
Met betrekking tot de proces-maten werd geconcludeerd dat het eerste doel van dit onderzoek de ontwikkeling van een systeem was om een meer omvattende en gedetailleerde
beschrijving van het verbaal gedrag van de hulpverleners mogelijk te maken. De meetinstrumenten voor het meten van veranderingen op individueel, relationeel en structureel
nivo werden geselecteerd en verantwoord. Veranderingsgegevens voor het onderzoek
bestonden uit diverse vragenlijsten die bij het begin en aan het einde van de behandeling
en 1 jaar na beëindiging van de behandeling werden ingevuld door de vader en moeder en
de aangemelde adolescent in het cliëntgezin. Daarnaast werd de aangemelde adolescent in
het begin van de behandeling gediagnosticeerd op DSM-III, en werden er gestructureerde
interviews met de hulpverlener gehouden na beëindiging van de behandeling.
In hoofdstuk 4 werd het ontwikkelingsproces beschreven van het Categorieënsysteem
voor Therapeut Gedrag (CSTB), een instrument voor het coderen van verbaal gedrag van
de hulpverlener in het hulpverleningsproces. De betrouwbaarheid en validiteit van de
CSTB werden gepresenteerd, waarbij werd aangetoond dat de betrouwbaarheid bevredigend was. Voorts bleek uit vooronderzoek dat de CSTB een bruikbaar onderzoeksinstrument was voor procesonderzoek naar verbaal gedrag van de hulpverlener, omdat het
in staat bleek te zijn duidelijke verschuivingen in hulpverlenersgedrag te tonen in het
verloop van de behandeling.
In hoofdstuk 5 werden de resultaten gepresenteerd. Eerst werden de cliëntgezinnen
beschreven op basis van deresultatenvan de voomieting. Naast de door de onderzoeker
reeds vooraf bepaalde kenmerken (aanwezigheid van een vrouwelijke aangemelde
adolescent met zodanige gedragsproblemen dat uithuisplaatsing dreigde), werden de
cliëntgezinnen tevens gekenmerkt door een lage sociaal-economische status, een extreem
lage cohesie en extreem hoge aanpasbaarheid (d.w.z. chaotisch-los zand), gebrekkige
communicatie, en door een zeer negatieve relatie tussen de ouders en de aangemelde
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adolescent.
Het behandelingsproces bleek een gemiddelde duur van 8 1/2 maand te hebben met een
gemiddelde intensiteit van een gesprek in de 1 à 2 weken. Er werden zowel gesprekken
met ouders en adolescent gezamenlijk, als afzonderlijke gesprekken gevoerd die gewoonlijk bij het gezin thuis gehouden werden.
Het hulpverlenersgedrag tijdens het behandelingsproces werd in kwantitatieve zin gekenmerkt door informatie verzamelen en cliënt-gerichte aktiviteiten (d.w.z. verbaal volgen,
spanning verlagende opmerkingen, en ondersteunen).
Gebaseerd op de hoeveelheid directe beïnvloeding door de hulpverlener, bestond de
opbouw van de behandeling uit opeenvolgende fases van Informatie, Beïnvloeding en
Consolidatie, waarbij de eerste fases korter en intensiever waren dan de laatste. Behandeling zonder opeenvolgende fases bleven gewoonlijk steken in de Informatie-fase.
De meest succesvolle behandelingen werden gekenmerkt door relatief hoge percentages
aan directe beïnvloeding, waarbij de hulpverleners relatief vaker problemen verhelderden,
evalueerden en de cliënt motiveerden, terwijl zij minder conclusies gaven en minder de
beleving van de cliënt trachtten te veranderen.
In de meest succesvolle behandelingen werden vaker het schetsen van een reëel beeld, het
op een ander spoor trekken, en het geven van uitleg gebruikt als vormen van directe beïnvloeding, terwijl het benadrukken van positieve aspecten, het geven van een mening, en
het activeren van de cliënt minder werden gebruikt. Voorts werden er in de meest succesvolle behandelingen vaker gesprekken gevoerd waarbij zowel ouder(s) als adolescent
aanwezig waren.
Tussen de meest succesvolle en minst succesvolle gezinnen werden bij aanvang van de
behandeling geen verschillen gevonden op demografische, individuele, relationele, of
structurele variabelen.
De minst succesvolle behandelingen werden gekenmerkt door een grotere verscheidenheid
in doelstellingen van behandeling, en door problemen bij het weer thuis gaan wonen van
de adolescent.
Tenslotte werd er geen verschil gevonden in invloed van life events, hoewel in de meest
succesvol behandelde gezinnen meer life events voorkwamen.
In hoofdstuk 6 werd een algemene discussie gegeven. In de eerste paragraaf werden de
methodologie en het design besproken, werden tekortkomingen van het naturalistische
onderzoeksdesign genoemd, en werden onze pogingen om enkele van zijn nadelige
effecten ongedaan te maken gespecificeerd.
Bij het bespreken van de validiteit van de onderzoeksresultaten (§ 6.2) werd aangegeven
dat de validiteit van de speciaal voor dit onderzoek geconstrueerde instrumenten bevredigend was, maar dat deze vooralsnog in combinatie met gestandaardiseerde instrumenten
gebruikt moeten worden. Het bleek dat uitval van gegevens, sociale wenselijkheid,
rijping, of andere bronnen van bias, de resultaten niet hadden vertekend.
Ten aanzien van de generaliseerbaarheid van de resultaten (§ 6.3) werd gesteld dat de
resultaten met betrekking tot veranderingen bij de cliënten niet gegeneraliseerd mogen
worden naar gezinnen met mannelijke adolescenten of naar aangemelde adolescenten voor
wie geen uithuisplaatsing dreigt, hoewel dergelijke gezinnen ook met succes behandeld
zijn binnen het Gezinsproject. Verder werd gesteld dat de procesresultaten met betrekking
tot concrete gedragingen van hulpverleners binnen de fases in het hulpverleningsproces,
evenals de betekenis van specifiek hulpverlenersgedrag (bv. directe beïnvloeding) vooralsnog beperkt moeten blijven tot behandelingen binnen het Gezinsproject.
In paragraaf 6.4 werden de implicaties voor klinische theorie gespecificeerd en besproken. De onderzoeksresultaten werden gezien als zijnde in overeenstemming met het empirische bewijs waarin extreem gezinsfunctioneren gekoppeld wordt aan individuele stoornissen bij een van de gezinsleden, en aan zwakke communicatievaardigheden. Aangegeven werd dat verder onderzoek noodzakelijk is met betrekking tot veranderingen in
aanpasbaarheid en cohesie, vooral bij klinische gezinnen, om de betekenis te bepalen van
constante veranderingen, geen veranderingen, en zoals in het huidige onderzoek, extreme
veranderingen.
In paragraaf 6.5 werden de implicaties voor de klinische praktijk gespecificeerd en
besproken.
Geconcludeerd werd dat het op theoretische gronden gehanteerde uitgangspunt van het
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Gezinsproject dat adolescenten met dreigende uithuisplaatsing gezinsbehandeling krijgen,
empirisch gevalideerd is door het problematisch functioneren van de cliëntgezinnen in dit
onderzoek.
Met betrekking tot de inhoud van het behandelingsproces werd geconcludeerd dat, hoewel
in de praktijk van FPA het grootste deel van het totale gedragsrepertoire van de hulpverlener bepaald werd door het scheppen van voorwaarden om veranderingen mogelijk te
maken, te generaliseren en te consolideren, de aktiviteiten in de categorie Direkte Beïnvloeding beschouwd konden worden als de belangrijkste veranderingsstrategieën binnen
FPA, en dat deze het meest samenhingen met het resultaat van de behandeling.
De onderzoeksresultaten suggereerden dat FPA aanvulling behoeft met betrekking tot
strategieën om te voorkomen dat behandelingen blijven steken in de eerste fase, vooral in
die gevallen waarin nauwelijks relevante informatie verkregen kon worden, of waarbij de
gezinsleden elkaar voortdurend tegenspraken.
Tenslotte werd nog een aantal suggesties gedaan met betrekking tot toekomstig procesonderzoek (§ 6.6), en werden concluderende opmerkingen gemaakt (§ 6.7).
Geconcludeerd werd dat de resultaten van dit onderzoek getoond hebben dat een zinvolle
meting van concreet hulpverlenersgedrag mogelijk is, en dat sommige gedragingen van de
hulpverlener meer gerelateerd zijn aan veranderingen dan andere.
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APPENDIX A:

PROBLEM PERCEPTION QUESTIONNAIRE
(parent-form and adolescent-form are identical)

1. Hoe zwaar beleeft u de problemen?
O erg zwaar
O vrij zwaar
O niet zo zwaar
O helemaal niet zwaar
2. Hoeveel invloed hebben de problemen op uw gezinsleven?
O nauwelijks of geen invloed
O slechts een beperkte invloed
O een vrij grote invloed
O een zeer sterke invloed
3. In hoeverre lukt het de problemen opzij te zetten?
O Ik kan de problemen makkelijk opzij zetten
O De kan de problemen met enige moeite opzij zetten
O De kan de problemen eigenlijk niet zo goed opzij zetten
O Ik kan de problemen helemaal niet opzij zetten
4. In hoeverre komt u ondanks de problemen nog toe aan andere dingen
die u zou willen doen?
O De kom helemaal niet meer aan andere dingen toe
O De kom onvoldoende aan andere dingen toe
O Ik kom minder, maar wel voldoende aan andere dingen toe
O Ik kom ruimschoots toe aan andere dingen
5. In hoeverre voelt u zich machteloos ten aanzien van de problemen?
O De voel mij helemaal niet machteloos
O De voel mij niet zo machteloos
O Ik voel mij vrij machteloos
O Ik voel mij erg machteloos
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6. In hoeverre stelt u zichzelf verantwoordelijk voor het ontstaan van de
problemen?
O Ik voel dat de verantwoordelijkheid helemaal bij mij ligt
O Ik voel dat de verantwoordelijkheid meer bij mij ligt dan bij anderen
O Ik voel dat de verantwoordelijkheid meer bij anderen ligt dan bij mij
O Ik voel dat de verantwoordelijkheid helemaal bij anderen ligt
7. Heeft u lichamelijke klachten door de problemen (zoals slapeloosheid,
hoofdpijn en dergelijke)?
O nooit
O soms
O regelmatig
O altijd
8. Neemt u hiervoor medicijnen zoals slaappillen, kalmeringstabletten?
O nooit
O soms
O regelmatig
O altijd
9. In hoeverre ondervindt u steun van andere mensen in uw omgeving
zoals familieleden en vrienden?
O Ik ondervind veel steun van anderen
O Ik ondervind enige steun van anderen
O Ik ondervind onvoldoende steun van anderen
O Ik ondervind geen enkele steun van anderen
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APPENDIX В:

RELATIE VRAGENLIJST (RVL)
(adolescent form)

In dit formulier staat een aantal uitspraken over de relatie tussen kinderen en ouders. Bij
elke uitspraak zijn zes mogelijke antwoorden nl.:
ΞΞΞ
ES S D
EI Π Π
Ξ DD
Ξ BD
EBB

Ja, dat klopt helemaal
Ja, dat klopt
Ja, dat klopt wel een beetje
Nee, dat klopt eigenlijk niet zo
Nee, dat klopt niet
Nee, dat klopt helemaal niet

Wil je dat antwoord geven dat volgens jou het meest van toepassing is op de relatie
tussen jou en je vader en tussen jou en je moeder, zonder daarbij rekening te
houden met wat de leden van het gezin denken.
Het is de bedoeling dat je het passende aantal plussen of minnen achter elke uitspraak
invult. Je vult dus achter elke uitspraak een, twee of drie plussen óf minnen in. Dit doe je
dan twee keer nl. een keer voor wat je vader betreft en een keer voor wat je moeder
betreft
Bijvoorbeeld:

"Mijn vader/moeder zet zich voor mij in"

Als het naar jouw mening helemaal klopt datje vader zich voor je inzet vul je drie plusjes
in achter de X bij de uitspraak:
"Mijn vader/moeder zet zich voor mij in"

,ΥΡΙΞΞ

als het naar jouw mening klopt datje vader zich voor jou inzet vul je twee plusjes in achter
de Y. bij de uitspraak:
Mijn vader/moeder zet zich voor mij in"

.VFISD

Als het naar jouw mening wel een beetje klopt datje vader zich voor jou inzet vul je een
plusje in achter de Y bij de uitspraak:
"Mijn vader/moeder zet zich voor mij in"

VITI Π Π

Als het naar jouw mening eigenlijk niet zo klopt dat jouw vader zich voor jou inzet vul je
een minnetje in achter de }¿ bij de uitspraak:
"Mijn vader/moeder zet zich voor mij in"

НПП

Als het naar jouw mening niet klopt dat je vader zich voor jou inzet vul je twee minnetjes
in achter de І bij de uitspraak:
"Mijn vader/moeder zet zich voor mij in"

XEIDD

Als het naar jouw mening helemaal niet klopt datje vader zich voor jou inzet vul je drie
minnetjes in achter de Y bij de uitspraak:
"Mijn vader/moeder zet zich voor mij in"

ΥΞΒΒ

Hetzelfde doe je dan voor wat betreft je moeder, maar dan steeds achter de M dus:
Als het naar jouw mening helemaal klopt dat jouw moeder zich voor jou inzet vul je drie
plusjes in achter de M bij de uitspraak:
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"Mijn vader/moeder zet zich voor mij in"

МЭШЕ

Denk niet te lang na over een uitspraak, het gaat om je eerste indruk.
Er zijn geen goede of foute antwoorden, als het antwoord maar je eerste indruk weergeeft.
Zijn er onduidelijkheden dan kun je om opheldering vragen.
Alle gegevens worden vertrouwelijk behandeld.

1. Mijn vader/moeder voelt zeer goed aan wat mijn ervaringen
voor mij betekenen

ÜD D D MD D D

2. Wat ik mijn vader/moeder vertel klopt vaak niet met wat ik
op dat ogenblik allemaal denk en voel

Ï D D D MD D D

3. Mijn vader/moeder zou graag willen dat ik een bepaald type

,ΥΠ D D MD D D

van persoon ben
4. Ik heb het gevoel dat mijn vader/moeder mij afkeurt

І П D D MD D D

5. Mijn vader/moeder begrijpt mij

УП D D MD D D

6. Van elke poging van mijn vaders/moeders kant om mij beter i D D D MD D D
te leren kennen probeer ik te ontsnappen
7. Mijn vader/moeder is geneigd me onder zijn/haar vleugels te 3 D D D M D D D
nemen
8. Mijn vader/moeder heeft weinig vertrouwen in mij

YL2 D D MD D D

9. Mijn vader/moeder weet bijna altijd precies wat ik bedoel

ΧΠ D D MD D D

10. Ik wens mijn vader/moeder zo weinig mogelijk te zeggen
over mijn gedachten en gevoelens
11. Soms denkt mijn vader/moeder dat ík mij op een bepaalde

i D D D MD D D
ÜH D D M D D D

manier voel omdat hij/zij zich zo voelt
12. Mijn vader/moeder voelt een diepe genegenheid voor mij

Ï D D D MD D D

13. Mijn vader/moeder kan zich intens in mijn moeilijkheden
ÜH D D MD D D
inleven zonder zelf overstuur te raken
14. Ik ben bereid mijn vader/moeder mijn echte reactie te geven УП D D MD D D
op al wat hij/zij zegt of doet
15. Sommige dingen van mij mag mijn vader/moeder graag, maar i d D D M D D D
andere dingen niet
16. De voel dat mijn vader/moeder me werkelijk waardeert

i D D D MD D D

17. Soms heb ik het gevoel dat mijn vader/moeder mij beter
begrijpt dan dat ik mijzelf begrijp

Ж2 D D MD D D
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18. Ik kan vrijuit uiting geven aan mijn echte indrukken en
gevoelens tegenover mijn vader/moeder

JDDD ΜΠΠΠ

19. Mijn vader/moeder wil graag meer weten uit mijn persoon
lijke leven dan ik er zelf over wens te zeggen

ÏQDD MDDD

20. Het lijkt me alsof ik mijn vader/moeder op de zenuwen
werk en een last voor hem/haar ben

ШСЮ MDDD

21. Mijn vader/moeder helpt me mijn gevoelens onder woorden
te brengen

Ï D D D MDDD

22. Soms verschilt hoe ik tegenover mijn vader/moeder doe
sterk van mijn onderliggende gevoelens

j n D D MDDD

23. Mijn vader/moeder heeft graag dat ik doe wat naar zijn/haar

γπαα M D D D

oordeel het best is voor mij
24. Mijn vader/moeder is vriendelijk en hartelijk met mij
25. Mijn vader/moeder voelt gewoonlijk aan wat er in mij omgaat
26. Ik voel me onwennig wanneer mijn vader/moeder mij iets
over mijzelf vraagt
27. Soms zou mijn vader/moeder willen dat ik hem/haar blijf
nodig hebben

γππα мппп
шппмппп
ш п п мппп
ШПП мппп

ш п п мппп

28. Mijn vader/moeder zet zich voor mij in
29. Over het algemeen begrijpt mijn vader/moeder de gehele
betekenis van wat ik wil zeggen
30. Ik wil mijn vader/moeder niet zeggen hoe ik tegenover
hem/haar sta
31. Sommige dingen in mijn leven wil mijn vader/moeder mij
anders laten zien dan ik ze zelf zie
32. Mijn vader/moeder mag me echt graag
33. Wanneer ik gekwetst of overstuur ben kan mijn vader/
moeder zich zeer goed in mijn gevoelens inleven zonder
zelf in de war te raken
34. Ik kan me in mijn relatie met mijn vader/moeder werkelijk
tonen zoals ik ben
35. Als ik laat merken dat ik kwaad ben op mijn vader/moeder,
voelt hij/zij zich geraakt of wordt eveneens kwaad op mij
36. Ik voel dat mijn vader/moeder vertrouwen heeft in mijn
mogelijkheden
37. Ook wanneer ik iets moeilijk onder woorden kan brengen
begrijpt mijn vader/moeder wat ik bedoel
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ШПП мппп
ШПП мппп
ШПП мппп

ш п п мппп
ш п п мппп
ШПП мппп

ш п п мппп
ш п п мппп
ш п п мппп

38. Ik kan mijn vader/moeder rustig vertellen wat in mij opkomt, i D D D M D D D
ook al mijn gevoelens over mijzelf en over hem/haar
39. Soms zou mijn vader/moeder wel graag een beslissing
nemen in mijn plaats

i D D D MD D D

40. Mijn vader/moeder vindt mij eerder vervelend en weinig
interessant

Ü H D G MD D D
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APPENDIX В:

RELATIE VRAGENLIJST
(parent-form)

In dit formulier staat een aantal uitspraken over de relatie tussen ouders en kinderen. Bij
elke uitspraak zijn zes mogelijke antwoorden nl.:
S SIS

Ja, dat klopt helemaal

ШИП
SDD
Ξ ΠΠ
ВВП
ΞΒΒ

Ja, dat klopt
Ja, dat klopt wel een beetje
Nee, dat klopt eigenlijk niet zo
Nee, dat klopt niet
Nee, dat klopt helemaal niet

Wilt u dat antwoord geven dat volgens u het meest van toepassing is op de relatie
tussen u en uw dochter, zonder daarbij rekening te houden met wat de leden van het
gezin denken.
Het is de bedoeling dat u het passende aantal plussen of minnen achter elke uitspraak
invult. U vult dus achter elke uitspraak een, twee of drie plussen óf minnen in.
Bijvoorbeeld:

"Ik zet mij voor mijn dochter in"

Als het naar uw mening helemaal klopt dat u zich voor uw dochter inzet vult u drie plusjes
in achter de uitspraak:
"Ik zet mij voor mijn dochter in"

B E S

als het naar uw mening klopt dat u zich voor uw dochter inzet vult u twee plusjes in achter
de uitspraak:
"Ik zet mij voor mijn dochter in"

ΞΞΠ

Als het naar uw mening wel een beetje klopt dat u zich voor uw dochter inzet vult u een
plusje in achter de uitspraak:
"Ik zet mij voor mijn dochter in"

fflDD

Als het naar uw mening eigenlijk niet zo klopt dat u zich voor uw dochter inzet vult u een
minnetje in achter de uitspraak:
"Ik zet mij voor mijn dochter in"

HDD

Als het naar uw mening niet klopt dat u zich voor uw dochter inzet vult u twee minnetjes
in achter de uitspraak:
"Ik zet mij voor mijn dochter in"

ΒΞΠ

Als het naar uw mening helemaal niet klopt dat u zich voor uw dochter inzet vult u drie
minnetjes in achter de uitspraak:
"Ik zet mij voor mijn dochter in"

ΒΞΞ

Denkt u niet te lang na over een uitspraak, het gaat om uw eerste indruk. Er zijn geen
goede of foute antwoorden, als het antwoord maar uw eerste indruk weergeeft. Zijn er
onduidelijkheden dan kunt u om opheldering vragen. Alle gegevens worden vertrouwelijk
behandeld.
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1. Ik voel zeer goed aan wat haar ervaringen voor haar betekenen

DDD

2. Wat ze mij vertelt klopt vaak niet met wat ze op dat moment

DDD

allemaal denkt of voelt
3. Ik zou graag willen dat ze een bepaald type van persoon is

DDΠ

4. Ik voel dat ik haar afkeur

ΠΠ D

5. Ik begrijp haar

DDD

6. Aan elke poging van mijn kant om haar beter te leren kennen

DDD

probeert zij te ontsnappen
7. Ik ben geneigd haar onder mijn vleugels te nemen

DDD

8. Ik heb weinig vertrouwen in haar

DDD

9. Ik weet bijna altijd precies wat zij bedoelt

DDD

10. Zij wenst me zo weinig mogelijk te zeggen over haar eigen
gedachten en gevoelens
11. Soms denk ik dat zíj zich op een bepaalde manier voelt omdat

DDD
DDD

ík mij zo voel
12. De voel een diepe genegenheid voor haar

DDD

13. De kan me intens in haar moeilijkheden inleven zonder zelf
overstuur te raken
14. Zij is bereid mij haar echte reactie te geven op al wat ik zeg

DDD
DDD

of doe
15. In sommige opzichten mag ik haar graag, maar in andere niet

DDD

16. Ik voel dat ik haar werkelijk waardeer

DDD

17. Soms heb ik het gevoel dat ik haar beter begrijp dan dat zij
zichzelf begrijpt
18. Ze geeft uiting aan haar echte indrukken en gevoelens tegenover mij
19. Ik wil graag méér weten uit haar persoonlijke leven dan zij

DDD
DDD
DDD

er zelf over wenst te zeggen
20. Op de een of andere manier werkt ze me op de zenuwen

DDD

21. Ik help haar haar gevoelens onder woorden te brengen

DDD

22. Soms heb ik het gevoel dat hoe ze tegenover mij doet sterk
verschilt van haar onderliggende gevoelens
23. De heb graag dat zij doet wat naar mijn oordeel het best is voor
haar
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DDD
DDD

24. Ik ben vriendelijk en hartelijk met haar

DDO

25. De voel gewoonlijk aan wat er in haar omgaat

DDO

26. Zij voelt zich onwennig wanneer ik haar iets over haarzelf vraag

DDO

27. Soms zou ik willen dat ze me blijft nodig hebben

DDO

28. De zet mij voor haar in

DDO

29. Gewoonlijk begrijp ik de hele betekenis van wat zij wil zeggen

DDO

30. Zij wil me niet zeggen hoe ze tegenover mij staat

DDO

31. Sommige dingen in haar leven wil ik haar anders laten zien dan

DDO

zij ze zelf ziet
32. De mag haar echt graag

DDO

33. Wanneer ze gekwetst of overstuur is kan ik mij zeer goed in haar

DDO

gevoelens inleven zonder zelf in de war te raken
34. Zij toont zich in onze relatie zoals zij is

DDO

35. Als ze wrevelig is of kwaad op mij, voel ik me over het algemeen

DDO

eveneens geërgerd of in de war
36. De voel dat ik vertrouwen heb in haar mogelijkheden
37. Zelfs wanneer ze iets moeilijk onder woorden kan brengen,
kan ik weergeven wat ze bedoelt
38. Zij is bereid mij alles te vertellen wat in haar opkomt, ook al

DDO
DDO
DDO

haar gevoelens over zichzelf en over mij
39. Soms zou ik wel graag een beslissing nemen in haar plaats

DDO

40. De vind haar eerder vervelend en weinig interessant

DDO
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APPENDIX С:

LIFE-EVENTS QUESTIONNAIRE
(adolescent-form)

Bij de volgende vragen gaat het erom dat je aangeeft welke van al deze gebeurtenissen de
afgelopen twee jaar in jouw leven hebben plaatsgevonden en of deze tijdens de hulpverle
ningsperiode hebben plaatsgevonden.
Bijvoorbeeld: Jullie gezin is vorig jaar verhuisd, dan vul je in de eerste kolom een kruisje
in bij vraag 1 :
®ja
Maar jullie waren al verhuisd toen de hulpverlening begon, dan vul je in de tweede kolom
een kruisje in bij vraag 1:
В nee
Zijn er onduidelijkheden dan kun je om opheldering vragen. Alle gegevens worden ver
trouwelijk behandeld.

Wil je aangeven welke van de hieronder genoemde gebeurtenissen gedu
rende de afgelopen twee jaar in jouw leven hebben plaatsgevonden en of
deze tijdens de hulpverleningsperiode hebben plaatsgevonden.
tijdens de hulp-

de afgelopen

verleningsperiode

twee jaar

1. Ons gezin is verhuisd

O ja O nee

O ja O nee

2. Ik heb een vaste relatie verbroken

O ja O nee

O ja O nee

3. Ik ben een vaste relatie (verkering) aangegaan

O ja O nee

O ja O nee

4. Ik ben gaan samenwonen

O ja O nee

O ja O nee

5. Bc ben op mezelf gaan wonen

O ja O nee

O ja O nee

O ja Once

O ja O nee

O ja O nee

O ja O nee

8. Er is iemand bij ons gezin komen wonen

O ja O nee

O ja O nee

9. Er is iemand uit ons gezin weg gegaan

O ja O nee

O ja O nee

10. Voor mij belangrijke personen zijn overleden

O ja O nee

O ja O nee

11. Ik heb studie of school afgemaakt (met diploma)

O ja O nee

O ja O nee

O ja O nee

O ja O nee

O ja O nee
O ja O nee

O ja O nee
O ja O nee

6. Ik ben naar een intemaat/pleeggezin/opvanghuis gegaan
7. Ik ben weer thuis gaan wonen (na uit huis weg
te zijn geweest)

12. Ik heb studie of school afgebroken (zonder
diploma)
13. Ik heb studie of school weer opgepakt (na
onderbreking van 6 maanden of meer)
14. Ik ben van studie of school veranderd
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O ja O nee

15. Ik ben gaan werken

Oja O nee

16. Ik ben een langere periode (= een maand of
O ja O nee

langer) ziek geweest

Oja O nee

17. Andere gebeurtenissen, nl

Oja O nee
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Oja O nee

APPENDIX С:

LIFE-EVENTS QUESTIONNAIRE
(parent-form)

Bij de volgende vragen gaat het erom dat u aangeeft welke van al deze gebeurtenissen de
afgelopen twee jaar in uw leven hebben plaatsgevonden en of deze tijdens de hulpverle
ningsperiode hebben plaatsgevonden.
Bijvoorbeeld: U bent vorig jaar verhuisd, dan vult u in de eerste kolom een kruisje in bij
vraag 1:
®ja
Maar u was al verhuisd toen de hulpverlening begon, dan vult u in de tweede kolom een
kruisje in bij vraag 1:
Й nee
Zijn er onduidelijkheden dan kunt u om opheldering vragen.
Alle gegevens worden vertrouwelijk behandeld.

Wilt u aangeven welke van de hieronder genoemde gebeurtenissen gedu
rende de afgelopen twee jaar in uw leven hebben plaatsgevonden en of
deze tijdens de hulpverlcningsperïode hebben plaatsgevonden.
tijdens de hulpverleningsperiode

de afgelopen
twee jaar

O ja O nee

O ja O nee

O ja O nee

O ja O nee

O ja O nee

O ja O nee

4. Ik ben in het huwelijk getreden

O ja O nee

O ja O nee

5. Ik ben gaan samenwonen

O ja O nee

O ja O nee

6. Ik heb kind(eren) gekregen

O ja O nee

O ja O nee

O ja O nee

O ja O nee

8. Er is iemand uit ons gezin weggegaan

O ja O nee

O ja O nee

9. Voor mij belangrijke personen zijn overleden

O ja O nee

O ja O nee

10. Ik ben werkloos geworden

O ja O nee

O ja O nee

O ja O nee

O ja O nee

O ja O nee

O ja O nee

1. Ik ben verhuisd
2. De ben gescheiden of heb een vaste
relatie verbroken
3. Ik ben een vaste relatie (geen huwelijk)
aangegaan

7. Er is iemand bij ons gezin komen wonen
(niet samenwonen met partner)

11. Ik heb werk gevonden na werkloos te zijn
geweest
12. Ik heb andere bezigheden buitenshuis opgepakt
(bv. vrijwilligerswerk, cursus, scholing)
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13. Ik ben van werk veranderd en ben nu meer
thuis dan daarvoor

O ja O nee

O ja O nee

O ja O nee

O ja O nee

O ja Once

O ja O nee

O ja O nee

O ja O nee

17. De ben in financieel opzicht vooruit gegaan

O ja O nee

O ja O nee

18. Ik ben infinancieelopzicht achteruit gegaan

O ja O nee

O ja O nee

Oja Onee

Oja Onee

14. Ik ben van werk veranderd en ben nu minder
thuis dan daarvoor
15. De ben van werk veranderd maar ben evenveel
thuis als daarvoor
16. De ben een langere periode (= een maand of
langer) ziek geweest

19. Andere gebeurtenissen, nl
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APPENDIX D:

CLIENT SATISFACTION LIST
1= noe, helemaal met
2= nee, eigenlijk met
3= ja, eigenlijk wel
4= ia. zeer zeker

1. Bent u tevreden over de hulpverlening die u gekregen hebt?

O

2. Voelde u zich gesteund door de hulpverlening?

O

3. Vindt u dat u door de hulpverlener werd geholpen?

O

4. Is er voldoende naar u geluisterd?

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

5. Was de hulpverlener voldoende bereikbaar?
6. Heeft u het gevoel dat u het weer alleen aan kunt?
7. Heeft de hulpverlening volgens u resultaat gehad?
8. Had u liever vaker een gesprek gehad met de hulpverlener?
9. Had u liever minder vaak een gesprek gehad met de hulpverlener?
10. Gaat het op dit moment goed tussen u en uw dochter?
11. Kon u goed met de hulpverlener opschieten?
12. Als kennissen van u vergelijkbare problemen hebben of krijgen en
zij vragen u wat zij het beste kunnen doen, zoudt u deze kennissen
dan de hulpverlening die uzelf bij ons gekregen heeft aanraden?
13. Welke dingen bevielen u het best aan de hulpverlening?

14. Welke dingen bevielen u het minst aan de hulpverlening?

15. Elke hulpverlening kan verbeterd worden. Wat hadden wij nog
meer (of anders) kunnen doen om de hulpverlening voor u (en dus
ook voor mensen die op u lijken) effectiever te maken?
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o

16. Heeft u nog aanvullende opmerkingen over de hulpverlening of
wilt u misschien nog andere dingen hierover kwijt?
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APPENDIX E:

CATEGORIES OF COMPLAINT TYPE

Klachtentypering (Complaint Type)
l.Verstoring gezinsleven/opvoedingsrelatie (Disturbed Family Life)
Definitie:

Voorbeelden:

Al die klachten waarin aangegeven wordt dat er veel ruzies zijn, de
ouders geen grip meer hebben op hun kind en/of het kind zijn
eigen gang gaat zonder voldoende rekening te houden met het
gezm. (Ook weglopen valt hieronder)
-dat ik meestal doe waar ik zelf zin in heb (do)
-ik kreeg te vaak klappen van mijn moeder en mijn broer (do)
-alles wat ik zeg slaat ze in de wind (va)
-ze helpt mij totaal met met het huishouden (va)

l.Gebrek aan begrip/acceptatie (Lack of Understanding/Acceptance)
Definitie:

Voorbeelden:

Al die klachten waarin aangegeven wordt dat er geen begrip is
(zowel van ouders voor kind als omgekeerd), dat er geen of
onvoldoende ruimte gegeven wordt aan het kind of dat het kind
zich buitengesloten of de schuldige voelt.
-nujn ouders zien mij nog te veel als een klein kind en leggen me
teveel aan banden (do)
-mijn eigen ik word niet geaccepteerd thuis, mijn uiterlijk, ideeën,
Tienmgen (do)
omdat ik met goed met ze (ouders) kan praten en me er
xntengesloten voel (do)
dochter blijkt niet te begrijpen in haar gedrag

3.Gebrek aan епгои ,гп inionberekenbaar zijn van het kind (Lack of Confidence)
Definitie:
Voorbeelden:

Al die klachten waann aangegeven wordt dat de ouders niet aan
dochter op aan kunnen, hen voorliegt, zich niet aan afspraken
houdt, steelt en/of praatjes rondstrooit
t ongehoorzaam, met op tijd thuis, veel liegen (va)
omdat ik gewantrouwd word, ik word niet meer vertrouwd (do)
dochter stoort zich weinig aan afspraken binnen het gezin (vnl.
ijdsafspraken) (va)
als men wat ontdekt wat ze gedaan heeft blijft ze ontkennen tot je
net bewijzen komt (va)

I

4.NegatieftoeL·mstbeeld voor het kind (Negative Future Perspective for IP)
Definitie:

Voorbeelden:

Al die klachten waarin aangegeven wordt dat het kind als het zo
doorgaat slecht terecht zal komen, het "verkeerde pad" op zal gaan
e.d. Ook het niet naar school gaan of problemen hebben op school
valt hieronder, evenals de zorg.
-toekomst somber inzien (mo)
-ter bescherming voor haarzelf, voor het te laat zou zijn (va)
-op school zuigt ze het bloed onder de nagels van de leraars, moet
3 à 4 keer op school komen (va)
-dochter op het goede pad brengen (mo)
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5 Megatief toekomstbeeld voor het gezin (Emotional Exhaustion)
Definitie:
Voorbeelden:

Al die klachten waarin aangegeven wordt dat men aan het eind van
zijn latijn, het zonder hulp niet redt of het zo niet langer door kan
gaan
-ongelukkig met deze situaties (mo)
-ik werd gek van de ruzies, ik kon er niet meer tegen (do)
-omdat het niet langer meer ging, er waren dan gekke dingen
gebeurd (do)
-omdat ik voel dat ik het niet meer aankan en dat we er allemaal
onder lijden (mo)
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APPENDIX F:

CLINICAL RATING SCALE FOR FAMILY
COMMUNICATION
couple
or
family
score

СО ГІМЛТ
TRACKING

RKSPECT &
REGARD
CLARITY

FRbEDOM OF
EXPRESSION
COMMUNICATION
SKILL
Listeners' Skills
Empathy
Attentive Listening
Speakers' Skills
Speaking for Self
Speaking for Others
Intrusions/Interruptions
Premature Closure
GLOBAL FAMILY
COMMUNICATION
RATING (1-6)

LOW

FACILITATING

1
2
Little continuity of
content,
brelevant/distracung nonvcrbals and asides
frequently occur,
FrcqucntAnappropnale
topic chanfics,
Lack of respect for feelings
or message of other(s),
possibly overtly disrespect
fui or belililing attitude,
Inconsistent and/or unclear
verbal messages,
Frequent incongrucncies
between verbal and non
verbal messaRcs,
Infrequent discussion of
self, feelings and
relationships,

3
4
Some continuity but not
consistent across tune or
across all members,
Some urelcvant/distracüng
non verbals and asides,
Topic changes not
consistently appropnate,
Somewhat respectful of
others but not consistent
across tune or across all
members,
Some degree of clarity .but
not consistent across time
or across all members,
Some incongruent
messages,

HIGH
S
6
Members consistently
tracking,
Few irrelevant/distracting
non verbals and asides,
facultative non-verbals,
Appropnate topic changes,
Consistently appears
respectful of others'
feelings and message,
Verbal messages very
clear,
Generally congruent
messages,

Some discussion of self,
feelings and relauonships,

Open discussion of self,
feelings and relationships,

Seldom evident
Seldom evident

Sometimes evident
Sometimes evident

Often evident
Often evident

Seldom evident
Often evident

Sometimes evident
Sometimes evident

Often evident
Seldom evident

Often evident

Sometimes evident

Seldom evident
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APPENDIX H:

fam.na

stage

DISTRIBUTION OF THERAPIST BEHAVIOR PER
STAGE (main category level)
MCj

MC2

AiCj

MC4

MCs

MC6

1
1
1

I
Π
III

54.11
33.16
32.69

13.75
15.28
16.51

12.36
6.61
8.41

6.65
23.63
9.05

12.79
20.80
32.75

0.34
0.51
0.59

2
2
2

π

I

III

49.45
16.86
27.51

12.36
15.25
16.76

14.43
25.02
21.03

7.01
17.21
7.68

14.55
16.90
24.02

2.21
8.76
3.00

3
3

I
II

52.72
35.25

8.16
6.92

12.29
15.51

9.41
22.39

16.33
18.84

1.08
1.09

4

X

52.23

4.84

22.13

12.52

7.82

0.46

5

X

30.19

2.78

17.68

3.31

44.69

1.36

6

X

41.95

41.95

12.92

1.30

32.66

2.53

7
7
7

I
II
III

58.01 .
43.26
38.74

10.95
15.63
15.29

4.41
9.30
8.66

4.44
8.39
10.39

20.52
21.79
24.34

1.67
1.63
2.57

8
8
8

I
II
III

45.52
21.90
21.65

9.89
12.46
15.31

15.17
20.00
21.67

5.26
10.42
11.18

21.58
32.29
27.66

2.58
2.93
2.53

9
9
9

I
II

in

36.48
35.46
26.29

4.15
8.50
9.99

7.25
14.74
10.99

8.83
21.53
8.60

39.67
17.76
41.83

3.62
2.01
2.30

10
10
10

I
II
III

30.35
31.78
28.92

9.93
11.16
15.12

20.92
24.37
17.44

4.30
9.04
6.29

32.94
22.38
31.15

1.55
1.28
1.08

11
11
11

π

I

III

21.09
16.01
20.49

6.78
10.05
12.57

23.50
24.61
14.35

8.45
16.27
18.33

39.85
29.99
32.86

0.33
3.06
1.39

12

X

38.91

18.31

17.77

6.38

16.61

2.03

13
13
13

I
II
III

48.76
36.16
36.16

15.22
17.66
19.86

10.23
8.96
14.86

3.45
10.70
5.52

20.05
25.50
22.85

2.28
1.03
0.76

Meani
Meani
Meani

I
II
III

42.97
29.32
29.06

10.38
13.25
15.18

13.78
16.70
14.68

6.05
14.65
9.63

25.24
23.43
29.68

1.82
2.65
1.78

Mean 2

X

40.82

16.97

17.62

5.88

25.44

1.59

1

Mean was calculated for 3-stage treaimenis only
Mean2 was calculated for the four stageless treaunenis only
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APPENDIX I:

DIFFERENCES IN THERAPIST BEHAVIOR
DISTRIBUTION FROM STAGE MEANS
(stageless treatments, main-category level)
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APPENDIX J:

PROBLEM PERCEPTION
(Pre- and post-measurement and

follow-up)

Problem Perception (pre-treatment)

9-15

15-20
20-25
25-30
problem perception

D

fathers (N=9)
mothers (N=12)
IPs (N=.13)

Π
И
Ξ

fathers (N=8)
mothers (N=12)
IPs (N=12)

Π
И
0

fathers (N=6)
mothers (N=10)
IPs (N=11)

30-36

Problem Perception (post-treatment)

i

J
ι

Jil
τ
9-15

15-20
20-25
25-30
problem perception

30-36

Problem Perception (follow-up)

9-15

15-20
20-25
25-30
problem perception
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30-36

APPENDIX К:

RELATIONSHIP MOTHER-IP
(Pre- and post-measurement and follow-up)
Relationship Mother-IP (pre-treatment)

exir-ncg

negative

average

positive

И

mothers (N=12)

Ξ

IPs (N=12)

И

mothers (N=12)

Ξ

IPs (N=11)

И

mothers (N=10)

В

IPs (N=11)

cxtr-pos

relationship quality
Relationship Mother-IP (post-treatment)

cxtr-ncg

negative

average

positive

extr-pos

relationship quality
Relationship Mother-IP (follow-up)

extr-neg

negative

average

positive

relationship quality
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extr-pos

APPENDIX L:

RELATIONSHIP FATHER-IP
(Pre- and post-measurement and follow-up)
Relationship Father-IP (pre-treatment)
Π faihcrs(N=9)
И IPs (N=9)

exlr-neg

negative average positive extr-pos
relationship quality

Relationship Father-IP (post-treatment)
SO

Π fathers (N=8)
Ξ IPs (N=8)

TO·

60'
50
40
30
20
10
0

ш
extr-neg

i

α

negative average positive cxtr-pos
relationship quality

Relationship Father-IP (follow-up)
80

Π fathers (N=7)
0 IPs (N=7)

70 Η
60
50
40
30
20
ιοί
0
extr-neg

negative average positive extr-pos
relationship quality
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APPENDIX M:

COHESION
(Pre- and post-measurement and

Cohesion (pre-treatment)

SP
с
u

а

disengaged

separated

connected

enmeshed

cohesion

Cohesion (post-treatment)

8.

disengaged

separated

connected

enmeshed

cohesion

Cohesion (follow-up)

¡3
с

I
disengaged

separated

connected

cohesion
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enmeshed

follow-up)

APPENDIX Ν:

ADAPTABILITY
(Pre- and post-measurement and follow-up)
Adaptability (pre-treatment)

structured

flexible

chaotic

adaptability
Adaptability (post-treatment)

structured

flexible

chaotic

adaptability
Adaptability (follow-up)

rigid

structured

flexible

adaptability
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chaotic

APPENDIX O:

TREATMENT OUTCOME IN TERMS OF SUCCESS
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>
13

INDIVIDUAL LEVEL
Family
Number

δ
ю

8
9
10
11
12
13

Initial
Satis- Probi. Total Change
Complaint faction Pere. Individual
level
1
1
4
1
8
13
12
13
13
5
9
9
5.5
4
2
3
2
6
1
2
4
10
7
7
9
8
13
11
3
7
5
4
7
2
10
6
12
9
11
12
5.5
3
8
S
10
11
3
8
11
12
6
10

RELATIONAL LEVEL
Mother IP to Father IP to Total Changi
to IP Mother to IP Father Relation
level
1 2
2
1
1
7
6
5
2
7
4
4
8
3
S
6
5
8
3
1
2
10
11
12
5
8
6
4
9
2
7
3
8
4
10
7
7
10
9
9
9
6
11
1
5
3
8
3
4
6
11
13

Range: 1 з most positively changed -13 = east positively changed

STRUCTURAL LEVEL
Coh.

9
2
8
3
11
10
7
4
5
6
1
12
13

ALL
SUCCESS
LEVELS CRITERION

Adapt. Total Change
Structural
level
7
5
4
2
9
10
6
5
11
11
13
12
6
8
4
3
9
8
3
1
2
1
7
10

11
2
8

10
9
11

13

13

7

12

12
10

1
12
S.S
3
4
13
8
2
5.5

1 = most
successful
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APPENDIX Q:

PERCENTAGES OF THERAPIST BEHAVIOR AND
INDIVIDUAL LEVEL CHANGE

Gathering Information and Individual Change
60-1

e

•S 50

• MCI
R = 0.03

S 40

G
S зо
υ
ы>

S
S 20

g

10

0

τ—ι—ι—ι—ι—ι—ι—ι—ι—ι—ι—ι—I
1 2 3
4 5
6 7 8
910111213
total individual level change (ranks)

Stimulating Insight and Individual Change
20 π
• МС2

15-

R = 0.45

0
υ
ел

а

-

0

τ — ι — ι — ι — ι ι ι ι — ι — г — τ — I 1
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
910111213
total individual level change (ranks)

Structuring Therapy and Individual Change
30 л
25

• МСЗ

υ

i

•0.03

20 Ч

S«
со

υ

f 105 -

ι
с

τ—ι—ι—ι—ι—ι—ι—ι—ι—ι—ι—ι—ι
0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
910111213
total individual level change (ranks)
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Direct Influence and Individual Change
Ί

§

1

15

'

•

•

•

• MC4

R = -0.14

»
•

У 10-

2

•

Ol

percentage

•

— — ——
• «
•

Φ

*
»

-ι

ο

0

1 2

3 4

5 6

7

8 9

10 1 1 1 2 1 3

total individual level change (ranks)

Client-directed Activities and Individual Change
50

•§

Ί

•

^ 40-

• MC5

=с9
«"ί

S
υ
tJj

20

R= - 0.24

• » •

а з о -

"

•
^

•

10

8 "

д

»
с)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 10 1 1 1 2 1 3

total individual level change (ranks)
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APPENDIX R:

PERCENTAGES OF THERAPIST BEHAVIOR AND
RELATIONAL LEVEL CHANGE

Gathering Information and Relational Change

total relational level change (ranks)

Stimulating Insight and Relational Change
20 л

totalrelationalchange (ranks)

Structuring Therapy and Relational Change
30 π

• MC3
R = - 0.18

totalrelationalchange (ranks)
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Direct Influence and Relational Change
20 η

total relational change (ranks)

Client-directed Activities and Relational Change

'S

50 η

•

J 4030

•
iI

•

о

•

о

ι

•
—г-

- 1 -

ι

0

«

•

• * •

I

-

о

percentage MC5

S

• MC5

•

1

2

3 4

5 6 7

8 9 1 0 1 1 1 2 1 3

total relational change (ranks)
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R = -0.13

PERCENTAGES OF THERAPIST BEHAVIOR AND
STRUCTURAL LEVEL CHANGE

APPENDIX S:

Gathering Information and Structural Change

• MCI
R = 0.43

0

1 2 3

4 5

6 7 8

910111213

total stuctural change (ranks)

Stimulating Insight and Structural Change
20
• MC2
R = - 0.02
S

io-I

a
S

δ
a,
0

τ—ι—ι—ι—ι—ι—ι—ι—ι—ι—ι—ι—I
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
910111213
total structural change (ranks)

Structuring Therapy and Structural Change
ao 25

Iо '

S 20-

• MC3
.^Φ

•

Φ

*-

S-

•

R = - 0.53

•^

•

— ,

υ

gS ю§

•

•

•

•

5I

I

I

1

1

1

1

total structural change (ranks)
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ι

I

I

Direct Influence and Structural Change
20

υ
υ

в

• MC4
•0.49

U

S

10

υ
ao

В
S 5

ì

О 1

-ι—ι—ι—ι—ι—ι—ι—ι—ι—ι—ι—ι
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 910111213

total structural change (ranks)

Client-directed Activities and Structural Change

I

50 •
40

• MC5
R = 0.14

g зон
OS

i «и
-ι—ι—ι—ι—ι—ι—ι—ι—ι—ι—ι—ι
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 910111213

total structural change (ranks)
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APPENDIX Τ:

PERCENTAGES OF THERAPIST BEHAVIOR AND
FAMILY CHANGE
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Direct Influence and Family Change
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APPENDIX U:

CATEGORIES OF ABSTRACT GOAL TYPES

Abstracte doelstellingen (Abstract Goals)
1. Doelstellingen m.b.t. de communicatie in het gezin (Family Communication)
Definitie:
Voorbeelden:

Alle doelstellingen waarin het op gang brengen van en/of het
verbeteren van de communicatie centraal staat
- onderlinge communicatie verbeteren in de zin van opener en
duidelijker maken
- communicatie moeder-dochter moet opener, meer begrip voor
elkaar en meer inleveringsvermogen

2. Doelstellingen m.b.t. de hiërarchie in het gezin (Family Hierarchy)
Definitie:
Voorbeelden:

Alle doelstellingen waarin het accent ligt op de hiërarchie in het
gezin, het verschuiven en/of versterken van de posities die de
gezinsleden innemen t.o.v. elkaar.
- moeder opvoedingsverantwoordelijkheid laten nemen
- gezagsverhouding in het gezin herstellen, hiërarchie stiefmoeder-dochter-vader -> vader zag 2e vrouw en dochter als
gelijkwaardig (6jr. verschil in leeftijd)
- moeder leren consequent te reageren als haar grenzen door
dochter overschreden worden
- ouders op een lijn krijgen, zowel t.a.v. grenzen als t.a.v. aanpak
van dochter

3. Doelstellingen m.b.t. de relatie ouder(s)-kind (Parent-adolescent Relationship)
Definitie:
Voorbeelden:

Alle doelstellingen waarin de relatie tussen de adolescent en (een
van) de ouders centraal staat
- verbeteren relatie-dochter
- relatie ouders-dochter herstellen
- herstel van de affectieve band ouders-dochter

^.Doelstellingen m.b.t. het losmakings- enlof loslatingsproces (Detachment)
Definitie:
Voorbeelden:

Alle doelstellingen waarin het op gang brengen, bevorderen en/of
verbeteren van het losmakings- c.q. loslatingsproces
- losmaking zonder affectieve breuk
- het losmakingsproces op gang brengen, moeder kon niet zonder
dochter leven, moeder in staat laten zijn dochter los te laten
- losmaking van dochter, accepteren dat dochter eigen keuzes
maakt in het leven, accepteren van het eigen leven van dochter.

5 Doelstellingen m.b.t. (persoonlijke groeilontwikkeling) adolescent (Development of IP)
Definitie:
Voorbeelden:

Alle doelstellingen waarin het accent ligt op de persoonlijke groei
en/of de ontwikkelingstaken van de adolescent
-dochter leren omgaan met verantwoordelijkheden
-zelfstandigheid dochter bevorderen
-adolescent inzicht geven in en leren dragen van de consequenties
van haar keuzes
-dochter leren omgaan met grenzen, uiten van mening en
overleggen kunnen zodat ook contacten met andere volw. en
leeftijdgenoten verbeteren.
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в.Doelstellingen m.b.t. persoonlijke groei van (een van) de ouders (Personal
Development Parents)
Definitie:
Voorbeelden:

Alle doelstellingen waarin de persoonlijke groei en/of
problematiek van (een van) de ouders centraal staat (geen
rechtstreeks verband met dochter)
-ouders inzicht geven in hun aandeel in de problematiek
-relatie met ex-man verwerken/duidelijker krijgen wat ze nog met
hem wil, ook t.o.v. de kinderen

7.Overige (Astraete doelstellingen (Remaining Goals)
Definitie:
Voorbeeld:

alle doelstellingen die niet onder een van de voorgaande
doelstellingen vallen
-stabiliteit in het leefmilieu herkrijgen (van vader ging dochter
naar oma, naar vrienden en toen weer terug naar vader in vrij
korte tijd)
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APPENDIX V:

CATEGORIES OF CONCRETE GOAL TYPES

Concrete doelstellingen (Concrete Goals)
1 Doelstellingen m.b.t. taken en regels in het gezin (Tasks and Rules in Family)
Definitie:
Voorbeelden:

Alle doelstellingen waarin het accent ligt op de taken en regels in
huis of op de afspraken die er zijn over zaken als tijdsrip van
thuiskomst, zakgeld, huishoudelijke taken e.d.
-handje meehelpen in het huishouden
-laten weten aan moeder waar ze uithangt

2Doelstellingen m.b.t. opleiding en/of werk adolescent (IP's Education or Work)
Definitie:
Voorbeelden:

Alle doelstellingen waarin het streven naar een (school)-opleiding,
werk, of een andere dagindeling benadrukt wordt
-spijbelen stopzetten
-werk zoeken of naar school gaan

3.Doelstellingen m.b.t. wijze van omgaan met/reageren op elkaar in het gezin (Family
Intercourse)
Definitie:
Voorbeelden:

Alle doelstellingen waarin de wijze van omgaan met elkaar en/of
het reageren op elkaar centraal staat
-minder brutaal tegen vader
-overspannen reakties van vader veranderen
-paniekreacties bij de ouders telkens als dochter iets uitspookt,
reguleren
-moeder leren zich bij de afspraak te houden en haar dochter eraan
te houden (i.p.v. dochter wegsturen en het vervolgens zelf te
doen)
-moeder leren vragen aan dochter om taken te doen i.p.v.
verwachten dat dochter ze uit zichzelf doet.

ADoelstellingen m.b.t. de verblijfplaats van de adolescent (IP's Residence)
Definitie:
Voorbeelden:

Alle doelstellingen waarin het accent ligt op het (weer) thuis laten
wonen van adolescent en/of op het streven naar een definitieve
verblijfplaats/opvang.
-wegloop gedrag dochter stopzetten
-terug thuis plaatsen dochter
-voor dochter een goede opvang regelen zodat ze niet zwerft,
ongrijpbaar blijft.

S.Overige concrete doelstellingen (Remaining Goals)
Definitie:
Voorbeeld:

Alle doelstellingen die niet onder een van de voorgaande
doelstellingen vallen
-drinkgedrag van de ouders
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Stellingen bij het proefschrift 'Therapist Behavior in Process: Therapist Behavior in the
Treatment of Families With Adolescent Girls At Risk of Placement" van A.A.G.
Verwaaijen
1. Het is mogelijk om, ook voor gezinnen met relatief ongunstige perspectieven, uithuisplaatsing van de adolescente dochter te voorkomen door middel van intensieve
ambulante gezinsbehandeling. (Dit proefschrift)
2. De gezinnen van adolescente meisjes met zodanige gedragsproblemen dat uithuisplaatsing dreigt, worden tevens gekenmerkt door problematiek op gezins- en
relationeel nivo. Dit pleit tegen een behandeling die uitsluitend gericht is op de
individuele adolescent en voor behandeling van het gezin, ongeacht het bestaan of de
richting van causaliteit tussen de probleemgebieden. (Dit proefschrift)
3. Het specificeren van de verschillende vormen van hulpverlening middels procesonderzoek behoeft binnen het veld van gezinstherapie dringend prioriteit. (Zie onder
andere dit proef schrift)
4. Gezien het feit dat behandelingen succesvoller zijn bij die cliënten die het minst
behandeling behoeven, dient bij het bepalen van de maatschappelijke betekenis van een
behandelingsprogramma de doelgroep van de behandeling zwaarder mee te wegen dan
de resultaten van de behandeling.
5. De overheid dient prioriteit te verlenen aan het ontwikkelen, evalueren en implementeren van die vormen van behandeling die zich richten op doelgroepen die niet of
onvoldoende bereikt worden middels de bestaande voorzieningen.
6. De gereedheid voor volwassenheid komt ongeveer twee jaar later dan de adolescent
beweert, en ongeveer twee jaar eerder dan de ouders willen toegeven, f Stone, L.J. &
Church, J. (1984): Childhood and adolescence: A psychology of the growing person
(25th ed.), New York, Random House). Dit impliceert dat de mate van volwassenheid
van de adolescent gedurende vier jaar een potentiële bron van conflicten vormt tussen
ouders en adolescent.
7. Gezien de milieuvervuiling dient de betiteling "natuurproduct" eerder als een waarschuwing dan als een aanbeveling voor de gezondheid te worden beschouwd.
8. Binnen de huidige constructie van AiO's is niet zozeer sprake van een relatief stijgend
aantal vrouwelijke promovendae, als wel van een relatief dalend aantal mannelijke
promovendi.
9. Het feit dat de campagne "Kes Exact" niet de verwachte resultaten heeft opgeleverd
moet als positief worden gezien vanwege het discriminerende karakter ten aanzien van
de niet-exacte vakken die veelal door meisjes gekozen worden.
10. Aangezien volgens de statistieken mensen die een huisdier hebben langer leven dan
mensen zonder huisdier, kan het verbod van bejaardentehuizen op het houden van
huisdieren gezien worden als een verkapte bezuinigingsmaatregel.
11. Alle vormen van therapie zijn gelijk, maar sommige zijn meer gelijk dan andere.
Nijmegen, 11 april 1990

